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Scruggs Sisters to Perform Tribute to Nancy Wilson ·., 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
Riverside's Scruggs sisters will per-
form a tribute to the legendary 
songstylist Nancy Wilson during the 
3rd Annual Black Voice Foundation's 
Hardy Brown Birthday' Celebration 
honoring Nancy Wilson. 
The event will be held Thursday, 
December 6, 2007 at the Riverside 
.Convention Center at 6:30 pm. The 
Foundation was founded by Hardy arid 
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Nancy Wilson 
his ·wife Cheryl, co-publishers of The 
Black Voice News, the only newspaper 
serving Riverside County's African-
American community. The Foundation 
offers a number of educational and·cul-
tural programs and was recently select-
. ed by The Sun Newspaper as one of 
two holiday fund charity recipients. 
Aretha and Alayna Scruggs are both 
graduates of Canyon Springs High 
School (Moreno Valley), Class of 1998, 
with 4.17 and 4.08 GPAs respectively. 
They are also graduates of the 
University of California, Los Angeles 
(UCLA), Class of 2003. Aretha earned 
a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Anthropology, with a minor in African-
American Studies and Alayna earned a 
Ba9helor of Science degree in 
Physiological Science, with a focus in 
Education. 
The Scruggs Sisters (Antoinette, 
Aretha, Alayna, and Adena) have been 
performing for approximately 22 years 
at various church, community, and 
sports events. They sing gospel and 
patriotic music acapella, to a track, ol-
accompanied by their parents (Wanda 
and Melvin). ., 
They have performed as the opening 
act for '(olanda Adams, Shirley Caesar, 
The Clark Sisters, Vickie Winans, Beau 
Williams, Commissioned, PhilHp 
Bailey of Earth Wind and Fire, etc; 
Toys for Tots; Christmas Tree 
See GALA, Page A-4 -' 
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SEIU Disagrees Over Union Dues ·'. 
The Black Vetce Newr 
SAN BERNARDINO 
By Vincent Brown 
On November 26th, SEIU Local 1000 
President Dave Hart made a visit to the 
Inland Empire's Caltrans Headquarters 
in downtown San Bernardino to per-
suade State and Caltrans employees to 
disapprove a measure that would not 
alJow employees to pay the fair share 
measure regarding union dues. The 
Public Employment Relations Board 
(PERB) has set an election to decide if 
employees who are not union members 
should continue to pay fair share fees in 
Unit I. According to union officials, if 
Bills, Olympic 
Athlete, Dixon 
Remembered 
The Black Voice News 
ONTARIO 
Longtime community supponer and 
former NFL and Olympic star, Willie 
Charles Dixon was remembered dur-
ing a recent homegoing ceremony. 
Di,wn, affectionaltely called 
"Dixon" by family and friends was 
born the third of seven children to the 
late Gary Dixon, Sr. and Allie Mae 
Dixon on May 8, 1948 in Bascom, 
Florida. 
He received. his early educational 
training in the Leon County School 
System in Tallahassee, Florida gradu-
ating from Florida A&M University 
High School in 1966, 
After receiving a full four year ath-
letic scholarship in football from 
Albany State Univeristy in Georgia he 
graduated in 1971 with a Bachelor of 
Science Degree in Business 
Administration and Accounting and a 
minor in Economics. 
See DIXON~ Page A-4 
King Remembered 
by Family and 
Friends 
The; Black Voice News 
INGLEWOOD 
The mother of former Gas Company 
Community Affairs Manager, Jim 
King and founder of !]le Black Culture 
Foundation was recently funeralized. 
Born Trinnie B.Carroll, on December 
28, 1926, in Center Texas, to Jack and 
Alline Carroll. She passed away on 
November 11 , 2007 in Harbor City, 
CA. l'he eldest of nine children and a 
ha! f-sister. She graduated from 
Phyllis Wheatly High School in 
Hquston, Texas and Texas Southern 
University for Negros which was later 
renamed Texas Southern University in 
Houston, Texas where she received 
her B.A. degree. 
In J 948 Trinnie married George 
King; George passed at an early age, 
leaving her a single parent, who raised 
four children. She was a very support-
ive matriarch, the strong and deter-
mined backbone of the family. 
Trinnie never let anyone tell her what 
she couldn't, wouldn't or shouldn't do. 
She taught her four children to have 
See KING, Page A-4 
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SEIU Local 1000 Michael Chevalier, Local Union Representative, Alan C. Maree, Caltrans 
District 8 Dept. of Transportation. and Victoria Green, Transportation Planner 
fair shary fees are rescinded, it will seri-
ously hamper the Local lOOO's ability to 
protect the gains on behalf of employees, 
fight the pending initiative to cut public 
employee pensions, stop contracting out 
and mount a strong and successful 2008 
contract campaign. 
According to Hart, "this election is 
about fairness, it's about security and it's 
about· investment State law requires 
Local 1000 to represent all employees 
regardless of whether or not they are 
union members. That means non-mem-
bers get the raises, pensions, health care 
benefits and other rights that members 
have fought so hard to win. That's not 
fair. We believ~ everyone needs to share 
the cost of winning. It's an investment in 
economic security, job security, and 
retirement security." 
But the majority of the employees that 
attended the event disagreed. Employees 
pointed the finger at the Union's non 
responsiveness to union members' com-
plaints about the management at 
Caltrans abuse of the hiring-and promoc 
tion process. 
Also, employees were not happy th.rt 
although state employees recently 
received a three percent pay raise, the 
Union countered with a 1.5 union fee 
increase taking away almost fifty per; 
cent of the wage increase. Many 
See SEIU, Page A-4 
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GRANDMA OBAMA: "ACTION MORE IMPORTANT THAN RACE" 
Camp Obama Swings Into Riverside 
89-year-old Sarah Hussian Obama helped raise Illinois Senator Barack Obama. 
CBC Foundation Delegation Arrives In South Africa 
The Black Voice tfew 
WASHINGTON 
A delegation representing the 
Congressional Black Caucus 
Foundation (CBCF) and its African 
Globalism Committee arrived late 
Tuesday afternoon in South Africa for a 
weeklong trip to visit health-related 
sites and conduct meetings with gov-
ernment health officials in that country. 
The delegation is led by Elsie L. 
Scott, Ph.D., the Foundation's president 
a11d chief executive officer, and two 
members of Congress who also serve 
on the organization's board of directors, 
Rep. Barbara Lee of California and 
Del. Donna M. Christensen of the U.S. 
Virgin Islands. 
Rep. Lee serves as chairwoman of 
the African Globalism Committee, 
which seeks to reconnect Africans 
throughout the African diaspora, 
including but not limited to the United 
Sta.Jes, Africa, Latin America and the 
Caribbean. The congresswoman and 
the committee have aggressively 
sought to impact U.S. policy towards 
the African diaspora, particularly 
health. 
Del. Christensen, a physician, serves 
as chairwoman of both the CBCF 
Public Health Committee and the . 
Congressional Black Caucus' Health 
Braintrust, which oversees and advo-
cates minority health issues nationally 
and internationally. She and Dr. Scott 
are scheduled to take part in World 
AIDS Day activities on Dec. I ; the con-
gresswoman is slated to deliver a 
keynote address that day. 
The delegati~n is also scheduled to, 
among other things, meet with 
Ambassador Eric M. Bost and Deputy 
Chief of Mission Donald Teitelbaum at 
the U.S. Embassy in Pretoria; meet 
with South African Minister of 
Education Naledi Pandor; meet with 
Vice Chancellor Ihron Rensburg and 
faculty at the University of 
Johannesburg; visit the Johnson & 
Johnson Bum Treatment Centre and 
attend a global business coalition 
breakfast in Johannesburg; and visit 
with students and volunteers at the 
Rosa Parks Library and take part in 
HIV testing in Soweto. 
The Cong;essional Black Caucus 
Foundation was established in 1976 as 
a nonpartisan, nonprofit, public policy, 
research and education institute intend-
ed to help improve the socio-economic 
circumstances of African Americans 
and other underserved communities. 
CBCF has a critical role to play in 
ensuring that the African continent 
becomes an imponant global strategic 
See CBC, Page A-4 
The Black Voice News 
INLAND EMPIRE 
By Chris Levister 
In August 2006 when Senator 
Barack Obama returned to his late 
father's house in Nyongoma Kogelo 
village Kenya he was nearly crushed 
by relatives, friends and reporters. 
"Hope, hope, hope! Reclaim the 
dream." the crowd chanted thunde(-
ously. 
One chorus in particular anchored 
itself in the Democratic presidential 
hopeful's mind: "Reclaim the 
American Dream''. That clarion call 
came from the woman who helped 
raise the Illinois Senator, Sarah 
Hussian Obama his 89-year-old 
Kenyan grandmother. Her wisdom 
gave flight to his 2006 bestselling 
book "Audacity of Hope" and. is 
now firing up diverse communities 
across America. 
"Are you ready to reclaim the 
American Dream? Are you ready to 
roll up yo,ur sleeves and make a 
change?" That's Jocelyn Anderson, 
Regional Field Organizer for 
California for Obama. 
Welcome to Camp Obama in the 
Inland Empire. It's a camp for adults 
who are "ready to shake up the 
world!" But don't look for bonfires, 
singalongs or marshmallow roasts at 
this camp. Instead campers are gath-
ered around folding tables in a room 
draped with maps highlighting key 
primary and caucus states. These 
campers are here to learn more 
about Obama and how to galvanize 
support for him." 
"We are looking for a few good 
people• people who want to reclaim 
the hope - restore our country's rep-
utation at home and around the 
world," said Anderson. 
In Riverside, Saturday December 
1 and in selected cities across the 
Inland region Camp Obama is 
inspiring a new generation of people 
who are less concerned about rad~ 
and much more concerned about, "is 
this somebody who is going to be 
fighting for me," says Anderson. 
"You are an important part of our 
strategy to reclaim the American 
Dream - elect Barack Obama, our 
next president," Anderson told an 
enthusiastic group of mostly young 
adults and college students attending 
Camp Obama recently at Agape 
Family Life Center Church in 
Rancho Cucamonga. 
"Barack Obama is forging a 
color-blind America - inspiring a 
new generation of people and a lo~ 
of people have not been involved ii! 
the political process before," said 
Ethan Holtz a USC engineering 
graduate who along with is wife 
Sherry, a nurse, believes Obama will 
change things. Ethan is white, 
Sherry is African-American. ., 
"He's all of us! He's not Black! 
He's not white. He germinates inspi-· 
ration and optimism among Black 
and white, red and blue. You feel 
like you're part of a ground swell," 
said Ethan. 
Saturday, December l Camp 
Obama rolls into Riverside at Saint. 
Andrews' Newman Center, 105 Big 
Springs Road. For more information 
call: (951) 682-8751. 
As Obama, the son of a Black 
father and white mother travels 
across Iowa where the caucuses are 
just weeks away he is bringing his 
grandmother's wisdom to a state that 
has never elected an African-
American to national office. 
"I believe we can be one people 
reaching for what's possible." said 
Obama during a taping of Iowa 
Public Television's "Iowa Press". 
"Politics has kept us racially and 
politically divided for too long. It's 
time for change." 
Obama says voters in Iowa,' 
See OBAMA, Page A-4 
29 Palms Band of Mission Indians Plans 11th 
Annual Pow Wow 
decade, enty-Nine Palms Band of Mission Indian's 
Gathering and Pow Wow is nothing less than a spectacle 
Now the Tribe is .proud to announce this year's event take 
Spotlight Showroom at Spotlight 29 Casino December 7-9. 
E-Mail to: pressrele".lse@blackvoicenewsfom P.O. Bo,'< 1581, Riverside, Ca,!ifornia 92502 (951) 682-6070 ©Black Voice News 2qo1 http:/lww"':,blackvoicenews.com 
The Black Voice News 
Ain't the Black Voice 
Newspaper a media outlet 
in Riverside Too? 
"Ain't I a Woman?" was a speech made famous by Sojourner Truth 
back in 1851 in the City of Akron, Ohio? She was asking the question 
that plagued most Black women during the time, who we excluded 
from the equal rights debate • either by white female suffragettes or 
Black male abolitionists. While both groups fought for equal treat-
ment, they did so at the expense of the Black female. She had bore a 
child just like white woman but was considered less than they. Well, 
just this past month The Black Voice News was treated in that manner 
Hardy L. 
BROWN 
when the Riverside County 
District Attorney· Rod Pacheco 
and the 2007 California Gang 
Summit held a conference in 
downtown Riverside and 
denied the Black Voice News 
attendance. Our reporter did 
go to the conference but was 
told we were not on the list to 
attend and that media list 
could not be revealed until.after the conference was over. She was also 
told that a photo identification card 
detailing her media affiliation was 
required. ff that policy is uniformly 
applied and enforced in a nondiscrim-
inatory fashion, then that's a fair 
enough requirement, but the real issue 
is about not being included on the invi-
tation list for media in the first place. 
And what about being surrounded by 
members of the Riverside County 
Gang Task Force and being escorted 
outside like she was a criminal? And 
what about this reporter being told by 
one of the task force members that he 
believed she was impersonating a 
reporter and· being asked to list the 
names of every public information officer for local government and 
law enforcement agencies in the Inland Empire? 
What about the lack of a similar invitation for the Black Voice News 
to attend Pacheco's press conference with Riverside Police Department 
representatives held at Patterson Park in the Eastside community 
where African-Americans still liv1: and die, as do Latinos from gang 
violence there? That appearance was to announce the ftliog of a pre-
liminary gang injunction against Eastside Riva and over 100 of its 
alleged members, gang linked to the deaths of at least two young Black 
teenagers, Markess Lancaster and Anthony Sweat in 2002. 
The Riverside County Gang Task Force operates under the umbrel-
la of the District Attorney's office and is funded through them by 
Riverside County's Board of Supervisors as is the office that runs it. 
Hundreds of law enforcement officers that day attended a session on 
how law enforcement should address gang violence in their jurisdic-
tions. ()ne newspaper wasn't invited. 
Now like Sojourner Truth we ask, ain't we a newspaper of legal sta-
tus in Riverside County? According to the Riverside County Clerk's 
list of-adjudicated newspapers in Riverside we are. We carry news just 
like the media that was invited tel attend. Were we shunned because we 
,re a weekly? Were we turned away because the reporter we sent was 
fnglo? Were we denied access because of the name of the paper? Were 
we denied access because of the subject matter being discussed? Were 
we denied access because the speaker was Jerry Brown, the Attorney 
General? 
, We would have loved to report to our readers what Jerry Brown 
l)ad to say about gangs since we have so many in our community. 
Maybe we can get a one-on-one with the district attorney to find out 
~hat happened at the summit. Maybe they do not want our input as 
part of the solution. We want to know how many Blacks were in atten-
~ance at the summit. We want to know what is the meaning of ''unac-
ceptable'' used by the attorney general at "the summit. 
The Black Voice News carries news from other county departments. 
We even carry legal advertising from the county. We carry ads from 
the various supervisors when they run for office. We are included in 
press conferences in the neighboring county by District Attorney Mike 
i.amos, even though he says the questions are tough. We are supposed 
t,o ask questions the public would like to know and in our case the 
4frican American public. So we ask the question of Rod Pacheco, Ain't 
)Ve A Newspaper Too? 
ffhank You San Bernardino 
Sun Newspaper 
• This year The Black Voice family has so many things to be thankful 
for and one of them is The Sun selecting the Black Voice Foundation, 
Inc as one the community agencies to 
receive funds to assist us in providing 
services to the community. 
My wife Cheryl and I founded the 
f.oundation two decades ago to provide 
internships and scholarships for 
deserving students in the area, as well 
its to provide training in print media. 
Over the years, the organization has 
grown to support a number of impor-
~nt historical, cultural, and educa-
~onal programs in the Inland Empire: 
programs that have received national 
recognition from institutions like the 
N!ltlonal Park Service and others. We 
are proud of the work we continue to 
do for the betterment of the communities we serve throughout the 
. hlland Empire, and especially the work we do with young people. 
' Our name was submitted by Steve Lambert, the editor of the news-
paper who has taken a personal interest in saving kids. He has led the 
charge in marches to enlighten the community; he kept the issues 
l)efore the public for one year by creating the "Mynisha Circle" 
l)pdate; he has hosted several meetings with federal, state and local 
elected officials to solicit their support for preventive legislation to 
ip.tercede in young people's lives to prevent needless killing. So to Steve 
Lambert and the Sun family we thank you for thinking about us dur-
ing this Holiday Season. You didn't have to but you did and we thank 
you from the bottom of our heart. 
If you desire to assist The Black Voice Foundation, Inc. send your 
tax deductible donations to " The Sun's Holiday Fund, 4010 N. 
Georgia Blvd. San Bernardino, CA 92507. 
' 
,. , 
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Old Fashioned Marriage Part 9: A Testing 
My buddy is raising his two daugh-
ters to be perfect ladies. He is teaching 
them to deman·d not that they be treated 
as delicate flowers that must be handled 
with care less they crumble, but strong 
women that delight in their femininity. 
To that end he has instructed his girls 
that they shouldn't open a door for 
themselves, should never pull out a 
chair and should always receive a gen-
tleman's hand while exiting an automo-
bile. We all gol a good laugh when my 
buddies wife .. upon hearing some of 
her husband's dictates, wondered aloud 
when 
1
she might receive some of this 
treatment. 
There are some young men in his 
daughters' futures that will no doubt 
have their work cul our for them. 
My good friend is of course talking 
about more than just pulling out chairs. 
His old school ideas of social etiquette 
are an attempt to provide clarity for his 
daughters that men have unique respon-
sibilities in their relationship with 
women and that one of those duties is to 
defend and honor womanhood. It is 
also a reminder to men. that ideas of 
nobility and chivalry are not anachro-
nisms, but indicators of suitability as a 
partner. It is in the best interests of his 
Joseph C. Phillips 
daughters (and all young women) that 
they understand that what they have is 
precious, and before giving themselves 
to the first knucklehead that comes 
along they should demand evidence of a 
man's understanding of his unique role. 
But it is, as the song says, "a different 
world" and some of ihe expectations of 
behavior have changed. The different 
expectations are perhaps one explana-
tion for why we struggle. We enter 
unions unsure of our roles, unaware of 
our responsibilities and uncertain of our 
partner's suitability. 
For instance kids today openly refer 
to "hooking up," which is to say physi-
cal intimacy without testing; rolling the 
dice when lives are quite literally at 
stake. How does one navigate relation° 
ship intricacies when femininity is 
equated with sexual behavior and ~en 
are not required to demonstrate fitness 
for anything but getting busy? The 
rules of old school social conduct pro• 
vided a way to steer the course through 
courting. 
Court brings to mind a trial and 
indeed the time spent in courtship is a 
time of testing. Ideally it is a time to 
assess one's knowledge of the unique 
roles men and women play in relation-
ships. To court carries weight; it implies 
forward looking .. that the time spent 
with one another has purpose beyond 
the moment. Most importantly to.court 
implies a commitment - not simply 
exclusivity, but a commitment to cer-
tain behaviors and responsibilities. 
This is particularly important for 
women as they carry the burden of 
birthing children - the consequence of 
"hooking up" •· and will shoulder the 
burden alone if they choose poorly. 
Hooking up of course implies just the 
opposite: Transience; All the goodies '. 
with no commitment to anything but : 
the hot and heavy moment. What we 
lose in moving away from' courtship 
and towards "hooking up" is not ~nly a 
respect of sex as the culmination of a 
process of evaluation but we. also lose 
the idea that the negotiation is one a 
woman makes for her own protection. 
The compatibility of two people is not 
only based upon sexual hea_t, but upon 
shared dreams, values and attitudes. 
A proper testing increases the likeli-
hood of a loyal and trustworthy partner. 
Pulling out chairs, opening doors and 
the like are small acts that we tend to 
take for granted. They are often also 
evidence of a man's broader under-
standing of his duty to defend woman• 
hood and protect the house and home. 
My buddy is preparing his daughters 
to be scrupulous assessors of manly 
behavior. I had better malc~11 certain I 
am preparing my sons to be 111~n. One 
of their first lessons is thatr,,treating a 
woman as a lady is not only a sign of 
respect it is a demonstratidh of both 
maturity and manhood. ~~ 
Joseph C. Phillips is the author of 
"He Talk like A White Boy" available 
wherever books are sold. 
Where Does All the Medical Waste Go? 
Dear EarthTalk: Where does all the 
medical was le · from labs, doctor's 
offices and hospitals go? Does it just get 
put in a barrel and buried? Do they dump 
it in the oceans? With all the wa~te that 
is probably generated, it would be inter-
esting to· know where all those vials of 
blood and stuff go. 
·· Lee Senar, Haveiford, PA 
Medical waste is defined as the "bio-
logical byproduct of the diagnosis, treat• 
ment or immunization of human or ani-
mal patients" and includes so-called 
"sharps" (needles and scalpels), lab cul-
tures and stocks, blood and blood prod-
ucts and any other wastes generated 
from sick patients or patients with infec-
tious diseases. Such wastes have tradi-
tionally been disposed of by burning, 
either onsite at large medical or veteri-
nary facilities, or off site by licensed con-
trai;tors that specialize in handling infec-
tious materials. In most cases, incinera-
tion has been found to be effective in 
neutralizing potentially infectious 
agents. 
But incineration, whether for medical 
or other purposes, doesn't come without 
its health and environmental risks. The 
process generates some highly noxious 
pollutants, such as mercury and dioxin. 
Despite modem pollution control equip-
ment on smokestacks, some of this dis-
charge becomes airborne where it can 
foul the air and end up in waterways. 
And the incinerator ash left over after 
burning is usually sent to local landfills, 
where the pollutants can seep into soils 
and groundwater if not properly con-
tained. 
Given such problems, many of the 
nation's largest medi~l waste incinera-
tors have been shut down in recent years 
in the face of more strin&ent regulations 
promulgated under the u;s. Clean Air 
Act. In their place a wide assortment of 
alternative methods, includi.Jig autoclav-
ing (steam sterilization), chemical disin-
fection, irradiation and enzymatic (bio-
logical) processes have emerged. Today 
more than 100 different technologies are 
in use in place of incineration. Once 
medical waste has been decontaminated 
by any of these methods, it usually ends 
up in landfills alongside regular munici-
pal solid waste. 
Most of us never even thought about 
medical waste until it started washing up 
on beaches in New Jersey in 1987 and 
1988 in an event that became known as 
the "Syringe Tide." The event hit the 
New Jersey tourism industry hard, cost• 
ing it almost $ I billion in lost revenues. 
It also served as the basis for Barbara 
Ehrenreich 's book, ''The Great Syringe 
Tide" and reportedly was the inspiration 
for the line "hypodermics on the shores" 
in Billy Joel's 1989 hit, "We Didn't Start 
the Fire." 
While there were few if any cases of 
people getting sick from exposure to 
such waste on beaches-metllcal waste 
poses a far greater risk lo health care 
workers than to casual beachgoers-the 
events served as a wake-up call to feder-
al and state governments chmged with 
ensuring public safety. In Lresponse, 
Congress passed the Medi~lil Waste 
Tracking Act (MWTA) in 1988, which . 
classified different types of medical 
waste and called for the creation of a 
"cradle-to-grave" trackin~ system 
requiring medical facilities and waste 
haulers to account for the p~oper han-
dling and whereabouts of the waste they 
handled. 
Congress only funded MWTA for two 
years, but various states have since 
enacted their own laws and protocols 
based on standards set by the original 
legislation. Not surprisingly, the tough• • 
est laws are in place in New Jersey and : 
other Northeast shoreline states. ' 
Homeland Security or Just Plain Gangsta'? I 
By Harry C. Alford 
'NNPA Columnist 
Amer~ca. is truly an entrepreneurial 
society that encourages ingenuity and 
quick access to wealth·. Sometimes that 
culture gets in the way of morals and 
legality. It doesn't matter in America, a 
hustle can be found almost anywhere 
and sophisticated crime can emerge in 
some of the strangest places. Even at 
the highest level of government an aura 
of criminality can emerge. Let's look·at 
one of the largest, but newest, agency in 
the federal government. 
The "stars" aligned when 9/1 l 
occurred. Here we are the most techni-
cally sophisticated nation in the world 
but totally ignorant of a ragtag plot that 
· was hatched in a cave and executed 
within the open environment of our 
immigration system and national air-
ports. 
Nineteen little zealots taking orders 
from a big zealot performed the greatest 
assault on this nation since Pearl 
Harbor. In our horror we decided to 
make big ,changes. Of course, we 
decided on a few inconsequential stud-
ies and the grandiose idea of making a 
new, super agency. This nation was 
founded on the · principles of four 
worthwhile federal agencies: Defense, 
Treasury, Attorney General and State. 
Somehow we have drifted from there 
into piles and piles of agencies and sub-
agencies all for the purpose of shaking 
down big bucks for the entrepreneurial, 
greedy and downright criminal entities. 
Thus, was born The Homeland 
Security Agency. This is a compilation 
of transportation, intelligence (loose 
term), military, immigration, emer-
, gency response units, etc. 
The intent, in effect, has become a 
gigantic opportunity for well to do law 
firms, lobbying organizations and the 
hustling segment of political apparatus-
es. What we have here is a mass of 
opportunists in control of our so called 
national security. 
It used to be funny until Katrina and 
Rita hit the Gulf Coast and the whole 
world realized what had been created. 
We had a bunch of managerial offices 
whose first response was to find out 
which of the anointed and partnered 
corporations would be the ones to get 
the fat contracts that were about to be 
let in the name of emergency response. 
Urgency, prudence and the state of the 
victims.fell to the back of the line. The 
first thing to happen would be to line up 
the corporate favorites the ones who 
pay their "dues" through applicable 
political action committees, and 
arrangements with their DC law firms. 
As we saw thousands of innocent vic-
tims of the storm being neglected, a few 
firms started cutting up the ,contracts 
with no bid agreements. Billions of 
dollars were passed out without the res-
cue even starting. You see, il wasn't 
about rescuing Americans but who get 
the big, super profitable no bid deals. 
That was when it hit us. FEMA, a 
. division of Homeland Security, had 
become a profit center for the manipu-
lating and greedy players within and 
around our federal government. A lot 
of innocent people died in the name of 
these corporatiohs or gangsters getting 
their big bucks without competition. 
Today, it appears they still don't care. 
The no bid abuse still goes on. At 
FEMA, ICE, Coast Guard, Border 
Security, etc. you name it, if it is a divi-
sion of Homeland Security please con-
sider it corrupt in the name of big 
bucks. It is no wonder that we were 
about to name Bernard Keric to the post 
of Secretary, Department of Homeland 
Security. 
Imagine, this guy is now under 
indictment for lying to the FBI and 
associating with MAFIA type individu-
als. Can you believe this? A gangster 
in charge of Homeland Security! 
CONTACT US 
The Black Voice News welcomes letters to the editor. Your letters must 
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' Actually, it makes sense with all the 
criminal activity going on unabated and 
right in front of our eyes by a new 
agency that was supposedly conceived 
to increase our safety and ensure a bet· 
ter future. 
bid it out. For passing it out to the 1 
gangster circle they received a nice fee. • 
The worst thing about this is that 
Homeland Security declared it a Small 
and Disadvantaged Business (minority 
business) procurement. In fact, they 
proclaimed it to be the largest minority 
business contract in the history of the 
federal government •· don't you just 
love them. · 
Another good example of the crimi-
nal procurement process with 
Homeland Security is the Chenega 
Alaska Native Corporation caper. The 
Chenega is supposedly an Alaskan trib-
al company that happens to be based in 
Fairfax County, Virginia (really!). It 
was recently awarded through a no bid 
process a nearly $500 million IT con-
tract. The contract was in no way relat-
ed to Chenega's industrial specialties 
but I guess what difference does that 
make. They weren't going to perform 
the work anyway they were just going 
to pass it out to SAIC, Lockheed and 
other members of the Military 
Industrial Complex without having to 
The above has gone down and no one 
and no company is being questioned or 
indicted. Its bust free when you work 
with today's gangsters. John Gotti, Al 
Capone, Meyer Lanski, etc. would be 
most proud. Gangsters not manipulat-
ing the government but actuall)'. run-
ning it. 
Harry Alford is the Co-Founder, 
President/CEO of the National Black 
Chamber of Commerce, Inc. Website: 
www.nationalbcc.org. 
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"'1(rong Bra Can 
Cause Back 
Pain 
Dear Dr. Levister: have large 
breasts. My back and shoulders hurt. I 
can't seem to find a bra that fits. Is my 
only solution breast reduction? "Pretty in 
sagging pink" 
Dear 'Pretty' ... Constant back and 
neck pain, gouges in your shoulders from 
bra straps, deteriorating posture and an 
inability to participate in certain physical 
activities rank among the common com-
plaints of women with large breasts. 
Breast reduction surgery (reduction 
mammaplasty) may help relieve these 
systems but I suggest you explore a less 
invasive option before going. under the 
knife. 
Make sure you are wearing a bra that 
lits. Oprahhelped to spawn a revolution 
for womeif in bra fitting when she fea-
tured Wac'oal bras on her show. Halle 
Berry, Nicole Kidman, First Lady Laura 
Bush all sipg the praises of WiK:oal bras. 
With the help of bra fit experts, Oprah 
taught women the importance of finding 
a perfect fitting bra. As it turns out, the 
problem is often women ;ire wearing too 
small a cup size. Wacoal bras are geared 
towards finding the perfect fit for every 
woman to enhance her self confidence 
and body image. 
The bra fit experts take into consider-
ation a woman's lifestyle, body type and 
wardrobe ' i hen making recommenda-
tions. In the full figure Wacoal Bra col-
lection you can find sizes up to the G-
,Cup. The key to relieving back discom-
fort is support and proper fit. 
Add to the Fit for the Cure program, 
whereby a portion of the profit from each 
one of tlie Wacoal bras· fitted and pur-
chased, is -donated to the Susan G. 
Koman Breast Cancer Foundation. 
So before venturing into the hands of 
a plastic surgeon take a short cut to a 
local department store such as Macy's or 
Nordstrom's. The bras cost a bit more but 
are worth it so says my wife. 
P.S. she doesn't have the large 
breast/back pain problem but thinks 
Wacoal's commitment to comfort, breast 
· cancer research, education and communi-
ty-based outreach is worth a look. 
Juanita 
BARNES 
Just a small reflection of the day 
by Chance Mason: "In today's 
world, many if not most of us, live 
our lives at a breaknec~ pace. If 
you compared our lives to a VCR, 
~e are running on fast forward. 
That is why I love "Thanksgiving 
Season" it is an opportunity for us 
to press the "pause" button and 
catch our breath. As we pause, we 
can take time to reflect on where 
we are and how we got there. We 
can stop and remember that we 
are blessed beyond measure and 
that too often we take. those bles;-
ings for granted." 
HELLO MORENO VALLEY! 
Moreno Valley there · are so 
many new places opening here in 
the city. I am here to highlight one 
of the newest restaurants not only 
in the Riverside - Mova! area or 
the Inland Empire but also in the 
state of California. Jason's Deli 
located at 2555 Canyon Springs 
Parkway, Riverside. The grand 
opening will be December 3, 2007 · 
at 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Jason's 
started in Beaumont, Texas with 
As an Event Manager, I come across 
a host of !)vOple that constantly want to 
know how to get more bang out of their 
events! One of the answers is a Silent 
Auctibn! There are many ways to have 
a successful silent auction. You can 
organize a committee that's responsible 
for getting items to sale. Another way 
would be to hire a consignment type of 
company that handles everythi?g from 
Building Better Communities 
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_ Rhythms Of African Tradition ,.. 
J 
,n 
, F.A.C.S. 
Rhythm is a fundamental component 
of African Tradition. Let us pick up its 
story in 12,500 BC when African Sages 
more aggressively went after the fashion-
ing of a path to reach the Heaven Afterlife. 
A brilliant insight was that to convert the 
chaotic information they had about the 
Cosmos into an understandable "Order" 
constituted a way to discover the Truth. 
Believing Nature to be the home of Truth, 
the most obvious_ ordered thing in Nature 
was the stars in the sky. Furthermore, they 
believed Cosmic Rhythms were respon-
sible for that Order. Since those rhythms 
consist of vibrating Universal Energy 
(which springs out of God's Mind), then to 
detect and understand the ordered rhythms 
embracing the earth and those generating 
the cycles of nature, the stars, the constel-
lations, and body mechanics meant this 
led to the Truth of the Laws of the 
Cosmos. Amazingly, they figured out by 
math that the laws which operated in 
Earth World Nature were the same laws 
which operated in distant realms ( e.g. the 
sky )--and on into the higher realms they 
could not see. For example, they envi-
sioned that cycles of the Nile River were 
reflected in the in the sky's Milky Way--
and on higher into the Celestial river 
called the Nun (the Subjective Realm 
which contained material potential possi-
bilities). 
In the process, African Sage-
astronomers, using rhythms of things 
readily available (e.g. Nile River Cycles) 
to them, devised mathematics. That math 
was then used to calculate events occur-
ring in the sky. Hence, math showed a uni-
fication of the Earth world and the 
Celestial world laws of Nature. By God 
designing mystical elements of the 
Cosmos to orchestrate all spiritually relat-
ed creatures and creations implied that it 
was necessary for the people to harmoni~e 
themselves with Nature's Rhythms. 
Besides, not only was each member of the 
African "organism" an "indivisible indi-
viduaf' but each also had a unifying spiri-
tual connection with fellow Africans and 
Nature--Wholism. Their Ethos occurred 
from the natural rhythmic cycle of social 
and environmental experiences shared by 
everyone within the culture. Hence, more 
importance than what happened to an 
individual was the effect of that happen-
ing on the group. This core concept of 
African Tradition showed, for example, in 
their legal system. Rather than deal with 
which party was right or wrong, the 
court's decision was based on what is in 
the best interest of the community. 
Court decisions were specifically made 
by the spoken word because it represented 
a mechanism for transmitting life and 
· spirit to, and sharing harmony and unity 
with, others. The human voice and the 
inherent spiritual power of the Spoken 
Word were said to gain power from natu-
ral rhythms--rhythms each individual 
acquires from self-knowledge and by ones 
inner v1ston regarding and connection-
with Cosmic rhythms. Thus, the commu-
nications of those striving to live a Ma'at 
life (love in action) are spiritually 
enriched and governed by the natural 
rhythms of life. When the divine spirit is 
in the Spoken Word-or Nommo-and that 
Spoken Word is carried to its conclusion 
(i.e. doing what you say you are going to 
do), one is in tune with the rhythm of the 
universe. One is also ln tune by establish-., 
ing the s~tting for and then properly relat- . 
ing to humans, animals, and God in ~. 
manner that fashions a sense of harmony., 
This _is the ultimate in being "Human." .• 
website: www.jablifeskills.com 
J9seph A. Bailey, Il, M.D. 
., 
I Remember When Television First Attacked Its Viewers 
would keep the children occupied. 
While safe TV aired during the day 
Richard 0. 
JONES 
Time and time again, we see news 
reports on television and read in the 
newspapers of another pitbull attack on 
its mast,er or family member. The owner 
of the dog is usually shocked and claim 
the animal never demonstrated hostile 
tendencies prior to the attack. However, 
it most likely didn't happen without 
subtle warnings _but the warnings were 
taken lightly. The dog made a low men-
acing growl or barked in an aggressive 
manner at a family member but quickly 
wagged its tail. However after the dog 
built its confidence it showed its true 
colors... sorta like modern-day televi-
sion writers and executives. 
• something else was being aired in the 
wee hours of the morning. The 
Tomorrow Show with Tom Synder was 
an adult talk show that aired at I am. 
The Tomorrow Show was introduced in 
1973 with no studio audience, just the 
host and his guests. lt•was shock TV 
that featured bizarre subculture guests 
such as wife swappers, homosexual 
lovers, pornography performers, White 
supremacists, Black racists, and other 
social misfits. Many people, such as 
myself, stayed up to watch the weird 
adult talk show. That was an early low 
growl of television. Tom Synder 
. smoked excessively as he interviewed 
Television was once a safe ,form of 
family entertainment. A tired mother 
could use the television as a babysitter 
while she took a nap. The Brady Bunch, 
Gilligan's Island, and Happy Days 
forty seats and twelve menu items 
in 1976. Mr. Joe Torovice the 
company's founder expanded 
across the state of Texas, eventual-
ly franchising westward to 
Tucson, Arizona and today they 
have 171 units with over 100 
menu items. They average 10-12 
new units per year. Within the 
food industry, they also promote 
core values: great place to work; 
only the highest quality food; out 
of this world service; and the· high-
est personal standards. Everything 
is made fresh daily. The owner, 
Mr. Steve Creger along with gen-
eral manager Mr. Kevin .Lewis, 
will be there on grand opening day 
· to greet you. I ask that you sup-
port this becal!se it is the first in 
the state of California, see you 
there. 
The Moreno Valley Black 
Chamber of Commerce is plan-
ning it's gala Christmas Feast 
Mixer on December 14, 2007 
beginning at 5:30 p.m. at the 
Moreno Valley Conference and 
Service Center, 14075 Frederick 
Street. For infonnation call (951) 
697-7772. This is the time to come 
and meet and greet and join the 
Chamber and have a wonderful 
fellowship. See you there. 
The INTERNATIONAL HOLI-
DAY CHRISTMAS PARADE 
AND FESTIVAL is to begin at 
10:00 a.m. on December 8, 2007. 
A to Z regarding the auction. 
The draw back I've recognized using 
consignment companies is clients don't 
often understand the way these compa-
nies make money. These companies set 
a minimum bid that must be matched 
first and then everything above that fee 
belongs to the non-profit organization. 
So let's say the company has a memora-
bjlia item that starts out at $500.00. The 
organization won't make a dime until it 
sells over the $500.00 minimum bid. 
What I've realized over the yt;ars is 
that this system is pretty good. The 
organization and/or event management 
company really doesn't have any real 
responsibility. So if no one had the 
time to really pursu,e seeking auction 
items, you can still go after those that 
want to do straight donations to the 
organization. So when, you know you 
his guests. 
In the early 80s another heavy smok-
er appeared on late night television with 
an adult talk show but a live studio 
audience with the additional edge that 
he argued with his weird guests and 
even gratuitously used profanity and 
often threw disagreeable guests off his 
show. This was the Morton Downey Jr. 
Show. The growl suddenly got a little 
louder. But suddenly in the late 80s, 
The Richard Bey Show appeared on 
daytime television with a loud growl 
The parade will begin at Towngate 
and Frederick Street with staging 
beginning at 7:30 a.m. There is no 
fee to enter the parade. The 
Festival will be held at the 
Mt;morial Park after the parade. 
Booth Space is $35.00. For more 
infonnation call (951) 347-3946 
or (95 l) 924-4933. Let us not for-
get this wonderful holiday. 
Support, support, support. 
May I leave just a bit of this 
with you by Colleen Townsend 
Evans: HAPPY ARE THE 
ADAPTABLE. Yes, I'm beginning 
to like this word meekness. And I 
wonder if it stretches the meaning 
too far to think of a meek perso11 
as someone bendable, adaptable to 
God and to life. Yes, I think it 
fits... and· I think I need more 
meekness in my own life. So many 
things are changing today .. our 
way of life, our values, our chil-
dren, our· institutions. ) want to be 
able to shift gears easily... to 
understand and appreciate what is 
going on around me... to help 
wherever possible. So I can't be 
rigid. I must be bendable ... 
strong enough on the inside to 
adapt on the outside. , In other 
words. I must be meek in order to 
meet tomorrow. More next week. 
BE BLESSED 
J.B. 
want something extra, but you're not 
sure exactly what • think of a consign-
ment Silent Auction. Just know your 
au_dience. That's important. 
If you have an event or community 
question, . please email me at 
Wendy@personalservicesplus.com. 
We th~nk you for supporting those that 
give back to our community to make it 
a better place! 
Give your all in all that you do. Then 
the PLUS won't just be more, it will be 
the difference! 
Wendy is the iounder and president 
'of Personal Services Plus, Inc. , an 
Event ·Management Company. Visit 
www.personalservicesplus.com or 
email her at _wendy@personalservices-
plus.com. 
and . threatening bark. This talk show 
with hookers, drug dealers, pimps, 
career welfare mothers, jilted lovers, 
and transsexuals as guests wa~ vulgar, 
with constant bleeps, and near fist-
fights. It aired about four in the after-
noon - about the time children got home 
from school. 
In the 90s, The Jerry Springer Show 
reared its apathetic head and topped 
The Richard Bey Show. On Springer. 
the wild and insane guests physically 
fought on the air as the live audience 
egged them on. The show had bouncers 
standing around to breakup the antici-
pated fights. After Springer became a 
hit, an onslaught of outrageous daytime 
TV talk shows stomped boldly into our 
homes via The ·Ricki Lake · Show, 
Geraldo, The Jenny Jones Show, and 
The Maury Pavich, BET, MTV, and 
dozens of others, all daytime raunehy 
entertainment, followed by the more 
raunchy realty TV shows such as Who 
Wants To Marry · a Millionaire, and 
Blind Date, etc., where girls ..yould 
openly act sluttish. The angry pitbull 
was off the leash and locking on any-
thing near. 
Today, nearly 35 years since Happy 
Days, The Dr. Phil Show is bleeping 
foul language and suggesting parental 
discretion or for the children to leave 
the room because his show is of an 
adult nature. Apparently, Dr. Phil 
acknowledges that television ~as the 
license and opportunity to turn on you 
like a mad dog and children can be eas-
ily harmed. 
When TV turned on us, it paved the 
way and contributed to the state of pop-
ular immoral behavior from celebrity 
role models and aided in the misdirec; 
tion of millions. As we snub the like #-, 
of raunchy performers and role model{ 
today, let's also consider their big cor-~ 
porate giant electronic babysitters that 
told them it was okay to be a slut or · 
thug. By the way, Tom Synder and' · 
Morton Downey, Jr., the original trash.., 
TV peddlers, both died of lung cancer;' 
· perhaps that's what they mean b{ 
karma. • 
Tbuul q R-,.g? ff ou m,y ff eli&ll>k loliu •. 1 
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: mo 1 Uttimw 1tum1i 
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SEIU 
Continued from Front Page 
employees made reference to the union 
that represents the engineers which 
received a 7 percent increase pay half the 
union dues of SEIU. Still others wanted 
to understand why there is not enough 
union staff to address issues based the 
recent union fee increases and in an 
example were told union staff had been 
directed to Los Angeles to support ille-
gal · immigration marches and could not 
'CBC 
Continued from Front Page 
partner to the United States in military 
and intelligence efforts, energy security 
and in trade and investment. 
Kl.NG 
Continued from Front Page 
faith in God, treat others fairly, get a 
good education and have strong values. 
Happiness and love was her. greatest 
wish for her children and grandchil-
dren. 
DIXON 
Continued from Front Page 
Dixon's God given athletic abilities 
took him far. his track and field skills 
took him to the Summer Olympics and 
his All-American football status during 
his college years led to a short-lived 
career in the NFL with the Buffalo Bills 
in 1970. His love of the sport continued 
with the Green Bay Packers and the 
West Allis Spartans a semi-pro league 
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. · 
Dixon's travels brought him west-
ward to California where he began his 
career with the Southern California 
Edison in 1996. During his tenure at 
attend an employee's hearing. 
Many Black employees, and female 
' employees at the event complained 
about the hiring and promotion practices 
being implemented by management and 
discussed the negative history of 
Caltrans management in the San 
Bernardino office toward Black employ-
ees. Some employees argued that many 
minorities and women have to leave this 
District and transfer to other Districts 
within Caltrans to receive promotion. 
Other discussed bow an interim acting 
Director promoted her boyfriend to man-
"With our focus on public health, 
leadership education and economic 
development, CBCF has become a rec-
ognized authority in the United States. 
Now, we want to expand our reach 
beyond our shores," Dr. Scott said. 
"During this trip, Congresswoman Lee, 
C~ngresswoman Christensen and I 
Those that passed before her were 
her mother and father, ~;ck and Alline, 
her sisters Billie Tillman and Odell 
Knighton, her brothers John, Robert 
and Jesse. Her favorite uncle O.J. 
Carroll, and her husband George "Dee" 
King. 
She is survived by her children, Jim 
King, Beverly Triplett, David King and 
Glenn Nance who were her life. Her 
SCE he continued to advance his edu-
cation by receiving his Master's Degree 
in Economics from New Mexico State 
University and a Master's of Divinity, 
Urban Ministries at the School of 
Theology at Claremont. 
In 1988, Dixon came to Loveland 
where he began to serve God's people. 
The hungry and homeless were always 
on his heart. In June 2000, he was 
licensed and ordained to preach the 
gospel. Later he served as Loveland's 
Church Financial Officer. Most recent-
ly, he was employed with Community 
Health Systems, Inc. as their Chief 
Financial Officer. 
Dixon was known widely by many 
and loved dearly by all that knew him. 
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agement although this Director was mar-
ried and her husband worked at the 
District. 
Employees demanded the Union 
investigate these claims, provide more 
representation and increase legal actions 
against management to ensure fairness 
in the workplace before they would con-
tinue the current process of fair share. 
Mr. Hart promised the employees they 
would have implement immediate 
actions on the issues brought forth. He 
stated that the Union has over 600,000 
active and retired members and they can 
want to develop relationships that will 
ultimately net access to a dynamic pool 
of quality programs and services geared 
toward empowering Black people and 
other underserved populations over-
seas." 
sisters Wondell Collins, Linda Carroll 
and Cathen Brittain, daughters-in-law 
Yvonne and Jayne, grand-kids Burt, 
Allyn, Kela, Shelly, Angela, Chevelle, 
David Jr., Matthew, Andrew, Lil 
Glenn, and Camrin, eight great-grand-
children, and a host of nieces, nephews, 
family and friends. 
Services were held at Inglewood 
Cemetery Mortuary. 
He was preceded in death by his father 
Gary A. Dixon Sr. and one sister Ethel 
Gilbert. 
Leaving to cherish his memory is his 
wife, Grace and three children; Gary A. 
Dixon, III, son; Zipporah G. Dixon, 
daughter and Charm G. Dixon, daugh-
ter; one Godson, Makhi C. Wilson; 
mother, Allie M. Wilson and mother-in-
law, Idella Amguid. Four sisters: 
Rashidah Newkirk (Robert) Gloria 
Harrison, Brenda Harris and Mary 
Burgess. Brother; Gary A. Dixon, Jr. 
(Carol) and one brother-in-law, Elbert 
Gi lbert. He also leaves a 
0
host of 
uncles, aunts, cousins, nieces, nephews 
and friends. 
best represent the employees. 
Employees countered that although GM 
is the largest automobile company they 
are not building the b~st product, Honda 
and Toyota are, and maybe the other 
unions should have 'the opportunity .to 
represent the employees. 
Hart stated his job was made hard in 
getting employee raises because unions 
such as the prison guards gave. Governor 
Gray Davis funds during his recall elec-
tions and received a .huge pay raise in 
· return. This hampers the bargaining 
process. Many employees stated . they 
OBAMA 
Continued from Front Page 
though relatively. few are Black like 
him, care little about whether he is 
Black enough and much more about 
whether he'd be a president who 
would make their lives better. 
Talk about race "gives the voters 
too little credit. Americans want a 
different brand of politics - a politics 
for those weary of bitter partisanship 
and aliented by the "endless clash of 
armies" we see on the campaign 
trail, Obama told a conservative 
young women's group. 
"I see politics rooted in the faith 
and inclusiveness and nobility of 
spirit at the heart of our democracy." 
said Obama "I feel that if I can make 
your lives a ' little better, the last 
thing you're going to be thinking 
about is my race." 
Obama's color-blind message 
"appears to mark a turning point in 
race and politics in America" writes 
the Wall Street Journal in its 
November 10 article: Obama: 
"White's Great Hope?" 
He_ gives me goose bumps, said . 
Shirley Won Tesoriero of Riverside. 
GALA 
Thursday, November 29, 2007 
will vote "yes" which would allow the 
employees to not pay dues unless the 
Union starts n;presenting the employees 
better{ provide larger pay raises and 
address issues with Caltrans manage-
ment in San Bernardino. Employees say 
they are constantly given the black eye 
of waste in the government when it is 
really management that should be held 
accountable and all the conservative 
republican lawmakers should investi-
gate. One Black female employee stated 
she would be contacting local Black 
elected officials such as 
"Because he's Black makes me want 
to believe he is serious about want-
ing to change things," said 
Tesoriero. "I think peopl are tired 
of the polarization and racial ten-
sion." She thinks Obama's interra-
cial background projects a more 
optimistic vision of the country's 
increasingly diverse population. 
Anderson says the goal at Camp 
Obama is to leverage enthusiastic 
inclusive support in San Bernardino 
and Riverside counties' numerous 
diverse communities. 
"Our plan is to spread the message 
• of hdpe - to maximize our efforts 
and win the region and the nation for 
Barack Obama," said Anderson. 
Judge by the numbers, alone, 
Obama and his fellow Democrats 
are on a glide path. 
It's a dead heat among the top 
three Democratic presidential candi-
dates in the crucial early-voting state 
of Iowa. Less than 45 days before 
Iowa kicks off the presidential pri-
mary process Sen. Obama is only 1 
p_oint behind Sen. Hillary Clinton D-
New York. Clinton hold holds a sta-
tistically insignificant 2 percentage-
point lead over former North 
Carolina Sen. John Edwards. 
Assemblymember Wilmer Carter to 
investigate the promotion process at 
Caltrans and why management has not 
renamed the building in memory of Rosa 
Parks. One employee stated she over-
heard one of the director'a complain it 
,would cost too much and what did Rosa 
Parks do anyway. Another employee 
stated this just shows the view manage-
ment at this District has of the Black 
community and gives a clear view of 
why Blacks are not being promoted to 
senior positions at this Caltrans location. 
New polls also inclic'ate former 
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney 
continues to hold his lead over the 
rest of the Republican presidential 
field with 27 percent while dark-
horse candidate and former 
Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee 
plaqes a strong second with 21 per-
cent. Former New York City Mayor 
Rudy Giuliani comes in third with 
15 percent and former Tennessee 
Sen. Fred Thompson stands at 9 per-
cent. The rest of the field polled in 
low single digits. 
Anderson said Obama's campaign · 
has attracted the support of over 
100,000 Californians, 700 volunteer 
groups and according to federal 
election records Obama leads other 
states in small dollar contributors by 
tapping people who give less than 
$200. 
"We've got momentum. People 
don't just want to watch the parade. 
They want to get in front of it. 
People want to reclaim the 
American dream," said Anderson. 
Somewhere in the tiny Kenyan 
village of Nyongoma Kogelo 
Grandma Sarah Hussein Obama 
must be smiling. 
are available. The event is managed by 
Wendy Gladney of Personal Services 
Plus. Special guests for the evening 
include television's Judge Mablean 
Ephriam, artist/entrepreneur and last 
year's honoree Charles B lbbs, and 
music director Ray Fuller. 
blackvo,cenews com 
Continu_ed from Front Page 
Festivals; benefit concerts for the 
homeless; various banquets featuring 
Assemblyman Kelley, Lt. Gov. Leo 
McCarthy, John Jacobs, past president 
of the National Urban League, Clifton 
Davis, Marla Gibbs, and Juan Williams 
(author of "Eyes on the Prize"); wed-
dings; various churches throughout the 
United States; opening ceremonies for 
football, basketball, and baseball games 
Charles Bibbs 
for area high 
schoo l s , 
minor league 
teams, and 
the NBA 
Summer 
League ; 
dffice holi-
day parties; 
and various 
communi ty 
plays • and 
For more information on the gala, 
please contact Personal Services Plus: 
626.791.3847 or email events@person-
alservicesplus.com. Or contact the 
Black Voice News: 951.682.6070. 
• I 
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War on Bonds Heats Up 
BRIEFS 
SCE Will Offer Free 
Lamp Exchange At 
Wal-Mart 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDl!CIO 
As part of energy conserva-
tion efforts; the San Bernardino 
School District, the City of San 
Bernardino, and Southern 
California Edison have teamed 
up to host a free lamp exchange 
event on December 1 and 2 
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the' 
Wal-Mart off University 
Parkway. 
Operation Light Exchange is 
an energy efficiency program 
that allows residential cus-
tomers, of Southern California 
Edison to exchange inefficient 
halogen and incandescent light 
fixtures for new lamps that 
allow residents Lo save energy 
while saving money. 
"We're encouraging Edison 
customers to take advantage of 
this opportunity lo save money 
and energy while helping the 
environment," said Assistant 
Superintendent Mel Albiso, 
who is representing the San 
Bernardino City Unified 
School District in the light 
exchange partnership. 
You must provide an S.C.E. 
bill or California driver's 
license to qualify. There is a 
limit of lO lamps per house-
hold, while quantities last. 
More information on the lamp 
exchange, including the types 
of lamps being offered, is avail-
able at www.scelampex-
change.com. 
Wal-Mart is located at 4001 
Hallmark Parkway in San 
Bernardino. 
Museum Seeks 
Train Folks 
The Black Voice News 
REDLANDS 
"All Aboard for Train Days" 
is scheduled for January 19 and 
20, 2008 at the San Bernardino 
County Museum in Redlands. 
Organized by the museum's edu-
cation division, planning for this 
popular two-day event is now 
underway. 
"AU Aboard" focuses on the 
history of, railroading in the 
southern California area. The 
weekend includes operational 
model train layouts, special 
exhibits, and family activities. 
"The model trains are always 
a hit with our visitors," said 
Nancy Kirkwood, museum edu-
cator. "But the very best part of 
these two days are the people 
who share theii: personal stories 
and personal collections with 
The. Black Voice News 
DETROIT, Ml 
By Leland Stein, m 
Here we go again. 
The United States govern-
ment is back at it, they are trying 
to make the world a better place 
for us (yeah, right). 
So in its quest to make this a 
much better world for all its citi-
zens: black, white, purple, yel-
low, rich and poor, they have 
spent five years, millions of dol-
lars and they are ready to indict 
world baseball terrorist, Barry 
Bonds. 
I feel &afer already. I guess the 
streets of Detroit, Chicago, D.C., 
Atlanta, New York, Los Angeles 
and Oakland are now. safer, 
because the U.S. has tracked 
down its - not mine - public 
enemy No.1. 
I just think this thing is way 
over the top. 
[f we had spent as much time 
on trying to find Osama bin 
Ladin or the multitudes of killers 
roaming free in urban cities in 
America then that would be 
something for me to cheer about. 
"It goes without saying that 
we look forward to rebutting 
these unsuppo_rted charges in a 
court of law," Bond's defense 
attorney, Mike Rains said at a 
press conference. 
Bond's long-time friend Greg 
Anderson even spent a year in 
and out of jail because he would 
not say Bonds knowingly used 
steroids. 
Amazed, Anderson's attorney, 
Mark Geragos, said: "This 
indictment came out of.left field. 
Frankly I'm aghast. It tooks like 
the government misled me and 
Greg as well, saying this case 
couldn't go without him (his tes-
timony)." 
visitors: real train people who 
work or once worked on or 
around the railroads-from 
engineers and conductors to yard 
workers, ticket agents, train trav-
elers, and even Harvey Girls. I 
urge anyone who has a railroad 
background or collection to con-
tact us and find out how they can 
become a part of our Train Days 
celebration." 
Kirkwood can be contacted at 
the museum by telephone at 909-
307-2669 extension 271 or bye-
But trumped up charges of 
perjury and obstruction of justice 
against ·a baseball player, who 
only entertains us in a boy's 
game played on a green lawn. 
The government's indictment 
claims that Bonds lied when he 
said he did not knowingly use 
any steroids rubbing compound. 
So there entire case is built on 
them trying to prove that he 
knew what was being rubbed on 
him while he lay on a trainer's 
table. He has acknowledged 
using a rubbing· compound that 
helps · muscles heal after games 
and after weight lifting. 
Even if Bonds, 43, who 
recently passed Hank Aaron as 
the all-time homerun king, has 
some culpability, for them to 
even claim he could get 30-years 
is asinine - 30-years for not hurt-
ing anyone but one's self? 
Scooter Libby gets a pardon 
for exposing a FBI agent to 
. potential retaliation from her 
undercover work. 
Our President callously sends 
us into a war that has claimed 
thousands of lives, on a false 
declaration that there were 
weapons of mass destruction. 
I just do not agree with the 
government going after men 
playing a boys game _fQr enter-
tainment. This country has some 
serious issues to deal with that 
affect people directly in relation 
to layoffs, health care, sky rock-
eting gas prices, drugs flowing 
freely through out this country, 
education and unabated violence 
within too many communities. 
In most cases, whatever 
steroid users do it's done to 
themselves. Bonds has never 
beat up any old ladies, snatched 
someone's purse, car jacked any-
one, shot a human or committed 
a serious bite-collar crime (like 
mail, nkirkwood@sbcm.sbcoun-
ty.gov. Train Days needs people 
who would like to participate by 
displaying their railroad-related 
collections, sharing train stories 
with visitors, or have an opera-
tional model train layout. 
The San Bernardino County 
Museum is at the California 
Street exit from Interstate 10 in 
Redlands. Parking is free. For 
more information, 
visitwww.sbcountymuseum.org. 
The San Bernardino County 
Enron). 
There is so much violence 
happening in America at this 
moment, I think it demands the 
attention of the justice depart-
ment. No way should the limited 
resources of this country be used 
chasing men playing a boy's 
game. , 
There has been and still is a 
serious problem in this country 
with unequal sentences of Black 
males in the legal system. 
Thousands of people came to 
D.C. recently and marched 
around the U.S. Justice 
Department. Many told stories of 
loved ones i\nd children that 
have been gunned down by 
police or have been given incred-
ibly unfair sentences. 
That is where I'd like to see 
my prosecuting tax dollars go 
toward, if the ever happens I can 
freely exclaim my government is 
truly working for its populace's 
betterment. 
Yeah, I heard all . the talk 
about baseball being America's 
Game, but it is just a game. The 
talk about the homerun record 
being the most hallow in all of 
sports is still just a number on a 
piece of paper that can not help 
anyone reclaim their job or pay 
for a refrigerator full of food. 
Sure there needs to be some 
rules and structure in the games 
people play; however, Major 
League Baseball never suspend~ 
ed him nor has he tested positive 
for on the multitude of test hy 
has endure since 2002. 
Former Black Voice News 
Sports Editor, Leland Stein can 
be heard on WGPR radio ( 107.5) 
every Sunday from 11 p.m. to 
midnight in Detroit, MI. He can 
be reached at 
lelstein3@aol.com. 
• 
Museum is accessible to persoru; 
with disabilities. If assistive lis--
tening devices or other auxiliary 
aids are needed in order to p~ 
ticipate in museum exhibits or 
programs, request should lJt 
made through Museum Visito · 
Services at least three busine 
days prior to your visit. Visitdr 
Services' telephone number is 
(909) 307-2669 ext. 229 or TOI) 
(909) 792-1462. 
1 The Moreno Valley Black Chamber 
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Bruins use survival 
~kills to keep Rose 
f3owl hopes alive. 
I ' 
{he Black Voice News 
1 PASADENA 
I 
~Y Gary Montgomery 
BVN Staff Writer 
: When both teams are down to 
their fourth string quarterback 
there's no way of preclicting what 
kind of game might unfold. That 
~ as the case on Saturday when 
f:JCLA met the No. 9 (USA Poll) 
regon Ducks. Both teams 
¢ntered the season with hopes of a 
' ~ational title run. The Bruins ran 
aground in week 3 when starter 
Ben Olson went down with a knee 
.injury and the team was embar-
rassed by lowly Utah, 44-6. 
: The Ducks made it to a n~mber 
2 ranking in the BCS, AP, USA 
~d Harris polls before losing 
' fleisman Hopeful Dennis Dixon 
,o a knee injury against Arizona in 
\ast week's game. Without Dixon, 
(he Ducks offense suffered a seri-
ous loss of productivity and lost 
to the Wildcats 34-24. 
1 Senior backup quarterback, 
Brady Leaf started in place of 
bixon but had to leave the game 
in the first quarter after suffering 
~n ankle injury on a Reggie Carter 
I 
sack forcing the Ducks to turn to 
' ' 
~eir third and fourth string quar-
terb'acks. 
, , After losing Olson in the third 
~ eek of the season, UCLA turned 
~o a committee of QB's to keep 
things going; Red shirt Junior 
Patrick Cowan, freshman walk-on 
Bethel Thompson and finally 
reconverted wide receiver Osaar 
Rasshan all had at least one start. 
' Using the strong defense to pro-
~ ct his patchwork offense, Karl 
orrell has delivered his Bruins 
team to the last Saturday in 
~ ovember with an unbelievably 
good shot at the Pac- IO title and a 
Rose bowl.berth. 
' Osaar Rasshan started 
Saturday's game and scratched 
but a 6-0 lead at half-time before 
being pulled in favor of Ben 
• Olsen. With Olsen at the helm, 
VCLA was basically playing 
f eep-away to desperately try and 
¢scape with the win. "He (Ben 
9 1sen) felt comfortable during 
pre-game. Osaar struggled in the 
first half and we felt it was a good 
lime to insert Ben for a series in 
me second half. He looked good 
Jld engineered a couple of drives. 
· Ben got more c°omfortable as he 
was playing. I n·ever considered 
starting him," said Bruins' head 
coach Karl Dorrell. It wasn't pret-
t;y, but it was a win and we will 
Q!ke it anyway it comes," contin-
~ed Dorrell. "Defensively, we had 
. 
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·Bruins ·still Standing 
. Photo by Jon D. Gaede 
ON THE RUN - UCLA quarterback Osaar Rasshan scrambles for 
yardage during the first half of Saturdays 16-0 win over Oregon. 
UCLA 16, Oregon 0 
a pretty good scheme in place to 
stop their offense and that gave us 
chance to win." 
The 72,434 fans in attendance 
likely saw the most uneventful 
game played in the Pac- IO this 
season. Rasshan was 0-7 with one 
interception in the first half. 
Oregon's Brady Leaf was 4-11 for 
45-yards before he left the game 
with an. ankle injury in the first 
quarter. The two teams combined 
for only 141-yards of total offense 
in the first half. UCLA had no 
passing yards in the half. The 
Oregon offense struggled in the 
hands of two freshmen, Kody 
Kemp and Justin Roper both red 
shirt freshman and had only 50-
yard total passing in the fi rst half. 
UCLA's strategy wa,s simple. 
Let the defense control the game 
and · don't let the offense lose. it. 
Even with starter Olsen back at 
quarterback, the Bruins' offense 
Was hardly a well oiled machine. 
Olsen finished 3-8 for 35-yards. 
Not much to talk about usually, 
but with no interceptions, the 
Bruins were giddy. "I felt pretty 
comfortable out there. What we 
do is pretty sophisticated. It's very 
difficult to come in and really get 
something going," said Ben 
Olsen . . 
As inept as the Duck offense • 
was the defense still kept the 
game within reach. "I don't know 
if I've ever seen our defense play 
better, and I've been here for 19 
years. They played inspired foot-: 
ball . They gave us a chance to 
win," said Oregon head coach 
Mike Bellotti. "Our No. 1 and 2 
guys are down. Our No. 3 guy 
was down earlier this year so 
we're down to No. 4 and 5. They 
didn't play well today. It was sort . 
of painful to watch but its no 
excuse. UCLA had some people 
that were missing too. They did a 
nice job, give them credit," con-
tinued Bellotti. 
The Bruins' win makes the 
team Bowl eligible for the eight 
consecutive season. Karl Dorrell 
has never failed to make a Bowl 
eligibility in his five seasons as 
head coach. A fact that the "Dump 
Dorrell" crowd seem to have 
missed. 
Saturday's win also puts UCLA 
in a three horse race for the Pac-
10 Title. USC, UCLA and 
Arizona State all have a shot at 
the•Rose Bowl. USC can control 
it own destiny by beating the 
Bruins on .Saturday. The Bruins 
will need to beat USC and hope 
that Arizona can pull of the upset 
against interstate rival Arizona 
state. The Sun Devils need to win 
and hope for a UCLA repeat of 
last year's performance against 
the Trojans. If UCLA and Arizona 
State both win the Bruins would 
get a share of the title and go to 
the Rose Bowl via the conference 
tie-breaker mle. 
GMontgomery can be reached 
@ gmontgomery@att.net 
DEFENSE DOES IT - UCLA defensive end Chinonso Anyanmu sacks Oregons Justin Roper in Saturdays 16-0 win by the Bruins. 
COMMUNITY 
OUTPOST 
Looking for something Tasty 
and Good? Try Luther 
Gourmet Bean Pie . 
4LifeEnterprises.com, LLC 
Presents 
Inland Empire Black Business 
Directo_ry & Resource 
Guide 
951,571,3258 
Baked fresh in an 8-inch deep 
dish pie pari, with choice ingre-
dients. Delivered to your door 
within 24 to 48 hours, for only 
$1200 per pie; and for 2 or more 
pies $1000 each. Shipping & han-
"Bringing Communi~s Together Through Business Connections""' 
iebbdrg.com 
dling included on all orders. 
Call Luther 
(951) 657-9524 
P.O. Box 2122 
Perris, CA 92572-2122 
WE BUY HOUSES 
IVl-■-1■-h---• Lane■ & Apar•--n• Uni•• 
ANY CONDITIONI 
CASH IN 24 HRS 
CALL TODAY 
SELL TONIC>RRC>W! 
Avo i d 'rhe Commis sion Has sle 
W e P a y All Closing Cost'SI 
Avo id Lengthy Delays 
W e 'Solve Proble m s I 
CALLNOWI 
.. ·• <95.,&8'11-BBAO ~ 
www.glv-•t-c:orr..com ~ 
http;//www.cash4yourhomern24hn.com ~ 
DO GRlW 
Don Griggs 
Direct 951-288-4230 
Inland Empire 
'JlfE BDRT TALE 
The _Finest in Custom Shirts 
By Appointment: Our Showroom or Your Office 
is an energy efficiency program that allows residential customers of Southern California Edison to exchange 
inefficient halogen and incandescent light fixtures for new, Energy Star labeled lamps. 
PROGRAM SPO N SORED BY: IN PART N ERSH IP W ITH: 
~ f o"fso•N. 
An EDISON lf'IT'£ttNAT IO/l'A.L • Com,-ny 
Only Custo me rs of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON a re eligible for th is 
Lamp Exchange Program 
i SUBSCRIBE TO THE BLACK VOICE BRING us·vouR 
t 
~ Ruthie Ragin Realty is 
~ now doing home loans as 
•. Higher Ground Lending. 
'- Still providing the same 
;-excellence of Real Estate 
~xpertise, but can now offer 
; home loans. 
: Reverse Mortgages 
Refinance 
Purchase/New 
Construction 
: Construction 
:competitive rates, excellent 
: service and that familiar 
I 
' 
tone. Call now 
909-875-8866 
iJ.D. Janitorial 
•· Services 
2 Rooms 
fors40.oo_ 
• Deodorize 
• Flood Control 
• Sanitization 
• Window Cleaning 
• Grout Lines 
•Walls 
You name it we do it. .. 
' Baled en ;g~ u,seen Offer 
cai't be canlined 'ith a,y ottier 
offeis. Based en rooms ,ea- il'II 
• teuid ptt stains 1111 cape\ 
!Ear[ ~urnett 
909.648.6049 
Treehouse Dental Group 
Dr. Robert Manuel-Gray, 
Dr. Barbara Gray 
·Providing comprehensive den-
' tistry f or the entire family. 
Experience ihe Difference at 
Treehouse Dental Group 
S ATURDAY APPOINTMENTS 
AVAILABLE 
Cosmetic Dentistry 
Tooth colo~ed fillings 
Crowns 
Emergency care 
Tooth Whitening 
Veneers, 
Bridges 
Preventive cart; 
1725 N . Riverside Avenue • Rialto • Californ ia 
(in the Rialto Professional Arts Building) 
90~.874.0400 treehousedental.com · 
HALOGEN 
TORCHIERE 
DESK LAMP 
TABLE 
LAMP 
• Halogen Torchiere 
• Incandescent Floor Lamp 
· •Incandescent Table Lamp 
• Incandescent Desk Lamp 
For Exchange with a new 
ENERGY EFFICIENT 
Fluorescent 
PLUG-IN LAMP FIXTURE of 
FLooR the same type 
LAMP * N o need to brin g you r Lamp 
WH EN: Dec. 1 & 2 (Sat & Sun) 9AM - 2PM 
WH ERE: WAL * M ART 
4001 Ha l lmark Parkway 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
www.scelam pexchange.com 
1 (800) 865-6483 
*You must be a Southern California Edison RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER to Participate in this LAMP EXCHANGE. 
Bring your SCE Bill or CA Drivers License with your zip code falling within the SCE Service Territory. 
Limit 1 O lamps per household, while quantities last. 
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Seven Years Release Celebration & Bo_ok Signing 
Sacramento Bee; Sunday Morning Modification Edu~ator and 
Upcoming BVN Specials 
News as well as articles and stories in Community Health Outreach Worker. 
Washington Post and USA Today The And, she also holds a "Doctorate" in 
Word News; Sacramento Observer; LA Christian Education and Counseling 
Focus; Sentential and more. from Sacramento Theological 
Parker received the HaU of Fame- Seminary and Bible College among 
Black & Gold Award for Community other accomplishments. 
· Service, 4th Humanitarian ·Award, Dr. Rose is Visionary and President 
Commendation for Endurance Award, of Saving Our Women an International 
along with numerous Honors, an outreach and domestic violenc;e 
Certificates. She has an Honorary organization and ministry. 
Doctorate of Divinity and several 
degrees. R9se is a Behavior 
ANNIVERSARY 
You can participate as an individual or a group. All :. 
messages must be submitted by Monday, 12:30 pm to-
., 
be published in the following Thursday's issue. Just • 
submit your "Thank You," "Congratulations," or "Best:.. 
Wishes" message and we will do the rest. The special 
issue dates and content are as follows: " 
December 13 BVN 35th Anniversary 
December 20 Christmas Special 
Congratulations! " 
Publish Holiday Greetings I l 
to Someone You Know! 
For more information regarding special rates, please call 
The Black Voice News Office at (951) 682-6070. 
Photo courtesy of Rose Parker by Gabriel Acosta 
Rose hugging brother Peter before Press Conference 
Continued from Page A-8 
ty to successful persons in the com-
munity. The entire Inland Empiire 
community is invited to join them in 
this spirit-filled celebration.Tickets to 
the gala are $60 per ticket or $550 for 
a table of JO. 
The Black Voice News , 
ONTARIO 
A Three-Day Celebration will be 
held on Thursday, Friday & Saturday, 
December 6, 7, & 8, 2007 to commem-
orate the historical release of Rose 
Parker and her great and triumphant 
stand seven years ago, giving thanks 
and praise to God and to celebrate the 
many accomplishments and victories 
of Dr. Rose. 
Orange County Thursday, 
December 6, 2007 at Trinity 
Broadcasting Network (TBN) 3150 
Bear St. Costa Me,sa, CA 92626; cele-
brate with Rose at a live "Praise the 
Lord" taping 6-8 (with Matt & Lori 
Crouch, Michael & Dee Dee Freeman) 
and the celebration in the Conference 
Center 8-9pm immediately following 
with refreshments. 
Riverside County - Friday, December 
7, 2007 at BackStage Restaurant 3597 
Main St., Riverside, CA 92501 cele-
brate with Rose with live music, 
refreshments, acknowledgements, 
presentation of gifts and come early for 
dinner, enjoy fusion style cuisine. 
of incarceration at the California 
Institution for Women Prison in Chino, 
after she was convicted of killing her 
abusive boyfriend in 1986. · The gover-
nor ,released statements regarding tlte 
laws not being in place to protect Miss 
Parker until 1992. Rose is still waiting · 
on Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 
to approve her pardon. Even ' though 
it's been seven years (22 years total) 
Rose has not given up for the comple-
tion stating this year has great mean-
ing: (twelfth month -December= gov-
ernment) on the seventh day (?=com-
pletion) in the year 2007 (double com-
pletion). 
Parker has been on several 
"National" shows such as MONTEL, 
The Potters Touch with Bishop TD 
Jakes, and Nightline, Rose was fea-
tured story for CNN ABC, NBC, 
KCAL and more. And, in March 2008 
her Documentary with the . Women's 
Entertainment (WE) Network that was 
filmed summer 2007 will be released. 
Parker )1as been in several maga-
zines and most recently "Global Faith 
the Inland Empire, has been com-
mitted to supporting educational 
goals of the youth of the community. 
The Shooting Beyond the Stars cele-
bration is intended to raise funds for 
the CM Carter Scholarship program. 
The gala will also include scholarship 
and awards presented to students and 
a teacher who has 'reached beyond 
the stars' to accomplish their goals. 
Primm Tabernacle wants to expose 
the young members of the communi-
The community's support of the 
111th Anniversary Gala will help 
light the path for tomorrow's leaders 
and the community can reserve tick-
ets, obtain sponsorship forms and/or 
ad book forms by contacting Ce~ilia 
Huggins at (909) 947-8017 or (909) 
224-4334 or cchuggs@aol.com or 
Deloris James at (909) 860-0383 or 
the church office at (909) 627-0818 
or pame.inca@verizon.net. 
•y uwtlllltfftk 
tht itlllt Ill 
JtJlll llalllt' 
Apostle CUrtes & Proplltttss Rt11et WiW1 
PMton 
Worship StrviceS•nd•y 9:30 G.m. - 11 noon 
Centro/ Park (Crofters Den) 
11100 Baseline Rd. 
R•ncho Cuc•10onga, CA 
(NW Corner of Milliken •nd Baseline) 
Bible Study 
Wedne,day 5:JS p.tn. - 6:30 p.m. 
Cenlral Park lo.Jim Dm) 
fWJ9) 481-3836 
Momi 
Sunday Evening • 6:00 PM 
Thursday 
Prayer + Bible Stupy • 6:00 PM 
Mid Week Worship • 7:00 PM 
Friday 
Noon Day Prayer• 12:00 NOON 
Superintendent Lawrence C. 
& Olivia Ash 
951.686.1757 
LIGHT OF THE WORLD COGIC - 5595 MOLINA WAY - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509 
P.O. BOX 3416 - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509-3416 
Magazine". Rose 
has been featured 
story for numer-
ous in newspapers 
r------------------,---, Good News Temple Missionary Baptist Church Jubilee House of Praise for ALL Nations 
including LA · 
Times, Press 
Community Church 
Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship 
178 Iowa Ave. 
1583 W. Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 924 ll 
(909) 888-2038 
1265 S. Fillmore Ave., Rialto CA 92376 
(951) 662-3383 
E-Mail: Hjubilee@aol.com 
S'enwr Pastor & Visw nary Prophete« R. R. Lindsay, D.D. 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
' 
LA County - Saturday, December 8, 
2007 at Royal Priesthood Palace, 9000 
Budlong, LA, CA 90044. Come cele-
brate with Dr. Rose enjoy refresh-
ments, acknowledgements, presenta-
tiol) of gifts and hear Dr. Rose speak 
and teach on the "prophetic ministry." 
Enterprise; Daily 
Journal; ,Black 
Voice News; SB 
Riverside, CA 92507 
951.683.2916 . 
ORDER OF SERVICES 
Sunday W°"hip Services 1:30, 9:io & 11:30 A.M, 
Communioo First Sunday after each ser.ice 
Sunday School 8:A.M., 9:45 A.M. ru,d 11:00 A,M. 
Dai.ly lntcitc,sory Prayer 
Sunday ln1crce.ssory l>raya 
5:00 AM f 
Dr. Rose Parker made history in 2000 
when she was released from a life sen-
tence by former California Governor 
Gray Davis. R?se completed IS years 
Sun, Daily 
Bulletin; IV 
News; SF 
Chronicle; 
Weekly Services 
Morning Worship 11 :30 am 
Bible Study (Tues.) 7:00 pm 
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm 
Pastor & Mrs. 
Levonzo Gray, Sr. 
Pastor Raymond and 
Cheryl Turner 
Baptism 2nd &'4lli Sunday 9:JO A.M, 
3rd &5thSundayl l:30 A.M, 
New Member Orientalioo Wednesday Night 6:00PM. 
, Mid-Week Wor,hip Strvict Wednesday Night 1:00P.M. 
. Right Haqd of Fellowship Wednesday Night 1:00P.M, 
Sunday Impact Institute & LeaderShip Development 
Sunday VictoriOUi Ctlebration & Worship 
Wednes,by Prayer & Bible Study 
Prayer Ftllowshiip & Potloct 
9:00AM 
9:30AM 
10:30AM , 
1:00 PM < 
3rd Saturdays 
.. 
RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER 
"Worshipping in Spirit & in T~uth" John .4:2.4 
234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376 
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377 
Udellsr@aol.com 
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org 
Tbe Cburcb HELL Dido't Waot To See Happeol AntiQCh Missionary Baptist Church 7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA. 
(951) ·688-7872 
(909) 873-5380 
Order of Services 
Sunday School 9:00 am 
Worship Service 10:30 am 
Miracle Monday Prayer 10:00 am 
Tuesday Bible Study 6:30 pm 
Wednesday Prayer 6:30 pm 
Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM - Sat. 
12:00pm 
Pastor Darryl J , 
Udell Sr. 
Co-Pastor Rita Udell 
~~7~-~~ Z)  
Sunday School 10am 
Sunday AM Service llam-l:30pm 
Sunday PM Service 6pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm 
6S3-8631 Office• 6S3-8634 Pastor 
6S3-8680 FAX 
23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY 
Corner Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell 
!\'IT CALVARY MISSIO ARY BAPTIST CHURCH 
"YOU'ARE WORTHY, 0 LORD, TO RECEIVE 
GLORY AND HONOR AND POWER, FOR YOU 
CREATED ALL THINGS, AND BY YOUR WIU 
THEY EXIST AND WERE 
CREATED." REV. 4, 11 
5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509 
Pastor Henry L. Combs Jr. (951) 781-0443 Services 
Randy D. Triplett 
Pastor & Pounder 
District Elder Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor 
Equjpping Disciples for Kingdom Bui lding 
Weekly schedule of events 
Sunday 
Wednesday 
Friday 
9:30 Hour of Power 
11 :00 Worship Hour 
7:30 
7:30 
Noon day Prayer 
Bible Study/Prayer 
Youth Night 
J 
We Don 1t Do Church 
We Do Ministry 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music · 
presents 
I IKJPffi.(O) 'fl.~~(ID AM, 
Highway to Heaven Broadcast· 
with • 
,, 
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM 1 
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM 
i• 
Administrative Office (951) 684-6480 Sunday 8:00am Hour of Power Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM I Inspiration across America Gospel Music 
Sunday School ..... . . . ... ........ . . . 9:30 am Sunday 
Sunday Worship , . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . .. 11 :00 am Tuesday 
Tuesday Bible Study .. ,. ... . ......... 7:00 pm 
Brotherhood ( I st Saturdays) . . .. . .. .. .. 8:30 am 
Thursday 
Youth Night (4th Friday) .. .. .. •. . .... 6:00 pm 
Pastor Henry Combs Jr. and wife Cassandra 
10:30am 
7:00pm 
11 :0Oam 
Worship/Celebration 
Bible Study 
Bible Study 
Phillip & Denise Powell 
Senior Pastor & First Lady 
1672 Palm Ave ., Highland, CA 92346 
909.425.2615 
r1 I t P ii l \ ) l 1 
. 
i• Countdown ! : Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight ~ ;, 
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM ~ ;1 
- . 
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com 
. 
Leroilacey@AOL.com 
' (909) 688-1570 . 
' ' I 
' 
Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church 
275 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 - Church 
(909) 874-~152 . Fax 
I 
. pm 
ife 'fues 6:3/J pm 
Training Sat 9:30 am 
· ces Sat 11 :OIJ am 
SHEPHERD'S Gospel Time 
Sunday 
HOLY LAND COGIC 
1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Weekly Service 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 
Praise Service & Divine Worship 
Youth Service 
WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 
Bible Study & Prayer 
Moreno Valley Mission CME 
Brighi Ligh1 Full Gospel COGIC 
Highland Uni1y Church Minis1ries 
Kansas Ave. SDA Chun:h 
Mt. Moriah BaptiSI 
Park Avenue Baplist Chun:h 
'the Living Word Baptist Church 
New Visions Chris1ian 
lcommunity Church 
9:30am 
11 :00am 
5:00pm 
5:00 pm 
7:00 pm Rev. Robert 
Edwards 
I 0800 Hole Ave., S1e #3&4 
5339 Mission Blvd. 
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suile C 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
18991 Mariposa St. 
19 IO fylartin Lulher King Blvd. 
9191 Colorado Ave. 
8461 Mariposa Ave. 
5854 Sierra Lakes.J"kwy 
Fontana, CA~ 
lllng: P.O. Box 1119 
Fontana. CA~ 
www~eomaUDlt)'.eirl · 
Bethel AME Church 
16262 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9401 
"A church where everybody is some-
body" 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 
Adult Sunday School 
Children's Church 
Sunday Service 
8:00a.m. 
10:00a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
11 :00a.m. 
Wednesday 
BIBLE STUDY 
7:00p.m. 
Moreno Valley, CA 925 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Riverside, CA 
. ·verside, CA 92508 
(951) 812-3509 
(951 ) 782-9904 
(951) 222-211 5 
(951) 682-98!0 
(951) 780-2240 
(951) 684-8782 
(951) 788,9218 
(951)117-7454 
Rev. John Cager 
Rev. John Seniguar 
Elder DeWayne Butler 
Rev. C.E. Knou, Sr. 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
Rev. Willie Chambers., Jr. 
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Paslor 
Paslor F.D. Bullock 
1:00 pm 
for 
Advertisement call 
Dr. Dorothy" Shepherd 
(909) 597-7134. 
Asplre llble Church 
~--~ ~ ..... ;JJ 
s.Jndayt-1 O:OOQ.mi 
fQOMptu,.MQvm.ian v,_.. Sim~ 
2CIU/1t>wf.SL ~- cu1m 
K)H ~ w,; .il ~ ~8';;..th lo 
'°(tll,CJ:\ mltft ~-ltl~lttll,l 
New Vision Christian Me1hodis1 
Episcopal Church 
Rainbow Community Praise Center 
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC 
New Hope MBC Baptisl, SB 
Community Missionary Baptist 
First Baptist Church of Perris 
Full Gospel Church of Love 
8368 Beech Ave, 
15854 Caner S1ree1 
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm, 101 
1575 West 17th Streel 
939 Clay Sireet 
311 E. Fifth Streel 
24050. Theda , 
Schedule of Worship Service 
Sunday School 9:30AM 
Sunday Morning Worship II :OOAM • 
Sunday Night Service 7:00PM 
Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching 
Bible Study 8:00PM 
Thursday Women's Evag. Service 
Prayer 7:30PM Pastor Lenton H. Lenoir 
BETHEL AME CHURCH I 
24470 Sophie Street 
Perns, CA 
951-657-5705 
·sunday Church School 9:00 AM 
Sunday Worship Service 10:30 AM 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00 PM 
Thursday Bible Study 10:00 AM Rev. A. Charles 
Fomana, CA 92336 
Fomana, CA 92336 
Rialto, CA 92376 
San Bernardino, 92410 
Redlan~ , CA 92373 
Perris, CA 92570 
Perris, CA 92570 
i)' 
(909) 823-0424 
(909) 355-RCPC 
(909) 874-5469 
(909) 887-2526 
(909) 793-2380 
(909) 657-3767 
(909) 928-7720 
Langston 
Rev. J. Dwight Jackson 
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas ' 
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutl 
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. ~ : 
Rev. H. Hubbard ' . I 
Rev. Connor Robinson, Jr. , 
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell 
"'j 
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Primm AME Church Celebrates 111th Anniversary 
ZlK lla4 w« Ner, 
POMONA 
Waters to serve as guest 
speaker 
Rev. Delman Howard and the con-
gregation of Primm Tabernacle 
Church (Pomona) are pleased to 
announce their 111 th Church 
Anniversary Celebration. The cele-
bration will 
include a scholar-
ship and awards 
gala to be held on 
Saturday, January 
5, 2008 at 6:30 
p.m. at the 
Doubletree Hotel 
located at 222 N. 
Vineyard Ave. in 
Ontario. The 
theme for th.is spe-
cial gala is 
REACH UP - REACH IN - REACH OUT 
• Reach Up to God, Reach In to Grow, Reach Out and Go 
CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH™ 
CROSS WORD 
CHR.I TIAN CHU RC Ii 
SUNDAY SEIWtCES 
8~. 9'.30 aod I 1:30 a.m. 
Duaway a- • 9:30 a.m. 
CbildRa's Chun:11 • 9-.30 a.,n. & 11 :30 a.m. 
Clrild Cme owzilobk '11 all snvi« I 
ASL J,,urpr,tatu,n aJ 9:30 & 11 :30 Worship 
SaYicu 
WU>Nt.SPAY SERVICES 
Scaioo5s+ BibJe Scudy a 12 ooon 
Y.-11 Mloillll}' at 7:30 .m. 
AdMII Bible ScudY at 1":Ji p.m. 
C OUPLES MINISTRY 
ha Salunby eadl mondi • 9:00 a.m. 
has added a 3rd Service! 
951-697-8803 
visit our Website at 
www.crosswordchurch.org 
CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH"'M 
ii a mulli-dmic, muli-senmtional blblically-bwd 
church that ii prnoaal, practical and commiucd to 
teaclliaa and p,eachla for life clw1ae. 
WORSHIP LOCA.TION 
14950 Riverside Drive, Riverside, CA 92518 
(Ill •lwnJ« d: Me,,t Drfrt, &ul of Marrlt Air RtMrw &luJ 
Senior Pastor/Teacher 
Lacy Sykes, Jr. and 
Minister Karen Sykes 
=3~1-:lil=li 
•) I i) :J ,. ~ I =l 
311 East Fifth Street 
Perris California, 92570 
(951 )657-3767 
Fax(951)940-4397 
"1 Cor. 13:13 But now abidethfaith, hope, love, 
these three; and the greatest of these is love." 
• Worship Service• 7:15 and 1 0:00AM 
• Sunday School • 8:45AM 
• Bible Study ·Wednesday· 12 Noon & 7:00PM 
• Youth Bible Study• Tuesday• 5:45-7:00PM 
Pastor and Sister Connor Robinson, Jr. 
"D Care Center & Before/After School Care ... O en Mon.-Fri. 6: AM-6:00 PM" 
Episcopal Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-1718 
Sunday Worship Services 
Contemporary Worship 7:45 am 
Traditional Worship 11 :00 am 
Sunday School 9:45 am 
1 Weekday Opportunities 
Women·~ Bible Study - Mon. 7:00 pm 
Men's Bible Study - Mon. 7:00 pm 
Mid-week Bible Study . Wed. 12 noon Rev. Larry E. Campbell 
Prayer Meeting• Wod. 7:00 pm 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
.,, 
· Center Foursquare Church 
6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, 
CA 
(951) 359-0203 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School (all ages) 
Chrtstlan Life Development 
~ lasses 
Worship 
Children's Church 
ues. Bible Studies 
Thurs. Bible Studies 
8:30 a.m. 
(Adults only) 
8:30 a.m, 
10:00a.m. 
(Available) 
10:00 a.m. 
7:00p.m. 
' 
Pastor & Mrs. 
Michael Edwards 
Sunday 
Imani Temple Christian Fellowship 
510 W est Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768 
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981 
email@imanitempl e.net 
Servic9 Schedu/9 
Sunday Moming - Throne Room Service . . . . . . . ,8:00 am 
IPG lmani Power Generation (Youth Church) . . • . .9:00 am 
Vision Concepts New Members Class , . . . ... ... 9:00 am 
Faith and Baptism New community Class . . . .. . . 9:00 am 
Su(lday Community Wo,.t,lp Celebratloo . . . . . 10:00 am 
PHAT Tuesday 1st & 3rd of each month 
Women Seeking Christ (WSC) .. . . . . . . . . .. 7:00 pm 
Man4mation (M4M) . . . . . . .. . 7:00 pm 
Thursday 
Faith Community Bible Study .... , .. , . , ...... . 7:00 pm 
Saturday 
Tephillah Prayer Move ..... . ... 7:00 am 
www.lmanitemple.net Rev. Jelanl Kafala 
5970 Llmonite Avenue 
Riverside, California 92509 
(951) 682-4407 
SJnday School 10 :00am 
Morning Service 11 :00am 
Bible Study Tuesdav NigilS 7:00pm 
Come GfPw & Worth(o With V• 
www.newbcbc.org 
of California. "Shooting Beyond the Stars." To 
make this occasion outstanding and 
complete, the keynote speaker will be 
the Honorable Maxine Waters, 
Congresswoman of the 35th District 
During the past 111 years, Primm 
Tabernacle AME Church one of the 
Sugar Hill School 
24455 Old Country Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
Sundays 10:30 a.m. 
Bishop John W. Thomas & 
Pastor Erzel Thomas 
151680-2044 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502 
Office: (951) 684-7532 • FAX: (951) 684-1564 
www.secondbaptistriverside.org 
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net 
Sunday Services 
Early.Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Mid-Morning Worship 
Nursery Open 
Wednesday Services 
Prayer Services 
Bible Study 
"Second in Name, First in Love" 
NEW LOCATION 
7:30 am 
9:00 am 
10:15 am 
10:15 am 
7:00 pm 
7:45 pm 
oldest African American churches in 
See ANNIVERSARY, Page A-7 
Pastor T. Ellsworth and Tofa Gantt, II 
Pastor Julio A. & 
Dr. P1trtcl1 L. Andujo . 
A Church Bu/It on Sound Preaching and Teaching 
S■1ty1c■ ScH■DUL■ 
Worship Serylce 
8:00 am & 1 l :00 am 
Bible Study (vyednesday) 
1 2:00 noon & 7,:00 pm 
Children's Church 
11:00 am (3rd & '4th Sunday) 
New Jo Ba tist Church 
5694 Jurupa Ave.• Riverside, CA 92504 
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517 
(951) 779-~088 • (951) 781-7602 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 8:50 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
First Sunday Evening Workshop 5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast 
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m. 
i,' -
. Oraer of Services 
., 
Sunday School 
Sunday Mom. Worship 
Sunday Eve. Worship 
Thursday Bible Revival 
1700 W. Highland Avenue 
San Bernardino, CA 92404 
(909) 887-9616 • (951) 675-7201 
www rlwrtwCGhofnlhmriw,s mx or wwwkonnmi qry 
Email: callnationJ @aol.com or kog11pmi@aol.com 
WEEKI Y 5ERVICES 
Sunday I0:00 a.m. 11 :00 a.m. 6:00 p.m. 
Wednesday ftlm 5pm lllbkSlwl.Y 6 pm 
Earn Your Pearec'' ' 
KOG-BIBLE INSTITUTE • Thurs. & Fri. @ 6 pm 
Bachelon Program and Master.; Program available 
I E School of the PrQphcts 
Satu'l!ays- Trimester Sessions begin at 8:00 a.'!' 
8:30 am 
10:00am 
Quinn A.M.E . 
Church 
25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(951) 485-6993 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
' Sunday School 9:30 a.m. ' 
Sunday M orning Worship 11 :00 a.m. , 
M id Day Bible Study, Tues. 12:30 pm 
Midf,'eek Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m. i) 
• 
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History 
as Reparations 
Dr. Sterling Stuckey 
By Benjamin Solomon and Sterling Stuckey 
The reparations ,movement need not be limited 
to the demand for economic compensation alone. 
It could be greatly broadened and invigorated by 
adding a co-demand: a comprehensive program 
· to educate the general public on the century of 
, Jim Crow regime that followed the end of chattel 
lavery-hi tory a reparations. 
• Americans must confront their history: (I ) the 
• mothering oppression of African-Americans 
,,during the Jim Crow era in the former slave 
' tates; (2) the lesser but still horrendous de facto 
' racism in the northern states; (3) the brakes 
' imposed on the progress of the entire society; and 
, (4) the moral deformity experienced by the 
majority community in enforcing or countenanc-
ing this heinous system decade after decade. 
• Ever since the nation's beginnings, Americans 
have believed that they carried the torch of liber-
ty to the rest of the world. They forget or over-
look that in their other hand they carried the torch 
of chattel slavery followed by the Jim Crow 
regime of exploitation and oppression. This 
regime was accepted as normal in its time. 
Spelled out in all its appalling detail, the narrative 
could prove almost unbearable to many 
Americans today. 
Yet it is a crucial part of our history. This 
record must become absorbed, whatever the 
struggle, into societal consciousne so that it 
exerts a commanding presence in all future 
thought and action on racial maners. 
Telling this history should also greatly 
strengthen the movement for economic repara-
tions for the decades of slavery. The continuation 
of slavery's opptession in another form into post-
World War II years will undermine the contention 
that chattel slavery ended in the distant past. 
Moreover, the record of the immeasurable injury 
suffered by African-American during the Jim 
Crow century will add enormou ly to the ub-
stance and credibility of the demand for material 
compensation for the years of slavery. 
But can it be done? And how? Can a massive 
public education process be developed that over a 
few years will achieve signal changes in public 
consciousness and behavior? 
Introductory Sketch: Jim Crow History 
Education Project 
1. Research and Dissemination Process 
Thousands of Americans in hundreds of localities 
will be enlisted in research and dissemination 
activities to uncover and dis eminate the Jim 
Crow and de facto racism practices in their com-
munities over the Jim Crow era. These will be 
people from all segments---acro racial lines, 
young and retired: a variety of educational and 
skill backgrounds, etc-who are attracted by the 
prospect of a serious effort that could finally 
effect significant change in tM racist heritage that 
still afflicts American sopiety. 
2. Institutional In.volvement. To achieve 
their goals, local groups will e tablish coopera-
tive relations with public libraries, schools at all 
levels and their libraries and hi tory departments, 
media and dissemination channels of all sons, 
religious bodies, trade union , busine s organiza-
tions, etc. The aim will be a wide ranging 
involvement of the community that will over time 
gain the project acceptance as an integral part of 
community life. 
3. State Frameworks. Legislative man-
dates will be sought for state commissions that 
will develop models for and help set up local 
groups, provide training, aid assist in developing 
relationships and beginning productive work. 
The s1ate commission could also arrange confer-
ences and initiate re earch on state governmental 
involvement in racist practices. 
4. National Level. Whether or not 
Congress will mandate it, a national commission 
should be established to provide overall leader-
ship and coordination. It could help slate cam-
paigns get started, initiate research and dissemi-
flation on the national government role in the Jim 
Crow y tern, act as a clearing house for the 
research materials developed at the state and local 
levels, and hold national conferences. 
5 Funding the Project. Because the 
project will be based on the work of thousands of 
volunteers and the coope1ation of existing institu-
tions, its budgetary requirements will be relative-
ly modest. For example, in Illinois an annual 
grant of 2-3 millions could support a staff of 15-
20 persons. Grants could also be ought from the 
larger municipalities such as Chicago and Cook 
County. 1orcover, foundations and corporations 
should find many de irable elements in the proj-
ect and provide major support. 
5. Ioitiatina; Campaigns. Once launched 
into the public arena, the proposal should draw 
strong support from many quarters. A small 
national conference with some prominent voices 
could provide an effective launching pad. 
Another possibility would be simply to start cam-
paign within one or more slates by a group of 
activist/leaders. Once launched, campaigns 
would pursue the dual task of gaining legislative 
support and educating the public of the signifi-
cance of the Jim Crow century 
Underlying Assumptions. The above sketch is 
based on three assumptions: ( 1) ignorance of the 
Jim Crow era is vast; (2) detailed rectification of 
this ignorance could have a substantial effect on 
the troubling residue of white racism in American 
society: (3) there would be widespread support 
for the project and substantial numbers could be 
enlisted to do its work. Put another way, there ~e 
tremendou resources-in individuals and cooper-
ating institutions-that could be harnessed in an 
unprecedented research, dissemination, and pub-
lic education program to effect a basic cure of 
America's longstanding racist socio-pathology. 
SUPPL)!:MENTARY DISCUSSION 
I. Reparations and Its Dual Forms. Any 
legitimate reparations claim is based on the exis-
tence of a grievous wrong done in the past to a 
specific group whose injurious effects persi t into 
contemporary times. Gross economic depriva-
tion was not the only injury done to black people 
forced to live under lavery and the Jim Crow 
system. 
Slavery's as ault on the moral and psychologi-
cal status of Afrcan-Americans as human beings 
was continued and even inten ified over the 
decades of the new dispen ation-~free but not 
free, citizen but not citizen. And, despite the 
gains made by the post-World War II civil rights 
revolution, the viru of white supremacy remains, 
even if in more subtle and les overt forms, a 
major disease in American society. 
The history of Jim Crow told in sufficient 
detail would bring into the open as common pub-
lic knowledge the oppression, suffering, and psy-
chological burden imposed on African-American 
citizens, and, on the other side of the divide, 
reveal the breadth and depth of the iniquity, per-
fidy, and hypocrisy indulged in by the majority 
community. 
The goal of the public educational process 
would be to achieve a major advance toward rec-
tifying the imbalance that over four centuries 
placed whites above bla~ks in the cale of 
lJ Eft 
ED 
humanity. Correcting this historical imbalance 
would also be an immense service to the entire 
society. 
The dual reparation claims would be mutu-
ally- reinforcing. Obtaining material compen a-
tion alone could nqt be enough in a society that 
still held blacks inferior to whites in key human 
attributes. The portrayal of the gro s atrocity of 
Jim Crow repression over many decade would 
have three salutary effects: (I) it would add a cen-
tury of deprivation to the claim for material repa-
rations, (2) it would greatly bolster the moral and 
substantive rightness of the claim by showing in 
excruciating detail how government and society 
collaborated after slavery to control, denigrate, 
terrorize, and limit the lives of millions of its cit-
izens for entirely fallacious, immoral and self-
serving reasons, and (3) it would help us identify, 
and thus address, the legacy and on-going effects 
·of slavery and the Jim Crow regime in contempo-
rary American society. ' 
2. Initiating Campaigns. Opposition can be 
expected. But opponents will be in the position 
of defending ignorance and attempting to cover 
up a crucial _sector of American history. In con-
trast, the case for telling the story commands the 
high moral and conceptual grounds. The amount 
of money requested from the state legislatures 
would be modest compared to the voluntary 
resources that would be tapped and the signifi-
cance of the history project's goals. 
It should be possible to line up impres ive 
political support: politicians and political organ-
izations, editorialists and columnists, radio and 
<i;'V commentators, historians and other academ-
ics, school people, librarians, professional associ-
ations, civil rights groups, religious bodie , trade 
unions, etc. The project's character-educational, 
non-violent, low cost-will appeal to many as a 
promising way to come to grips finally with thB 
daunting residue of racism that remains in 
American life. 
3. South North National. The challenge of 
research and dissemination may be seen as vary-
ing according to area. 
For southern states, a narrative in cope and 
detail of the sheer pervasive awfulne $ of Jim 
Crow repre sion makes almost unbearable read-
ing today---and yet it was considered normal in 
its time. Every institution of societal life wa 
. ruled by the principle of white supremacy backed 
by violence. Local groups will portray patterns of 
racism with its accompanying violence-legal and 
de flt1:.to-and trace their changes over the eiltlless 
decades. Dissemination over time of the searing 
historical record should create an enduring public 
THERE IS POWER 
' I 
I I. 
I / 
I ' . 
,, 
IN DIVERSITY. 
Southern California Edison relies on suppliers 
like you to ·provide. us with the goods and 
services crucial to our business. 
We are committed to working with 
diverse suppliers and helping them 
reach their growth potential. 
To learn more, contact us at 
www.sce.com/su pplierd iversity. 
25o/o 
50o/o 
FOR OVER 180 YEARS . .1.LIFE. POWERED BY EDISON . 
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Dr. Benjamin Solomon 
memory that will qome into play when racial 
issues arise. 
In northern state . the record of de facto racism 
in the local community will be of a less drastic 
nature but still constituted a heavy burden O!l-
Arican-American lives. Local groups-to envisiofl. 
how they might function--would organize them-
selves into a division of labor-e.g., identifying" 
existing literature; examining new paper fil 
preparing reports, all with the aid of libra1ians 
and historians (including retirees). Another task. • 
would be dissemination--newspapers, radio, TV, 
internet, education at every level, congregation , 
unions, organizing community forums, and so on. 
At the national level, a key task would be to 
assemble materials on the Jim Crow south to be 
distributed within non-southern states. Anothe· 
would be to depict the national picture---the 
implication of the federal government, the 
dynamics of national politics, and the implicit 
complicity of the north with only few honorabl 
exceptions. 
4. Preachment or Objectivity. The record s 
forth with objectivity and balance should spe4 
for itself. There is no need to preach or draw con-
clusions that go beyond the facts. 
._ An Unprecedented Challenge : 
The proposal is unprecedented. It is presenll 
. ' ed above as a speculauve sketch of how the idea 
might be developed. As a pioneer undertakin9, 
much would have to be worked out when it react? 
es the stage of implementation. ; 
After four centuries, it is time that the residu~ 
belief in the innate superiority of one group of' 
humans over others is fully confronted and roo~ 
ed out. The moral and emotional struggle fot: 
many will be severe and costly; but as Frederict: 
Douglass said many years ago: "There is ne 
progress without struggle." : 
Dr. Sterling Swckey is a professor emeritus iy 
history from VCR. Be11ja111ill S0/0111011 is a retireb 
Social Science professor from Chicago City College. , 
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A Special Needs . 
Trust Preserves An 
Inheritance For A 
Disabled Dependent 
By Richard Nevins 
Attorney at Law 
If you want to leave an inheri-
tance for a physically, mentally 
or developmentally disabled sib-
ling, parent, spouse or child, you 
can inadvertently create more 
problems than the solution you 
seek. 
If a disabled adult receives an 
inheritance, the government will 
require the individual to spend 
the money before it will pay for 
residential care or other services. 
The cost of full-time care of a 
severely disabled adult can 
quickly exhaust what might seem 
like a large inheritance. Virtually 
any increase in assets may dis-
qualify a disabled person from 
receiving Medicaid or Medi-Cal. 
Once the inheritance is 
exhausted, the individual may be 
in worse shape than before. He'll 
be dependent on government 
programs for clothing, food and 
shelter, and there won't be any-
thing left to pay for extras like 
visits to relatives or a motorized 
wheelchair. 
A special needs trust is the 
method by which you can leave 
an inheritance for the benefit of a 
disabled person and not have that 
person lose eligibiLity for Medi-
Cal or Medicaid benefits. 
Special needs trusts are 
designed to supplement, not 
replace, the kind of basic support 
provided by government pro-
grams like Medicaid and 
Supplemental Security Income 
(SSI). Special needs trusts pay 
for comforts and luxuries -- "spe-
cial needs" -- that could not be 
paid for by public assistance 
funds. 
To qualify, a special needs 
tr;ust must be very 'specific in 
stating that its purpose is to sup-
plement government benefits and 
to provide only benefits above 
and beyond the benefits the ben-
eficiary (disabled person) 
receives from any government 
agencies. It is critical that the 
trust not duplicate any govern-
µient-provided services and that 
the beneficiary not have any 
resemblance of ownership of the 
trust ·assets. Otherwise, the gov-
ernment could attempt to seize 
the trust assets for repayment of 
services already provided or 
determine that the beneficiary 
dpes not qualify for future bene-
fits. 
To accomplish this, you will 
need to give the trustee complete 
control over the distribution of 
the assets and any income they 
generate; the beneficiary cannot 
be able to demand any principal 
or interest from the trust. • 
Give careful consideration to 
your choice for trustee. Of 
course, you (and your spouse) 
will continue to provide for this 
person while you are alive and 
able. But someone will need to 
assume this responsibility after 
your death or incapacity. 
The most obvious choice is 
another family member who also 
cares deeply about this person. 
But be aware of a possible con-
flict of interest, especially if this 
trustee will inherit the trust assets 
after your disabled dependent has 
died; your trustee may care more 
about preserving trust assets than 
providing for your beneficiary. 
Consider using (or adding) a 
corporate trustee; that's a bank or 
trust company that specializes in 
managing trusts. They can be 
frnpa,rtial , and they will be 
around for as long as your bene-
ficiary lives. 
Finally, be sure to work close-
ly with an attorney who has con-
siderable experience with these 
trusts. 
Richard Nevins has been an 
attorney for 18 years. His law 
firm provides legal advice in 
estate planning and small busi-
ness law. For more information, 
p lease visit his website at 
www.RichardNevins.com 
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''Bumpy'' Johnson's Widow .Questions Film's Depiction 
By Daniella Masterson 
Former Harlem drug kingpin 
Frank Lucas gets the highest com-
pliment of all with the box office hit, 
" American Gangster," starring 
Denzel Washington. 
While millions of people went out 
to see the biopic about the life and 
crimes of Lucas, there's one person 
who will never go see the movie. 
Mayme Johnson, the widow of the 
infamous Harlem gangster Bumpy 
Johnson, has no plans on seeing 
"American Gangster." She claims 
that the movie, which is supposed to 
be based on Lucas' claims of having 
been a personal assistant and heir-
apparent for Bumpy, is riddled with 
lies and delusions of grandeur. 
Mrs. Johnson is now 93 years old. 
But she can still recall with 20/20 
recollection the lavish existence she 
shared with the legendary African 
American crime boss. For Mrs. 
Johnson, · it was a life of spacious 
New ,York City apartments, 
I had the fortune of attending a panel 
presentation at a TecbBiz Connections 
http://www.techbizconnection.org/ meet-
ing, with industry experts speaking on the 
topic of business planning and execution. 
As a busy tech entrepreneur, business plan-
ning admittedly stays at the bottom of the 
to do list. These experts give compelling 
reasons why this is a big mistake and they 
offer advice on how to successfully write 
executable plans. Following is a summary 
of the discussion. 
I kept my notes organized by speaker 
and their points are summarized under-
neath their names. These are not exact 
quotes. 
Depending on demand, next time I may 
bring my recorder and offer a podcast of 
the panel session. 
Paul Ulyett 
http://www.lillkedin.com/pub/0/678/b2b -
Moderator 
• Don't use spreadsheets to run your 
European travel, fur coats, hobnob-
bing with Black celebrities and liter-
ary ' types from the Harlem 
Renaissance - the very san1e lavish 
life Lucas is portrayed to have in the 
movie. 
Mrs. Johnson would have been 
content to overlook some poetic 
licenses. After all , she managed to 
turn a blind eye when Hollywood 
brought her husband's li fe story to · 
the big screen with the movie 
"Hoodlum." Never mind that she 
was never consulted or paid a dime 
for the unauthorized depiction. But 
ego-driven lies at the expense of her 
late husband? That's a reason to 
come out swinging. 
As the widow of Ellsworth 
"Bumpy" Johnson, Mrs. Johnson 
wants to set the record straight with 
her new book, "Harlem Godfather: 
The Rap on My Husband, Ellsworth 
"Bumpy" Johnson," 
(www.HarlemGodfather.com) to be 
released by Oshun Publishing 
Company in February 2008. 
business, that typically means there is no 
infrastructure. 
• Think of what your business should 
look like in tenns of processes and sys-
tems. Look for ways to automate. 
• Break the plan into small chunks and 
execute aggressively and measure passion-
. ately. 
• The plan should not constrain, instead, 
it should measure and manage. 
• Summary or key points: 
• Planned reflection time off site, away 
from the day to day operations. 
• Use !ear definitions. 
• Break into manageable chunks. 
• Set realistic goals. 
• Goals should be measurable and the 
tactics changeable. 
• Base your strategy on Facts. 
David Luke 
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/0/559/94b 
• Top level executives should use ched-
uled reflection time for strategic level 
thinking. 
• The business plan should be "connect-
ed", meaning·that the objectives need to be 
understood at all levels of the company. 
• Break the plan down into manageable 
chunks and simplify. 
• Learn how to write goals and strategy. 
You must learn how to express those goals 
and strategy realistically. 
Start with simple steps to gain 
'lfoUday ~vents 
~--, City of Perris Holiday Tree.Lighting November 
30, 2007 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Everyone's invited to join the fun and 
welcome in the Holiday Seas'on as 
the Mayor lights the holiday tree. 
Santa will arrive for children to visit 
with and take pictures. Youth groups 
will perform holiday songs. The 
Dickens and Company Carolers will 
perform and event will include a pet-
0 ting zoo and live reindeer. Food avail-":lO ble for purchase, complimentary refresh-
0-- ments served at the conclusion of the e~ent. 
19th Annual Holiday Parade, December 8, 2007 at 10:00 a.m. 
The Holiday parade route will begin at Hwy 74 and "D" Street, 
the parade will proceed north on "D" Street to San Jacinto Ave. 
The parade will go east on San Jacinto Ave. to Perris Blvd. and 
north on Perris Blvd. into the fi rst parking entrance of the City 
Hall Civic Center at 101 North "D" Street. Parade applications 
are available at the Perris Valley Chamber of Commerce and 
Perris Community Services Bob Glass Gymnasium. For more 
information or to obtain an application, please call (951) 657-
3555 or 943-6603. 
PHlll ZlflDEl 
. ... 
............ 4aa ....... ,_,, 
.... ,.. .... Jll!r4M.1.o'UC.1ltll. 
Coauthored with Essence Magazine 
bestselling author, Karen E. 
Quinones Miller, the novel is not 
only her account of her life married 
to the Black mafia boss, b9t also a 
vivid recollection of Harlem in its 
heyday 
"First of all, Bumpy didn't die in 
Frank Lucas' arms as the movie tells 
it, " said Miller who knew Bumpy 
when she was a child coming of age 
in Harlem's projects. "That' a lie! 
And Frank wasn't Bumpy's protege. 
Bumpy didn't even trust him." 
Bumpy ruled Harlem's stree'ts in 
the early 20th century. His parents 
nicknamed him "Bumpy" because 
of a large bump on the back of his 
head. Bumpy's criminal enterprises 
ranged from prostitution to numbers 
running to drugs. 
A former associate of mob boss 
Stephanie St. Clair., he was one of 
the leading organizers to fight an 
unsuccessful war against Dutch 
Schultz. He was later hired by the 
Genovese crime family to protect 
momentum. 
• Values should be shared across the 
organization and participation hould be 
encouraged at all level via brain tonning 
sessions. 
• Make sure the plan is a living and 
breathing document 
• Keep your goals clear, with backup 
plans in preparation for change. 
Tom Fedro 
http://www.linkedin.com/in/tomfedro 
• The plan should be simple, realistic 
and specific. 
• Have guiding principles that can be 
referred to in times or conflict. 
• Invest time in finding quality advisers. 
• Keep your focus on the primary goals. 
• Gain credibility early by obtaining key 
customers. 
• Make sure your product or service is 
solid and scalable. 
• Focus on revenue and customers. 
These two things trump a plan every time. 
• Make sure you have defined contin-
gency plans. 
• Talk to experts in your industry to 
detennine the viability or your plan. 
• Make sure you get enough funding to 
support your plan. 
• Know who you are offering your prod-
uct or service. •, 
John Capano ·-~ 
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/3/b4a/ab 
Mafia operations in Black neighbor-
hoods against local Harlem crimi-
nals. He died in 1968 of a heart 
anack. 
"Frank Lucas was a drug dealer, 
not a gangster," said Quiones 
Miller. "A drug dealer doesn't care 
if he kills people. He's ruthless. 
Bumpy wasn't like that. He was a 
Godfather. He was loved by the 
community. He would pay people's 
rent and tell kids to go to college. 
He would give the kids who got A's 
on their report cards a quarter. He 
would actually discourage people 
from pursuing the hustler's life he 
lived because he did it out of neces-
sity." 
While Mrs. Johnson's memory is 
fine, but her speech is sometimes 
difficult to understand, so Quiones 
Miller does most of the talking and 
interpreting for the elder. 
With stellar acting anp an all-star 
cast, has Hollywood duped African 
Americans again? Aside from pan-
dering to our lowest common 
• Money, time and effort · hould be 
measured and tied to job descriptions. 
• Don't let planning tools bog down the 
process, instead match the tools to your 
process. 
• Always create your metrics based on 
the key goals. 
• Spend some time thinking about what 
to take off your plate. 
The organization should be 
connected to the main goals, of which 
there should be a maximum of five. 
• Everyone in the organization should 
be focused on execution with re pect to the 
main goals. 
• The strategic plan should be focused 
on execution with respect to getting from 
point A to point B, in detail along with sup-
porting goals and strategie . 
denominator, the filmmakers didn't 
try to get the full story. Mrs. 
Johnson has the right to be the keep-
er of her husband's story and we, as 
a people, should be true to our histo-
ry and beware of cultural capitalists. 
Daniella Masterson hosts a pub-
lic affairs show called "it's A New 
Day" that can be heard on Sundays 
from 6 AM - 8 AM on 100.3' KRBV-
FM. Email her at 
newday@vJOOmusic.com. 
Yau can 
Dalt! 
The Network for a Healthy 
California-African American 
Campaign 
Encourages You to Become a 
Champion for Change 
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AUTOS WANTED 
DONATE YOUR CAR: Children's 
Cancer Fundl Help Save A Child's 
Life Th:oug, Research & Support! 
Free Vacation Package. Fast, Easy 
& Tax Deductible. Call 1-800-252-
0615. (Cal-SCAN) 
DONATE YOUR VEHICLE! Max 
IRS Tax Deductions. United Breas1 
Cancer Founda1ion. Free 
~ammograms, Braast Caooar Info 
www.ubcf.info Frae Towing, Fast, 
Non-Runners Accepted, 24f7 1-
888-468-5964. (Cal-SCAN) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
A CASH COWi! All-cash vending 
liuslness. You approve locations. 
Entire Business - $10,970. 1-800-
VENDING (1-800-836-3464). 
lCal-SCAN) 
ALL CASH CANDY Route. 'Be 
Your ONn Boss'. 30 Machines and 
Candy for $9,995. MultiVend LLC, 
880 Grand Blvd,, Deer Part<, NY. 1-
888-625-2405. (Cal-SCAN) 
' INCOME ON AUTOPILOT! Hate 
selling? You'll love lhis! Hate cold, 
e:;jling? You'll love lhis! Love mak-
ing S 1,000 oommissions while you 
sleep? You'll love this! Visit 
www.YoullBeGladYouDid.com 
(Cal-SCAN) 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
f.()VERTISEI Newspaper edvertlS-
ing wort<s! Reach 6 million 
Califomlansl 240 newspapers 
atatewiJe. $550 fo, a 25-word etas-
lifted ed. Call (916) 288-6019 eliz-
abelh@cnpa oom www.Cal-l llnplo,-,t o,,,on ... ltfes 943 1 
3:00 P.M. 
SCAN.oom (Cal-SCAN) 
Business & Financial 945 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING! Reach 
over 3 milfion Californians in 140 
community newspapers. Cost 
$1,800 for a 3.75'x2' display ad 
(Super value that worl<s out to 
aboot $12.86 per newspaper). Call 
(916) 288-6019 
elizabeth@cnpa.com www.Cal-
SCAN.oom (Cal-SCAN) 
NEWS OR PRESS RELEASE 
SERVICE? The California Prass 
Release Service is the only service 
with 500 current daily, weekly and 
college newspaper contacts in 
California. Questions call (916) 
288 6010 
www.CaliforniaPressReleaseServi 
ce.oom (Cal-SCAN) 
FOR SALE 
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $2,990 • 
Convert your Logs to VakJable 
Lumber with your own Norwood 
portable band sawmill. Log skid-
ders also available. 
www.NorwoodSawmills.com/500A 
-Free Information: H!00-578-1363 
xSOO-A. (Cal-SCAN) 
HELP WANTED/DRIVERS 
DRIVE for the INDUSTRY 
LEADER! Great Pay, Benefits. 
Weekly Home Tune. Top of lhe line 
equipment. No COL? No Problem I 
Apply online www.CREngland.oom 
Call 1-866-917-7396. (Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER· COL Training: $0 down, 
financing by Central Refrigerated. 
Drive for Central, eam up to S40k+ 
1st yearl 1-W0-587-0029 x4TT9. 
I Employment Opt,onunltfes 943 1 
.New County recrui1ments this week: 
Ambulatory Clinic Manage; 
$32.70-$41.80/hr 
Animal Care & Control Program Manager 
$35.23-$45.05/hr 
Aul1tant Hospital Administrator-Behavioral Health 
$39.80-$50.92/hr 
Hospital Housekeeper II 
$12.33-$15.73/hr · 
HR-Employment/Classification Analyst 
$27.55-$35.23/hr 
Human Resources Analyst Trainee 
$3,482.27-$4,439.07 /yr· 
librarian Ill 
• $25.01-$31.91/hr 
Llbra~9R~f ~;::~~•ger · 
Mental Health Education Consultant 
$23125-$29.65/hr . 
Nurse Manager-Bum Cen1er 
$33.53-$42.86/hr 
PSD Custodlan,(Contract) 
$10.02/hr 
PSD Program GenerallsHContract) 
$15.94/hr • 
San Bernardino County Human Resources 
157 W. Fifth Street, First Floor 
Sen Bernardino 
(909)387-8304 
www.sbcounty.gov/hr 
EEO/ADA Compliant 
p. 11/29 
(Announcements I Announcements 
www.CentralDrivingJobs.net ' (Cal-
SCAN) 
DRIVER: Don\ Just Start Your 
Career, Start It Right! Company 
Sponsored CDL training In 3 
weeks. Must be 21 . Have COL? 
Tuition Reimbursement! 
www.JoinCRST.oom 1-800-78f -
2778. (Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER- $SK SIGN-ON Bonus for 
Experienced Teams: Dry Van & 
Temp Control available. 0/0s & 
COL-A Grads welcome. Call 
Covenant 1-866-684-2519 EOE. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVERS- DON'T MISS THIS! 
Special Sign-On Bonus. 36-
43cpm'$1 .20pm. SO Lease / Teams 
Needed. Class A + 3 months 
recen1 OTR required. 1-800-635-
8669. (Cal-SCAN) 
NATIONAL CARRIERS needs 
Company Drivers for i1s Regional 
Operations in Southeast California. 
Excellent Benefi1s, Generous 
Home Tlme & Outstanding Pay 
Package. COL-A Requirad. 1-888-
707 7729 
www.NationalCarriers.oom (Cal-
SCAN) 
QUIT LONG-HAUL, run regional 
and Have It All! S.41 per mile. 
Home weel<ly! Newest Equipmen~ 
Miles! Graat Benefits! Everyti'jng! 
Heartland Express 1-800-441-
4953. www.HeartlandExprass.oom 
(Cal-SCAN) 
SPONSORED CDL TRAINING. No 
Experience Needed! Earn $40k-
$75K in your new caraeri Stevens 
Transport will sponsor the total 
oost of your COL tra'11ngl Excellent 
Benefits & 401KI No Money Down! 
No Credh Checks! EOE. Call Nowt 
1-800-333-8595, 1.aoo-358-9512. 
www.BecomeADriver.cqm (Cal· 
SCAN) 
HELP WANTED/SALES 
AWESOME FIRST JOBI! Now hir-
ing motlvaled sharp lndMduals to 
wor1< and travel enira USA. Paid 
training. Transportation, lodging 
fumlshe<I. Call today, Stan today. 
1-877-646-5050. (Cal-SCAN) 
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE 
1 STTIME OFFERED Utah Ranch 
Dispersal. 40 AC onty $29,900. 
Foothills of Uinta Mountains. 
Gorgeous views. Beautiful land & 
setting. Great recreational area. 
Accessed by oounty roads. Offered 
by motivated seller. Limited aval-
able. EZTerms Cal UTLI{ 1-888-
693-5263. (Cal-SCAN) 
1ST TIME OFFERED 
(Wa~hington) Old Farm 
I Employment OpportunMltt 943 1 
Part Time 
Janitorial work. Must 
have experience. 
Background check 
required 
· 951-259-6335 
Ask for Sherry 
p. 8123, 8/30, 9/6, 9/13 
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951.682.60 70:; 
I" 
HOW TO REACH US: 
951.682.6070 
To mail or'.e!._ace your ad in person: . 
4290 Brockton Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Lobby Hours: 
MON - FRI 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Liqtidation. River aooess & views. 
5-15 AC from $69,9QO. Receoly 
annexed into city of Colfax allows 
subdi~sion of enchanting old farm. 
Gorgeous land & setting. Limited 
avaiable. EZTerms. Call WALR 1· 
866-836-9152. (Cal-SCAN) 
BULK LAND SALE 40 acres • 
$39,900. Moses Lake, 
Washington. Priced for quick sale. 
Beautttul land, interestirg topogra-
phy, good views & seijng, abun-
dant wlldltte. Surveyed on main-
tained road. Financing available. 
Call WALR 1-866-585-5687. (Cal-
SCAN) 
CLOSEOUT SALE 36 AC 
$29,900. Price is drastically 
reduced by motivated seller. 
Beautiful setting with fresh moun-
tain air. Abundant wildlife. 
Secluded with good access. 
Financing available. Euraka 
Springs Ranch is offerad by AZLR. 
ADWR report avail. Call 1-877-
301-5263. (CaeSCAN) 
LAND RUSH! LIMITED TIME 
• ONLY! 96 acres New Mexico prop-
erty $119,990. Panoramic views, 
trees, e~ & deer, borllers BLM. 
Enjoy outdoor activtties, oorses & 
privacy. 100% owner financing. 
Call1-866-365-4122. (Cal-SCAN) 
NEW MEXICO SACRIFICE! 140 
acres was $149,900, Now Only 
$69,900. Amazing 6000 n. eleva-
tion. Incredible mountain views. 
Mature tree cover. Power & year 
round roads. Excellent financmg. 
Priced for quick sale. Call NML&R. 
Inc. 1-888-204-9760. (Cal-SCAN) 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE • 
Nevada 5 acres $19,900. 
Beautiful building sne v.ilh electric 
& oolllty maintained roads. 360 
degree views. Great recreational 
opportunities Financing available. 
Call now! 1-877-349-0822. {Cal-
SCAN) 
SO. COLORADO RANCH Sale 35 
Acres- $39,900. Spectacular 
Rocky Mtn. Views Year round 
access, elec/ tele included. 
Excellent Financing available w/ 
low down payment. cau Red Creek 
Land Co. Today! 1-866-696-5263 
x3155. (Cal-SCAN) 
MANUFACTURED/MOB ILE 
HOMES 
NEW WHOLESALE MANUFAC-
TURED Homes direct to lhe public 
am now approved in Califo,nia and 
Immediate surrounding states. Call 
for free & comprahensive infoona-
tion packet 1-866-467-8811. (Cal-
SCAN) . 
REAL ESTATE/OUT OF STATE 
1 Employment Opt,onunltfes 943 1 
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I Announcements 
LAKEFRONT LOG HOME in 
Tennessee. 470' of shoreline, year 
round water. sea wall. Beautifully 
wooded 1 acre level lof, 4 bed-
room, 3 bath. Call Jamie Russell 1 • 
865-717-7775. (Cal-SCAN) 
I Com, Real Estate 9751 
TIMESHARES/RESORTS 
RedWeek.com #1 TIMESHARE 
MARKETPLACE. Rent, buy, sell, . 
reviews, New full-service , 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date ~ was ffled in the 
Olfice of the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before that 
time. The filirg of this statement 
does not itself authorize the use in · 
ttis state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of lhe rights of 
another under federal, state or oom-
mon law (See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Warll, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-14142 
p. 1118, 11/15, 11122, 11/29 
Fowad Khan Durrani 
8763 Gentle ~nd Dr. 
Corona, CA 92883 
Asif Kam Durrani 
8763 Genie ~nd Dr. 
Corona, CA 92883 
This business ~ conducted by Co-
partners. 
Registrant has commenced to 
transact btJsiness urr:ter the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed above 
on 10Xl4/2007. 
exchange! Compare pnces at ~Th_e_fo-llo-w-ing_pe_r-so-n(s) is (are) 
5000+ rasorts. B4U do anything 
-.... I declare that all the infonnation in 
this statement ls true and correct. 
(A registrant who deciares as true, 
information whdl he or she knows 
to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
timeshare, visit doing business as: 
www.RedWeek.oom, considar AS EYE SEE IT 
options. (Cal-SCAN) 8388 Camelia Dr. 
Riveraide, CA 92504 
TIMESHARE! PAYING TOO 
MUCH 4 maintenance fees and 
taxes? SelVrenl your timeshare for 
cash. No Commissions/Broker 
Fees. 1-877-868-1931. 
www.VPResales.oom (Cai-SCAN) 
Fictious 
Business 
Name 
Statements 
The following ~-(•) is (are) 
doing business as: 
EVOLUTIONTACKLE.COM 
~933 Wint8f Harbor Court 
Sun Crty, CA 92585 
Harokl Alden Arellano 
26933 Winter Harbor Court 
Sun Crty, CA 925&5 
This business is oonducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet convnenced 
to transact busWless under the fd. 
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I decfare that au the infonnatiCXl in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A reg~trant who declares as true, 
information INhich he or she koows 
to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Harold Aiciel, Arellano, °"""' 
The filKlQ of this statement does not 
of itself authorize lhe use in Ins 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the righ1s of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 10'12/07. 
I hereby certify that this oopy is a 
correct oopy of the onginal state-
ment on file in my office. I Emplojffltttl Oppcnlllitln 9431 
Mechanic Shop Manager 
for Fontana 
Trucking Co. Great 
Benefits & Pay! 
Industry Exp., Diagnosing 
Repairs & B~lingual Req. 
312-698-0309 
p 9/13 
I Announcements 
Edward J. Butts Jr. 
8388 Camelia Dr. 
River,;ide, CA 92504 
Thls businesS is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has commenced to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious busipess name(s) listed above 
on 06/26/1996. 
I declare that all the rlf0011ation in 
lhis statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who deciares as true, 
infonmation which he or she knows 
to be lalse is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Edward J. Butts Jr., 0,yr,.,. 
The filng of lhis statement does not 
of itsen authorize the use in this 
state of a f~s business name in 
voiation of the righ1s of another 
under federal, state, 0< convron law 
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed with the County"of 
Riverskle on 10/16/2007. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
conoct oopy ol the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTIC6; This fictitious business 
name statement expires frve years 
from the dale It was filed in the 
Ofl'ice of the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before that 
time. The filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize lhe use in 
this stats of a Fictitious Business 
Name in ~otalion of the rights of 
another under federal, state or com-
mon ~w (See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W. Warll, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-14286 
p. 11/8, 11115, 11/22, 11/29 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SMOKE SHOP PLUS ANO GIFTS 
10311 Hdle Ave. Unit F 
Riverside, CA 92503 
lll••~ .. ••11•-••• 
...... 
ll r.llUo! . 
, ..... ~--
, .......... ~ 
l■IU'IWI 
..,.,.,,_..,. .. sla•-
1.IUI 
I Announcements 1001 
sJ. Fowad Durrani, Ov.ner 
The fiing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a ficttious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or oommon law 
(sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 10/09/07. 
I hereby certify that lhis copy is a 
oorrect oopy of the original stats-
ment on file'in my office. 
NOTICE: This f<:titious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the dale n was filed In the 
Office ol the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed befote tf,al 
time. The filing ol this statement 
da,es not itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of lhe righ1s of 
another under federal. state or con,-
ffl0/1 .,._ (See Section t4411, Et 
Seq.. Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry '/i. Warll. County Cieri< 
FILE NO.R-2007-13953 
p. 11/B, 11/15, 11122, 11/29 
The followiog person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SORIA'S TRUCKING CORP. 
3607 Myers St 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Calixto Sona 
3807 Myers St. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has commenced to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed above 
on 06/06/2003. 
I declare lha1 all lhe infoonation in 
this statement Is true and oorract. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
lnfo,matron which he or she knows 
to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
,s/. Calixto Sona, President 
The fiing of this statement does not 
of itsett authorize lhe use in this 
state of a ficbtioos business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with lhe County of • 
Riverside on 11/02/07. 
' I hereby a,rtify that lhis oopy is a 
correct oopy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious businass 
name statement expires five yea~ 
from the date it was filed in the 
Office ol the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed befo,e that 
time. The filing of this statement 
does not itsen authorize the use in 
this stats of a Fictitious Business 
Name in ,iolation of the rights of 
another under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 14411. Et 
Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Law Offices of 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
Larry W. Werd, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15084 
p. 1118, 11/1~ 11122. 11/29 
The following pe"°"(s) is (are) 
LIVING TRUSTS• WILLS• PROBATE 
INCORPORATIONS • PARTNERSHIPS 
(951) 686-5193 
995 BROCKTON AVE., RIVERSIDE, CA 92501 
doing business as: Riverside, CA 92505 
IMPllESS GRAPHIC DESIGNS 
ANO PRINTING Lois Jean Damra 
12130 Knoefler Dr. 9435 CalnomiaAve #41 
Riverside, CA 92505 Riverside, CA 92503 
Maria Guillennina Jimenez 
12130 Knoefler Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has commenced to 
transact business under the ficti. 
tious business name(s) listed above 
on 05/07/1996. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statemenl is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information whklt he or she knows 
to be lalse is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Hemet Mortgage Solutions. 
Owner 
The filing of this statement does not 
of ~self authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the right, of another 
lllder federal, state, or ccmmon law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 10/10/07. ,. 
I hereby certify that this oopy 1s a 
oorrect oopy of the original state-
ment on file ,n my Office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date it was filed in the 
Office of the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before that 
bme. The filing of tt,,s statement 
does not itsen autt-onze the use in 
this stats of a Fictitious Busmass 
Name in violation of the rights of 
another under lederal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 14411. Et 
Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W, Ward, County Clerlc. 
FILE NO. R-2007-14063 
p. 11/8, 11115, 11122. 11/29 
The lol!owing person(s) is (are) 
dolng business as: 
FRANK'S SMOG STATION 
5310 La Sierra Ave I EmploJffllflt Opt>Of111nltltt 9431 
This business is conducled by 
lndhtidual-Husband and ~fe. 
Registrant has not yel commenced 
to transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I dectara that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant 'Mio dedares as true, 
information which he Of she knows 
to be false is guilty df a crime.) 
s/. Lois Damra, Owner 
,The filing of this statement does not 
of !sett authonze the use in this 
stale of a ficttious business name in 
-~olation of the righls of another 
under federal, state, or oommon law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &]) oode) 
Statement fi~ with the County of 
Riverside on 10/31/2007. 
I hereby certify Iha! this copy is a 
correct oopy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five ~ears 
from the date rt was filed in the 
Office of the County Cieri<. A new 
F1ct1tious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before thal 
time. The filing of this statemen1 
does not itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious Business 
Name, in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, slate or com-
mon law (See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Lariy w. Warll. County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-14965 
p.41/B, 11115, 11122, 11129 
The folowing person(s) Is (are) 
dcmg business as: 
BARRIER REEF POOL SALES 
26730 Stale Hwy 74 
Perris, CA 92572 
T.YS. Inc 
3824 University Ave #312 
Riverside, CA 92501 
I Employment Opportunities 943 
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY 
The City of Moreno Valley is currentiy accepting 
applications for the following positions: 
SECURITY GUARD 
S2, 131 - $3,001/mo. 
LABORER 
$12.92 • $18.19/hr. 
CHILD CARE SITE SUPERVISOR 
$16.48 - $23.20/hr. 
CHILD CARE INSTRUCTOR II 
$12.92 - $18.19/hr. 
CHILD CARE ASSISTANT 
$9.50 - S13,37/hr. 
AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM SPECIALIST 
(ASES Grant) 
$12.91 - $15.70/hr. 
AFTER SCHOOL SITE LEADER (ASES Grant) 
$10.69 - 12.381hr. 
AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM ASSISTANT (ASES Grant) 
$9.80 - $11.46/hr. 
Excellent benefit package including paid 
PERS retirement 2.7%@ 55 
For a complete list of employment opportunities 
including closing dates contact: 
H~man Resources Department 
14177 Frederick St .. Moreno Valley. CA92552--0805 
(951 ) 413-3045 / Job line (951 ) 413-3405 
www.moreno-valley.ca.us EDE 
O/ufemi 
Specializing 
p. 11129 
.. 
This business is ronducled by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has commenced tO 
transact business under the ficti- ·, 
OOus business name(s) isted above1 \ 
on 07/04/2007. 
I dedare that all the information in' • 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant 'Mlo declares as true'. 1 
information whim he or she knows, , 
to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Roger Woodman, President 
The mng of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name inw 
violatK>n of the rights of anothe; 
under federal. state, o, oommon law· • 
0ec. 1440 el. seq. b &p code) • 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 10/31/07. .., 
I heraby certify that this oopy is a- · 
oorrect copy of the original state-
ment on file 1n my office. 1 • 
NOTICE: This fictitious businesl 
name slatsment expiras five yea~ 
from the dale it was filed in lhe•• 
Office of the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before that,, 
tine. The filing of lhis statemen\ 
does not itself aulhonze the use \rl" 
this state of a Fictitious Busnes9' 
Name in violatloo of the rights of' ' 
another under federal, state or com-, , 
mon law (See Section 14411, El 
Seq., Business and Professions ' 
Code). 
Larry W. Ward, Counly Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-14964 
p. 11/8, 11/15, 11122, 11/29. 
The following person(s) is (•rel 
doing business as: ' 
ACROSS THE UNIVERSE. 
PRODUCTION ANO MEDtA 
18810 Nandina Ave 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Lynn Joan Soott 
18810 Nand1na Ave 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Nick Rrchard Martinez 
11047 otsego St. #306 
North Hollywood. CA 91601 
This business is conducted bi 
General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet oornmeoced, 
to transact business under lhe ficti-
trous business name(s) listed~ 
. above. 
I dectara that all the information in 
this statement'is true and corred.i , 
(A ragistrant who declares as true, 
Information which he or she knows 
to be false Is guily of a crime.) 
s/. Nick. R. Martinez and Lynn J. • 
Soott, Owne~s) , 
The fdirg of this statement does not 
of ~self authorize the use in this 1 • 
state of a fictitious business name in 
~olation of the rights ol another 
under federal, state, or common law, , 
(sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p oode) ' 
· Statement rJed v.ilh lhe County olo • 
Riverside on 10/19/07. 
I hereby certify Iha! lhis oopy ~ a' ' 
oorrect oopy ol the ~inal state-,~ 
ment oo file in my office, 
NOTICE: This fictitious busne~ • 
name statement expires five years 
from the da1e it was fifed in the' 
Offi:e of the Counly Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 1 
Statement must be filed befon! that 
tine. The filing of lhis statement • 
does not itself authorize the use in 
this stale ol a Fictitious Business, 
Name in violation of lhe rights of,. 
another under fe<feral, stale or com-
mon law (See Section 14411. Et 
Seq., Business and Professia,s' 
Code). ' 
Larry W. Warll, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-14488 
p. 1118, 11/15, 11122, 11/29'' 
The following petson(s) Is (are) 
doing busviess as: 
BEHIND THE SCENE 
162565 Twil~ht Circle 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Melody Evans 
16265 Twlt1ght Cr. 
Rivernide, CA 92503 
Thongphout lnthavong 
1673 Baywood Dr. AjJt# 206 
Gorona, CA 92882 
This business is conducted by ~ 
panners. 
FILE B.\~KRl 'PTCY 300 Law Firms Sisteriocksni/Brotheriocks ™ 
Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc:.) 
Locs/ TwistSIMawrtenance 
Registrant has not yet oommenced 
to transact business under the fic1i. " 
Haus business name(s) listed 
above. w 
I declare lha1 all lhe infonnation i~ , 
this statement Is true and conect. 
{A registrant YtnO declares as true,, , 
inlo,mation which he or she knows' 
to be false is guitly of a crime.) 
www.soodlawoffices.com 
• flOG cti9bllllllftril1mfamtt., . ad 
• 
.. 
Lt,w OJ; t ' of 
aron L. Turn r 
a■ 
Working Together 
We will refer you to a 
attorney that special-
izes in whatever your 
legal needs might be . 
is to get you the best seN-
ice possible. 
A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047 
HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE 
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with 
Le Vias and Associates. We will refer 
you to a mortgage banker that will get 
you a loan. Refinancing or 
Consolidation. Home loans for every-
one. Our job is to get you the best loan 
possible. 1-800-500-7047 ;, 
Children Welcome 
delphia.net 
.-Fri. 
ow Accept ATM 
s/. Melody Evans and Thongphou), , 
lnlhavong, Owne~s) 
The fding of this statement does 001 ,, 
ol iself authorize lhe use in this 
state of a fictitious business name il'I' ' 
violaliln of lhe rights ol another 
lllder federal, state, or common law' 
(sec 1440 el. seq. b &p oode) .•~ 
Statement fi~ with the County ol 
Riverside on 10/24/07. ·-
I heraby certify Iha! this copy is a_ . • 
correct oopy of lhe original state-
ment on file in my office. u 
NOTICE: This fictitious busines~ 
name statement expires five years 
from the date it was filed in the • 
Office of the Counly Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name, 
Statement must be filed before that" 
time. The filing of this statement 
does not itself autrorize the use in ., 
this state of a Fictitious Business, , 
Name In violation of the rights of 
another under lederal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
Larry W Ward. Counly Cieri< 
' FILE NO. R-2007-14671 
p. 1118, 11115, 11122. 11129 ., 
The lofk>wrng person(s) is (are) • 
doing busmess as: 
PACIFIC BREEZE- • 
Continued on Page A-7 
The Black Voice News 
Continued from B-2 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
3533 Amberly Ln 
• Perris, CA 92571 
Meggan Andree Bishop 
3533 Amberly Ln 
Perris, CA 92571 
This business is conducted by 
lndr,,idual. 
Registrant has not yet commenced 
, to transact business under the icli-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
1 declare that all the information in· 
this statement is true and coned. 
(A regls~ant who declares as true, 
information-which he or she knows 
.. to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
sl. Meggan BishOj), Owner 
The filing of ihis statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, stale, or corrmon law 
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rivernide on 10/3t/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy ~ a 
amect copy of the ortginal state--
men! on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the dale it was filed i1 the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
' Employment Opportuntties 943 
must be filed before that tme. The 
filing of th~ statement does not !self 
authorize the use in this stale or'a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola~ 
lion of the rights of another under 
federal, slate or common law (See 
Sect.on 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions .Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clefk 
FILE NO. R-2007-14957 
p. 1118, 11/15, 11122, 11129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
EL GALLO 99 CENTS PLUS 
10400 Bea11TI0nl Ave, Sle-D 
Beaumont, CA 92213 
Hi~rio Meza Flores 
37218 Calle Mazatlan 
Palmdale, CA 93552 
Josefina Galvez 
37218 Calle Mazatlan 
Palmdale,~ 93552 
This business is conducted by 
Individuals-Husband and Vlffe. 
Regis~nl has not yet oommenced 
to transect business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) 6s!ed above 
on 05/23/2007. 
I declare that all the infonnauon in 
th\s statement is true and correct. 
(A regis~nl Who declares as true, 
information which he or she knows 
lo be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Hiario Meza Flores, Owner 
Employment Opportunities 943 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
slate of a fictitoos business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code) 
Statement fil€d with the County of 
Rr.oerside on 11.1!1/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the origilal state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: Th~ fictiUous business 
name statement expires five years 
from the dale it was flied In the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this slate of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, stale or common law (See 
Section 14411, El Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Wacd, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-07402 
p. 1118, 11115, 11122, 11129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
GIFT OF LIFE 
3800 Orange Street# 280 
Rivernide, CA 92503 
Christln Harrell 
1943 Middlecreek Rd. 
Riverni:le, 0A 92506 
Enployment OP,portunltiH 943 
JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO 
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM 
.The San Bernardino 
Police Department 
is NOW HIRING for the 
position of Police Officer 
· $4,685 - $6,442 
Monthly Salary 
Additional positions -include: 
Law Enforcement Trainee 
Dispatcher 
Community Service Officer 
Records Technician 
The SBPD offers competitive salary, 
medical, dental and vision benefits, 
paid vacation and holiday time, sick 
leave, 4/10 work schedule, bilingual 
pay, education reimbursement and 
POST incentive pay. 
Interested applicants can download applica-
tions at www.JoinSBPD.org or apply in person 
at Sar Bernardino City Hall, located at 300 N. 
"D" St. in San Bernardino 
For additional information log on to 
www.JoinSBPD.org 
or contact the recruiter at 
(909) 388-4918 
Cleveland Harrell Jr. 
1943 Midd'ecreek Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
lndNidual-Husband and Wife. 
Regis&illl has not yet commenced 
to transact busi1ess under the fictl-
Uous business name(s} listed 
above. 
I declare that all the infonnalion in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
infom,auon which he or she knows 
to be false is guilty of a aime.) 
s/. Cleveland Ha"ell Jr., Owner 
The filing of this statement does not 
of Itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fctlious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, stale, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et seq. b &p oode) 
Statement fil€d with the County of 
Riverside on 11/05/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
oonect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date ii was fjed in the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before lhal time. The 
Ring of this statement does not itself 
authonze the use In this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola• 
Lon of the rights of anal.her under · 
federal, state or common ~w (See 
Section 14411, El Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clefk 
FILE NO. R-2007-15118 
p. 1118, 11115, 11122, 11129 
The following pernon(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
EASY BREATHING 
3903 Brockton su,e #2 
Rlversjde, CA 91501 
Asa Hanilah 
848 N. Rainbow Blvd. 
Las Vegas, NV 89107 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet corrvnenced 
to transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed above 
on 10/01/2007. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who deciares as true, 
informaoon which he or she knows 
lo be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Asa Hanilah, Owner 
The fiing of this statement does not 
of !se~ authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the nghls of another 
ooderfederal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/01/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name stateroont expires five years 
from the date it was filed in the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fk:litious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Ftctitious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under. 
federal, state or oommon law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq.. Business 
and Professions Code)· 
Larry W. Wald, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-15053 
p, 1118, 11/15, 11/22, 11/29 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
MATIR TRANSPORTATION 
5380 34th SI 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Jesus Nevarez Rosales 
5380 34th St 
Riverside, CA 9509 
This business 1s conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has ,.,. yet commenced 
to transact business under the ficti. 
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the informabon in 
this slalement is true and correct 
(A regiwant who declares as true, 
infonnall>n which he or she knows 
to be false is guilty ri a crime.) 
sJ. Jesus Nevarez Rosales, Owner 
The fiing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business mme in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 10/25/07. 
P.IVERSIOE COUNTY 
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I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original slalo-
menl on file in my offrce. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date it was filed in the 
Ollie• of ,the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitiou&Business Nanne Statement 
must be filed before that Ume. The 
filing of tho statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion of the nghts of another under 
federal, stale or canmon law (See 
Section 14411, El Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Willl, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-14726 
p. 11/B, 11115, 11122, 11m 
The following persoo(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
AGELA REAL ESTATE & LOANS 
21250 Box Springs Rd., Ste. 205 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Agela Financial, Inc. 
21150 Box Springs Road, Suite 205 
Moreno Val~y. CA 92557 
CALIFORNIA 2739667 
This business is conducted by 
Corporatlon. 
Regis~nl has not yet commenced 
to transact bu~ness under the fictl• 
lious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I dedare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who dedares as true, 
i11omnation wlich he'or she knows 
10 be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Anthony Lumpkin, President 
LLC/AI# 2739667 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itsen authorize the use in this 
stale of a fictitious business name in 
~olation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or comrron law-
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement fled with the County of 
Riverside on 10/17/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date it was filed in the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be Oed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itself 
authortze the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, stale or common ~w (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professioos Code). 
Larry W. Ward, Coooty Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-14328 
p, 11115, 11122, 11129, 1216 
The following pernon(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ALL AMERICAN TAXES 
5905 Brockton Ave. #A 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Mirel~ Madrigal (NMN) 
5905 Brockton Avenue #A 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Samuel Madrigal (NMN) 
5905 Brockton Ave. #A 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Individual • Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet commenced 
to transad business under the ficli· 
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who dedares as true, 
information which he or she knows 
lo be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Mi'eUa Madrigal 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state or a fictitious business name in 
violaboo of the rights of another 
under federal. state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement fifed with the County of 
Riverside on 10/29/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
co"ect copy of the original stale-
ment oo file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fiditious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that Ume. The 
filing of this statement does not Kself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fidilious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
lederal, state or common ..w (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry w. Ward, Colllty <;terk 
FILE NO. R-2007-14858 
p. 11/15, 11122, 11129, 1216 
The following person{s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ANGEL LILLE 
141 Morgan Court 
San Jacinto, CA 92582 
P.O. Box 475 
Moreno Valley, CA 92556 
Angel Lille Stephens 
141 Morgan Court 
San Jacinto, CA 92582 
This business is conduded by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet commenced 
to transact business under the ficti-
tious . business name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that al the infonnallon In 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information which he or she knows 
to be false is guity of a crime.) 
s/. Angel Sto!>'lens 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use In this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common raw 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County ot 
Riverside on 11101/07. 
I hereby certify that this cq,y is a 
cooed oopy of the original state-
me'nt on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement eKpires five years 
from the dale 1  was fil€d in the 
Olfrce of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictlllous Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
fili1g ol this statement does not ~tt 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Ftctitious Business Name in viola. 
tlon of the rights of another under 
federal, state Of common law (See 
Section 14411, El Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-15051 . 
p. 11/15, 11122, 11129, 12/6 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
CUTTING EDGES 
2161 Finley Rd. 
Palm Springs, CA 92262. 
Michael Dale Absher 
2161 Finley Rd. 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
This business is coiiducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet commenced 
to transect business under the licti· 
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the infomnallon in 
this statement is true and oorrect. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information whidl he or she knows 
to be false is gu!ty of a crime.) 
sl. Michael D. Absher 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
•viotalioo of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rivernide on 10/22/07. 
I hereby certify that tho copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment en file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictill>us bus,iess 
name statement expires five years 
from the dale a was filed in the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Ftctitious Business Narre Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itseH 
authorize the use In this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vida-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, slate or corrrnon law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
FIL~ N0. 1-2007-03528 
p, 11115. 11122, 11/29, 12/6 
The following person(s) is {are) 
doing business as: 
DEALER SERVICES 
7726 Cal~omia Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Marco Aurelio Fernandez 
5523 Rio Rancho Way 
Rr,,erside, CA 92504 
Tomas Nunez Rotella 
14285 Mary Knal Cl 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnership. 
Reg~tranl commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
11/02/07. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true· and correct. 
(A registrant Who deciares as true, , 
information which he or she knows · 
to be false is guilty of a aime.) 
·s1. Marco A. Fernandez 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
~olallon of the rights of another 
under federal, stale, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et seq. b &p oode) 
Slateroent filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/05/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
co"ect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fclilious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date I was Oed n the 
Office of the County Clefk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
fling of this statement does net itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state or common ..w (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Prolessions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-15120 
p. 11/15, 11122, 11129, 1218 
The following person(s) is (are) 
OOing business as: 
FIELD CLAIM SERVICES 
PROFESSIONAL CLAIMS INVES· 
TIGATORS 
3225 Dillube Way 
Riverside, CA 92503 
P.O. Box 70069 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Victoria Andrea Grise 
3225 Danube Way 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Sherri Mae Oo~er 
3225 Danube Way 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is oonducted by Co-
Partnern. 
Registrant has not yet commenced 
to ~nsact bu~ness under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the infonnalion in 
this statement is true and cooect. 
(A registrant Who declares as true, 
information which he or she knows 
to be false Is guilty of a crime.) 
si. Vrctoria A. Grise, Partner 
The fiHng of this statement does not 
of ~ett authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation ot the rights of another 
lnder federal, state, or common law 
( sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/06/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
conect oopy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five yearn 
from the dale rt was filed in the 
Offrce of the County Clefk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be fil€d before thet lime. The 
filing of this statement does not itse~ 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name In vtota-
llon of the rights of another under 
federal, slate or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
end Profossions Code). 
Larry w. Ward, County C~rk 
FILE NO. R-2007-15216 
p. 11115, 11122, 11129, 1218 
The following person(s) is (are) 
1 doing business as; 
, HAMMER INSURANCE SERVIC• 
'ES, INC. 
24807 Sumymead Blvd., Ste. F 
More'!io Valley, CA 92553 
Hammer Insurance Services, Inc. 
24907 ,Sunnymaad Blvd., Ste. F 
Moreno Val~y. CA 92553 
CALIFORNIA 
This business Is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant commenced lo transact 
business under the fictitious busi- , 
ness name(s) listed above on 
7/13/07. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and oonect. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
infonnaOOn which he or she knows 
lo be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Enrique Ulloa, Secretary 
The fiing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fl:titious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, slate, Of common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/06/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
conect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date a was filed in the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of th~ statement does not Itself 
authorize the use in this stale of a 
Fictitious Business Name in ~ola• 
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, stete or common lew (See 
Section 14411, El Seq., Business 
and Profess<>ns Code). 
Larry W. Willl, County Clerk . 
FILE NO. R-2007-15199 
p. 11/15, 11122, 11129, 12/6 
The fcJlowing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
LETZ-GO TRAVEL 
6409 Lancelot Cl 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Carmel,ia Sandoval. (NMN) 
6409 Lancelot CL 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Individual .. 
Registrant has not yet commenced 
to transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that aK the information in 
this statement is true and oonect. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
~fom,ation whch he·or she knows 
to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Carmelina Sandoval 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
slate of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p oode) 
Statement fled with the County of 
Riverside on 11/05/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on ne in my office. 
NOTICE: Thrs ficli~ous business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date rt was filed In the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitbus Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that lime. The 
filing of th~ statement does not ~ett 
authorize the use in this state of a 
FictitOus BLisiness Name in viola. 
lion of the ngh~ of another under 
· federal, state o, common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clen< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15158 
p. 11/15, 11122, 11129, 12/6 
The frnlowing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MP DIGITAL GRAPHICS 
5905 Brockton Ave. #A 
Rivernide, CA 92506 
Samuel Madngal (NMN) 
5905 Brockton Ave. #A 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Mirel~ Madrigal (NMN) 
5905 Brockton Ave. #A 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Individual • Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet commenced 
to transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I dedare that all the information In 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who dedares as true, 
information wt.ch he or she knows 
to be false Is guilty of a crime.) 
sl. Sarooel Madrigal 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itsett authorize the use in !tis 
state of a frctitious business name In 
violation ot the rights of another 
under federat, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et, seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 10/29/07. 
I ooreby certify that this copy is a 
conect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my offrce. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date rt was filed in the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictilrous Business Name Statement 
must be lied before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not ,self 
aulhorize the use in this stale of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola• 
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, stale or common o,w (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Want County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-14857 
p. 11115, 11122, 11129, 12/6 
I Employnent a-tunlties 9431 I Employment Opportunities 943 1 I E11ptoyment Opporllnlllts 943 1 
Come Join The 
Riverside County 
Sheriff's 
Department 
The Riverside County Sheriff's Department currently 
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following 
positions: , 
' 
Sheriff 911 Communications Officer I 
Upon Hire - $800 · 36 Months - $3,200 
6 Months - $800 48 Months - $3,200 
12 Months - $1,600 60 ~onths - $3,200 
24 Months - $3,200 
correctional,Cook 
Upon Hire - $500 
6 Months - $500 · 
12 Months - $1,000 
24 Months - $2,000 
$16.ooo Total 
II 
36 Months - $2,000 
48 Months - $2,000 
60 Months - $2,000 
$10,000 Total 
Correctional Senior Food Service worker 
Upon Hire - $500 36 Months - $2,000 · 
6 Months - $500 48 Months - $2,000 
12 Months - $1,000 60 Months - $2,000 
24 Months. - $2,000 
$10,000 Total 
• Hire/Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only -
Paid Over Five Year Period. 
To apply and for more information on these positions 
an~ others wit h the Riveiside County Sheriff's. 
Department, visit our website at www.joinrsd.org 
Thursday, November 29, 2007 
The following pernon(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
OBIORA MEDICAL STAFFING 
24107 Bartey Road 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Rose Nthenya Kivila 
24107 Barley Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted bY 
lndMdual. 
Registrant has nol yet commenced 
to transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that al the infonnation in 
tns statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information which he or she kno.vs 
lo be false~ guilty of a crime.) 
sl. Rose Kivi la 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
stale of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the nghts of another 
under fecjeral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed w!h the County of 
Riverside on 10/30/07. 
I hereby certify that th~ cq,y is a 
correct copy of the origi1al state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictiijous business • 
name statement expres five years 
from the dale 1t was filed in lhe 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itseH 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, El Seq., Bus•ness 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-14945 
p. 11/15, 11122, 11129, 1218 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
O'REILLY BROTHER'S 
APPRAISAL GROUP 
2415 Peppertree Lane 
Rivers de, CA 92506 
David Michael O'Reil~ 
2415 Peppertree Lane 
Rr,,erside, CA 92506 
Bryan Plillip O'Reily 
1140 Central Avenue #7 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business ~ conducted by a 
General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet canmenced 
to transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) Nsled 
above. 
I declare that al the information In 
this statement is true and co~ect. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
infonnauon which he or she knows 
~ lo be false is 9uity of a crime.) 
s/. Davd O'Reilly 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a frctitiotJs business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rivernideon 11/07/07. 
I hereby certify that this cq,y is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busness 
name statement expires five years 
from the date 1 ·;a;liled. ,~·u,,; 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed belore lhal time. The 
fili1g 0111,s statement does not ltseH 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictilious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Busi1ess 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-15240 
p. 11/15, 11122, 11129, 1216 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
PHO HA VIETNAMESE RESTAU• 
RANT 
24853 Alessandro BNd. #3 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Phuc Van Nguyen 
11365 Pondhurnt Way 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet commenced 
to transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true; 
infonnation which he or she knows 
to be false is guity of a crine.) 
s/. Phuc Van Nguyen 
The filing of ttis statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fiditious business name in 
violation of the rYJhts of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/06/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that !me. The 
filing of this statement does oot itself 
authorize the use " this state ot a 
Fictitious Buslless Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another tllder 
federal, state or common law (See 
Secbon 14411, El Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-15206 
p. 11115, 11122, 11129, 1216 
• The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
RAMOS PAINTING 
31230 Arbo1 Real 
Thousand Palm~ CA 92276 
Cristian Joe Ramos 
31230 Arbol Real 
Thousand Palms, CA 92276 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced totransact 
business under the r1Clitiol.J6 busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
10/1/2007. 
I declare that all the infonnalion in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
inklrmation which he or she knows 
to be false Is guilty of a crime.) 
sl. Cristian J. Ramos 
Toe filing of this statement does not 
of nseW authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under fedaral,•state, or common laW 
(sec.1440et.'seq.b&pcode) 
Statement fled with the County of 
Riven;ide on 11/05/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
conect copy of the original stale• 
· menl on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five yearn 
from the date it was filed in the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that lime. The 
filing of th,s statement does'oot ilse~ 
authorize the use 11 this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, slate or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
La-ry W. Ward. County Clerk 
FILE NO. 1-2007-03717 
p, 11115, 11122, 11/29, 1218 
The following pernon(s) is (are) 
doing business as: q 
RESIDENTIAL MAINTENANCE 
SPECIALIST 
28361 Championship Drive 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Gary Scott Woods 
28361 Championship Drive 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Donna Jean Woods 
28361.Championship Drive 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual • Husband & W~e. 
Registrilll has not yet begun lo 
transact business under the ficli-
lious name(s) i sled above. 
I declare that all the infomtalion in 
this statement is true and c:orract. 
(A registrant,who declares as true, 
informa!on which he or she knows 
lo be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Scott Woods ' 
The filing of this statement does not 
of rtself authorize the use in ths 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, stale, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code) -
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/06/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy ~ a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This frctitioos business 
name statemeflt expires five years 
from the date It was filed n ,the 
Olfrce of the County Clen<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
FictitiouS Business Name in viola-
lion of the rights of anether under 
federal, state or common law (See 
Section 14411 , Et Seq,. Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry w. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-15217 
p. 11/15, 11122, 11129, 1218 -
The following person(•) is (are) 
OOing business as: 
SAMSONS REALTY 
SAMSONS REALTY INSTITUTE 
4505 Allstate Drive, Ste. 106 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Sansons Financial Services 
4505 Allstate Drive, $to. 106 
Rivernide, CA 92501 
CALIFORN~ 
This business Is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant commen~ lo transact 
business under the fictitious bus~ 
ness r'lame(s) listed above on 
October 1, 2007. 
I deciare that all the information in 
this statement is true and cooect. 
(A registrant Who declares as true, 
infcmiaoon which he or she knows 
to be false is guilty of a aime.) 
s/. Robert K. McKeman, President 
LLCIAI# 2964845 
The filihg of this statement does not 
of ilsett aulhoriZe the use In this 
state of a fditious business name in 
violation of the rights of anott,,er 
under federal, slate. or common law 
(sec. 1440 et~- b &p oode) , 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/08/07. 
I hereby cernfy that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date rt was filed i1 the 
~:': of the ~n~ ~~rk: ~ "':w 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed befon, lhal time The 
filing of this statement does net ~tt 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Flcllious l!us,ness Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state or commoo law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Prolessions Code). • 
Larry W. Ward, County Cler'< 
flLE NO. R-2007-15309 
p. 11/15, 11122, 11129, 1218 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: · 
SPILDE REAL ESTATE 
STRATEGIES 
SPILDE RESEARCH STRATE• 
GIES 
50525 Verano Drive 
La Qlinla, CA 92253 
2971 AvenKla Valera 
,ansbad, CA 92007 
Kathenne Spilde Contreras 
50525 Verano Drive 
La Qlinla, CA 92253 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business . under the fcii-
lious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that ~I the informatoo_in 
this statement IS true and corre,ct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information which he Of she knows 
to be false ts gt.illy of a crime.) 
s/. Katherine Spilde Contreras 
The fling of this statement does not 
of iself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed "1th the County of 
Riverside on 11/06J07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from ll)e date n was fi..J in the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Ficttious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that lime. The 
fiing of this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Ficttlious Business Name n viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, stale or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Ciode). 
Larry W. Wacd, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-15189 
p, 11/15, 11122, 11129, 12/6 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
THE LENDING PLANNERS 
5905 Brocl<lon Avenue #A 
~verside, CA 92506 
the Lancing Planners, Inc. 
5905 Brocl<lon Avenue #A 
~verside, CA 92506 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant comnienced to transact 
business under the fictitious busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
10/6/2003. 
I declare that all the information. in 
this statement is true and.correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information !Mlich he « she knows 
to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Samuel Madrigal-Torres, 
President .. 
The filing of this statement does QOI 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name·tn 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or ammon law 
(sec. 1440 et seq. b &p oode) 
Statement filed "1th the County of 
~verside on 10/29/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy i• a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date it was filed in tile 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that Ume. The 
fiUng of this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Naiie in vio!a-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, stale or common law (See 
Section 14411, El Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-\4859 
p. 11/15, 11122, \1129, 1~ 
The followrng person(s) is (are) 
The Black Voice News 
doing business as: 
TRINITY HOME RESTORATION 
7516 San Juan Ave. 
Riveraide, CA 92504 
Jean Ne<a (NMN) 
7516 San Juan Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Regisrant has not yet begun to 
transact bosiless under the fictf-
, tious name(s) listed above. 
' I declare that all tha infonmalion in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(fl registrant who declares as true, 
information ~ich he or she knows 
to be false is gt.illy of a cnme.1 
sl. Jean Nera 
The fil,ng or this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
• state of a fictilious business name in 
' villation or the nghts of anothe< 
under federal, state, or canmon law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed With the County of 
Riveraide on 11/08/07. 
' I hereby certify that this copy is a 
conect copy or the onglnal state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious bu~ness 
name statement expires five years 
~ from the date it was filed in the 
Offioe or the County Clef1<. A new 
F°ictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
fiing of this statement does not itse~ 
authorize the use io this state of a 
1 FJCtitiOJs Business Nane il viola-
... tion of the .tights of another under 
•· federal. state Of common law (See 
• Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
, Larry W. Ward, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15302 
p. 11115, 11122, 11119, 1216 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
, WALTH EDUCATORS MARKET• 
ING 
1655 E. 6th Street. Ste. A 
Corona, CA 92879 
Whenrica .l'.>e McAfoo 
40931 Diana Lane 
Lake Els,nore, CA 92532 
• Emilia Nkechi Muokebe 
40931 Diana Lane 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532 
This business is conducted by C0-
1 Partners. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficli-
lious name(s) listed above. 
· I declare that all the infonnaoon in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A reg;strent w11o declares as true, 
1 Information which he CN" she knows 
to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Emilia Muokebe 
The filng of this statement does not 
6f itself aUthorize the use in th~ 
State of a fictitious business name in 
' violation of the rtghts of another 
under federal. state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed wth the County d. 
Rivers<le on 11/06/07. 
I he<eby certify that I/is copy is a 
• correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date I was filed in the 
Office of the County Oef1<. A new 
• Fictitious Business Name Statement 
roost be filed befora that time. The 
filing of ttis statement does not i1self 
authorize the use n this state or a 
Fletitlous Busiless Name in viola-
lion of the riglts of anothe< under 
fedefal, state or conmon law (See 
Seeton 14411, Et Seq., Busness 
and Profes~ons Code). 
Larry W. Wan:!, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15180 
p. 11115, 11122, 11129, 1216 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing bu~ness as: 
WE-REALTY 
1655 E. 6th Street, Ste. A 
Corona, CA 92879 
Emilia Nkechl Muokebe 
40931 Diana Lane 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532 
This business Is conducled by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
buSlness under the llctitious busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
9/1107. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement ls true and correct. 
' (A registrant who declares as tn.e. 
information whidl he or she knows 
to be false is guily of a crime.) 
sl. Emila Muokebe 
The filing of this state<nent does not 
or 1tsetf authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious bu~ness name in 
violation or the rights of anothe< 
under federal, state, or common law 
• (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/06/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name, statement expires five years 
from the date · tt was filed in the 
Offoe of the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business N:rne Statement 
must be fled befOfe that tine. The 
filing of this statement does not itseff 
authorize the use )fl this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
• lion of the rights d. anothar under 
federal. state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., lminess 
• and Professklns Code). , 
• Larry W. Ward, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15179 
p 11/15, 11122, 11119, 1216 
The following person(s) is (are) 
dong busOleSs as: 
WHAT IT DO CAR CLUB 
' 13189 GinaAverue 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Leonard Bruce Payton 
13189 Gine Averue 
Moreno valley, CA 92553 
Priscila Ann James 
13189 Gine Avenue 
Morano Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by Co-
Partne!>. 
• Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
. boos name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
1 this statement is true ood correct. 
(A registrant v.llo declares as true, 
' infOfmation which he or she knows 
to be false is guilly of a crime.) 
sl. Leonard B. Payton I Priscilla A. 
James 
The Hing of this statement does not 
of itseff authonze the use m this 
state of a fictitious bus.ness name in 
• violation of th& rights of another 
under federal, state. Of common law 
(sec. 1,440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
' Riverside on 11/06/07. 
I he<eby oe<tify that this COf7I ~ a 
' correct copy of the original state-
ment on file n my office. 
NOTICE: This fic1itious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date • was filed in the 
Office of the Coonty Cle11<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed befOfe that time. The 
• fling or this statement does not itseff 
authorize lhe use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola· 
lion of the rights of anothe( under 
• fede<al, state or common ~w (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Profes~ons Code). 
tarry W. Ward, County Clef1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15172 
p. 11/15, 11122. 11119, 1216 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
<')doing business as: 
GEORGE THE GREEK 
10020 Arington Avenue 
Rivers~•. CA 92503 
7871 S. Mission Grove Pkwy #65 
Riverside, CA 92508 
J & M Fast USA, Inc. 
7871 S. Mission Grove Pkwy #65 
Riverside, CA 92508 
C2616297 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
lransact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) is!Bd above. 
I declare that all the infomnation in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
ilformation wtich he Of she knows 
to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
sl. Myoung Hoo Lee, CEO 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious txJsiness name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal. state. or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement fied with the County of 
Riverside on 11/08/07. 
I hereby oertify that this copy ts a 
correct copy of the original state-
mentor,, file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name stalement expires five years 
from the date I was filed in the 
Office of the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not !self 
authorize the use ln this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights or another under 
federal, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry w. Ward, County c"'"' 
FILE NO. R-2007-15301 
p. 11122, 11119, 1216, 12113 
The fc>lowing person(s) is (ere) 
doilg business as: 
JB ASSOCIATE GROUP 
7 4155 Candlewood St #8 
Pa'm Desert, CA 92260 
P.O. Box 1222 
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 
Bryon Jones 
74155 Candlewood St #8 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant hes not ye1 begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) l~ted above. 
I declare that all the infonnalion in 
this statement is true and oon-ect. 
(A registrant v.!lo declares as true, 
information Which he or she koows 
to be false is guilty of a crime,) 
sl. Bryon Jones, JB Associate 
Group 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a lcti1ious bu~ness name in 
vi<>ation of the rights or another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
State<nent filed with the Coonty of 
Rive<side on 11114107. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date it was filed in Iha 
Office of tha County Cler1c. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
fi6ng of this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion or the rights or another under 
federal, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Lany W. Ward, County Claf1< 
FILE NO. 1·2007-03811 
p. 11122, 11129. 1216, 12113 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
THE ~ LAND EMPIRE BUFFALO 
SOLDIERS HERITAGE ASSOCIA• 
TION 
20584 Old Elsinore Rd. 
Penis, CA 92570 
P.O. Box 366 
Riverside, CA 92502 
Yolonda Jean Williams 
20584 Old Et~nore Rd. 
Pe<ns. CA 925 70 
This busiless is conducted by Other 
Non-Profit. 
Regislrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious bus, 
ness name(s) listed above on 
11/5107. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and conect. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information which he or she knows 
to be false is gt.illy of a crime.) 
sl. Yolonda Williams 
The filing d. this statement does not 
al itself autt-orize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business nano in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
.S1atement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11114/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the ooginal state-
ment on me in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was filed in the 
Off,ce of the County Clel1<. A new 
Fi:tllioos BusilessName Statement 
m.,st be filed before that time. The 
filing or this statement does not ilsel 
authorize the use in ttis state of a 
Fditious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights or another under 
federal, stale or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professoos Code). 
Larry w. Ward, Crunty Cle<t 
FILE ND. R-2007-15495 
p.'11122, 11129, 1216, 12113 
The folto\\ing person(s) is (are) 
doing bu~ness as: 
RAMOS PAINTING 
31230 A1bo1 Real 
Thousand Palms, CA 9l 276 
Cristian Joel Ramos 
31230 Albol Real 
Thousand Pams, CA 92276 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. , 
Registrant comn,..-,oed to transact 
business under the fictioous busi-
ness name{s) listed above on 
10/1/07. 
I declare that al the infomnation in 
th~ statement is true and correct 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
infonmatlon v.!lich he or she kna,vs 
to be false is gully of a Clime.) 
s/. Cristian J. Ramos 
The filing of this statennenl does not 
of itself authorize tha use in this 
stale or a ficti1ious business neme in 
violation of the rights of anothe< 
under federal1 state, Of common law 
(sec. 1440 at. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Crunty or • 
Rive<Side on 11/05/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy ~ a 
correct COf71 of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This ficti1k>us business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date I was filed in the 
Office of the County Clef1<. A new 
Ficti1rous Business Name State<nenl 
must be lied befora that time. The 
filing of ttis state<nenl does not itself 
authorize the use in this state or a 
FIClitious Business Name in viola-
tion. or ttre rights of aoothe< under 
federal, state or conmon law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Bu~ss 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri< 
FILE N0. 1-2007-03717 
p. 11122, 11129, 1216, 12/13 
The followng person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
WORpM!LL 
WORDMJLL PR 
WORD MILL PUBLISHING 
INLAND ENTERTAINMENT 
REVIEW 
5005 LaMart Dr. 
Riverskle, CA 92507 
Thomas James Pigeon 
9275 San Luis Obispc lane 
Riverskle, CA 92508 
Shinoo Ann Pigeon 
3415 Dunbar Ct 
Riverside\ CA 92507 
This business is conducted by a 
Goneral Partnership. 
Registrant commenced to lransact 
business under the fictitious busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
1216102. 
I declare that al the tnfonmatlon in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
infoimation which he or she knows 
to be false is guilly of a crime.) 
sl. Tom Pigeon 
The filing of this state<nent does not 
or itself authorize the use in this 
state or a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights or anothe< 
underfederal, state, or oommon law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/01107. 
I hereby certify that I/is copy is a 
correct copy or the onginal state-
ment on Hie in my office. 1 · 
NOTICE: This fictitious t;./siness 
nan-.:, statement expires fiv~ years 
from the date • was filed in the 
Office ·ot the County Oel1<. A rew 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must•be filed before that time. The 
fililg or this statement does not itselt 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictltlous Business Name In ~ola- , 
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, stale or common law (See 
Section 14411. Et Seq.. Business 
end Professions Code). 
Larry w. Ward, County Clef1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15002 
p. 11122, 11129, 1216, 12113 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
YUMMY ROLLUPS 
20363 Edmund Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Gabriel John G"11ock 
20363 Edmuoo Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted by 
lndi~duel. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that aN the Information In 
this statement is true ard carect. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
infonnation whidi he or she kna.vs 
to be false is guilty or a crime.) 
s/. Gabe Gunlock 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name In 
violation of the rights of aoother 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed With the County of 
Riverside on 10131/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
conect COf71 of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expi~ five years 
from the date • was filed in tha 
Office of the Cruntv Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that tine. The 
filing of this statement does not 1tse~ 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name In viola-
tion of the rights of anothe< under 
federal, state or common law (See 
s.ctlon 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Wad. County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-14994 
p. 11/22, 11/29, 1216, 12113 
~he f~lowing person(s) is (are) 
doilg business as: 
GENTLE GIANTS, BLUE PIT• 
BULLS • 
5282 Eric Ln. 
Mira Loma, CA 92509 
5105 North 'If Street 
San Beman:lino, CA 92407 
Rall Herrera, Jr. (NMN) 
5105 North 'H' Street 
Sen Bernardino, CA 92407 
Not Incorporated 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) isled above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. 
IA reg~trant who declares as tn.e, 
infOfmation wtich he or she knows 
to be false is guilly or a crime.) 
s/. Raul Herrera, Jr., Owner 
Theiling or this statement does not 
of !self authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
roaoon or the nghts of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
State<nenl filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11116/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original stat .. 
meotoo fite in my~-
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date I was fled in the 
Office of Iha Coooty Clerk. A oo,, 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed befOfe that time. The 
fi!ng of this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictioous Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights, of another under 
fede<al, state Of common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
tarry W Ward, Coolly Clef1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15622 
p. 11122, 11119, 1216. 12113 
The roNowing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ANGELICA'S HOUSE CLEANING 
9255 Big Meado Rd. 
Riverside, CA 9250~ 
Angeica Maria Hilojosa 
9255 Big meadow Rd. 
River>ide, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant hes not yet begun lo 
transact bu~ness under the ficti-
tious neme(s) listed above. 
I declere that all the ilforrnation in 
th~ statement is true and conect. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
lnfomnation which he or she knows 
to be false is guilly of a crime.) 
s/. Angelica Hinojosa 
The filing or this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use il this 
stale of a ftctitloos business name In 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, Of corrmon law · 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Cot.nty of 
Riverside on 11115/07. 
I he<eby certify that this copy is a 
correct COf7I d. tha original state-
ment on file in my.offK:e. 
NOTICE: This fci!ioos business 
name statement expires five years 
firom the date It was filed 1n the 
Office of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed befOfe that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name jn viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state or common bw (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clel1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15551 
p. 11122, 11/29, 1216, 12113 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
JASON'S o)iu 
2555 canyon Spmgs Pkwy 
Riverside,.CA 92507 
6655 W. Sahara Ave., Suite C106 
Las Vegas, NV 89146 
Del Planet, Inc. 
6655 W. Sahara Ave., Sutte C106 
Las Vega~ NV 89146 
NEVADA CORPORATION 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Reglstrent hes not yet begun to 
transact business unde< the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I decbre that all the ilfonmation m ·
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registralt who declares as true, 
infonnation which he or she knows 
to be fa.., is guilly of a crime.) 
sl. Staven L. Creger, 
Seaetary/Treasurer 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use ii this 
slate of a ficti1ious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
State<nent filed with the County or 
Riverside on 11115107. 
I hereby oertify that this copy is a 
conect COf71 d. the original state-
ment on file 11 my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the dale It was filed in the 
Office of the Colllty Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itself 
authaize lhe use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vola-
tion of tha rights of another under 
federal, state or common law (Soo 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Lany w. Wan:!, County Clef1< 
, FILE NO. R-2007-15544 
p. 11122, 11129, 1216, 12113 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SO-CAL SHINE WINDOW ~LEAN-
ING 
4278 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Johnny Lee Hayes 
4278 10th Street 
River>ide, CA 92501 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that ell the infO!malion in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information which he or she knows 
to be false is guilly of a crime.) 
sl. Johnny L. Hayes 
The ffiing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize lhe use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the riglts of another 
under fede<al, state, or corm,on law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed ~1th the Co"1ty of 
Riverside on 10/30107. 
I here6y certify that this copy is a 
correct copy or the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fctitioos business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was fM!d in the 
Office of the Colllty Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Busine~ fl!ame Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement _does not itself 
au1horize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name " viola-
tion or the rights of another under 
federal, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). · 
Larry w. Ward, County Cle11< 
FILE NO. R-2007-14870 
p. 11122, 11119, 1216, 12113 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business BS 
ACE GENERAi. SERVICES 
1013 W. 6th Street 
Corona, CA 92882 
Muna Abdulkader Hassan 
13668 Heatherwood Or. 
Corona, CA 92880 
This business Is conducted by 
looivlduat. 
Regislrant has not yet begun to 
transad business under the Fdi· 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
I/is statement is tn.e and correct. 
(A reg,strant who declares as true, 
infonmation which he or she knows 
to be false is guilly of a crime.) 
s/. Muna Abdulkader Hassan, 
o..ner 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed wih the County or 
Riverside on 11114/07. 
I hereby certify that ttis COf71 is a 
correct copy of the origilal state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date It was fifed in the 
Office of the Coonty Cle<k. A rew 
Fictitious Business Name Statemenl 
nnusl be filed before that time. The 
filing d. this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in 1111$ state d. a 
Fditious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of anothe< under 
fedefal, state Of convnon law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Bu~ness 
and Professklns Code). 
Lany W. Ward, County Cler1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15504 
.p. 11122 11119, 1216, 12113 
The following person(s) ,s (are) 
doing business as: 
ABC DESIGNS 2 SIGNS 
41548 Eastman Dr. Ste. H 
Munieta, CA 92562 
27355 Jeffe<SOn Ave .. Ste. E 
Temecula, CA 92590 
Business Cante< Cerlral LLC 
27355 Jefferson Ave., Ste. E 
• Temecula, CA 92590 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Limited liability 
Company/Partnersllip. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the ictitious bus, 
ness name(s) !isled above on 
1111/07. 
I declare that al the information in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as tn.e, 
information which he Of she knows 
to be false$ guilty of a am,.) 
s/. Lilda R. Bolte, President 
The fding of !tis state<nent does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
stale of a fictitious business name in 
violation or the rights or another 
urder federal, state. or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed Wltll the County of 
Riverside on 11/14/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the onginal state-
ment on file In my offK:e. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
firom the date It was filed in the 
Offioe of the Coun1y·c1er1<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of th!s slale<nent does not Itself 
alihorif e the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion or the rights of another lllder 
federal, slate or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry w. Ward, Coonty Cle<k 
FILE NO. R-2007-15529 
p. 11122, 11129, 1215, 12/13 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO 
SEU. ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
Date of Fii,ng Application: 
November a, 2007 
To Whom It Mat Conoem: The 
Name(s) or the Apptlcant(s) is/we: 
Page B-5 Thursday, November 29, 2007 
MILES ADAM LEMAR 
MILES OCTAVIA ELAINE 
The applicants listed above are 
applying to the Department of 
Alcoh(jic Beverage Control to sell 
alcollOic beve<ages at: 
12702 MAGNOLIA AVE. STE. 25 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503~22 
Type of lioense(s) Applied for: 
41-0N-SALE BEER AND WINE • 
EATING PLACE 
p. 11122, 11/29, 1216 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF 
TE~RY L. WOODS 
CASE NUMBER RIP 093074 
To all heirs, beneficiaries, credtors, 
contingent credrtors, and persons 
who may otherMse be interested in 
the will o,estate, or both, of: TERRY 
L. WOODS A Petition for Probate 
has been filed by: STEPHEN E. 
ANGELL in tha Superior Court of 
California, County of: Riverskle. The 
Petition for Probate requests that: 
Stephen E. Angell be appointed as 
personal representative to adminis-
ter 1he estate of the decedent. The 
petioon requests the decedent's will 
and codicile, W any, be admitted to 
probate. The will and any codicils 
are availabwt for examination in the 
file kept by the court. A heanng oo 
the petition will be held in this court 
as follows: DATE: 12/11/07, TIME: 
9:00 AM., DEPT.: 10. Atlaess of 
court: SuperiOf Court of Califoma; 
County of Riveride, 4050 Main 
Street. P.o. Box 431, Riverside, 
92501, Riverside Historic 
Courthouse. ff you object to the 
granting of the petition, you should 
appear at the heartng aoo state your 
objections or file written objedims 
with the court before the hearing. 
Your appearance may be in person 
Of by your attonney. If YD\J are a 
creditor Of a contingent creditor of 
the decedent, you must file your 
claim with the court and mail a copy 
to the personal representative 
appointed by the court within four 
months from the date of first 
issuance of letters as provided in 
Probate Code section 9100. The 
time for filing daims will not expife 
befOfe four months from the heanng 
date noticed above. You may exam-
ine the file kept by the court. If you 
are a person interested in the 
estate, you may file with the court a 
Rquest for Special Notice (form DE-
154) of the filing of an inventory and 
appraisal of estate assets or of "1Y 
petition or account as provided in 
Probate Code section 1250. A 
Request for Special Notice form is 
avaio,ble rrom the court cler1<. 
Attorney for petitioner. RICHARD F. 
NEVINS, LAW OFFICE OF 
RICHARD F. NEVINS, 3995 
BROCKTON AVENUE, RIVER· 
SIDE, . CA. 92501-3202, 951-686· 
5193 
p. 11122, 11/29, 1216, 12113 
AMENDED 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as; 
LA MICHOACANA MKT. 
4110 ViCloria Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Jase< Elias Alledafana 
13019AcaciaAve. 
MO!eno Valley, C/192553 
Mohammad Abdelkarim (NMN) 
32825 Lamtarra Loop 
MenWee, CA 92584 
This busmess is condUC1ed by a 
General Partnership. 
Regbtrant has not yet begun to 
lransact business under the ficti. 
bous name(s) isled above. 
I declare that all Ille Information In 
this statement Is true and axrecc. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
infonmatlon whicti he or she knows 
to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
sl. Mohanvnad Abdelkarim 
The filing of lh<s statement does not 
of itseH authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business Jlilme in 
~olal.ioo of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 9124/07. 
I hereby oe<tify that this copy is a 
correct copy ·or the ooginal state-
ment on file in my office .. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name slatement expires fNe years 
from the date • was filed in the 
OffK:e of the Coonty Cler1c. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed befOfe that time. The 
I ling of this statement does not itseff 
authorize the use in this stale of a 
Fictitious Business Name •n vioLa-
bon of tha rights of another under 
federal, state or common Olw (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professior)s Code). 
Larry W. Ward, Coolly Clel1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-13308 
p. 10/18, 10/25, 1111, 1118, 11122, 
11129, 1216, 12113 
AMENDED 
The r~lowing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
B & G UPHOLSTERY 
41368 Stetson Ave. 
He<net. CA 92544 
P.O. Box 367 
Hemet. CA 92546-0367 
George Edwanl Willis 
41368 Stetson Ave. 
Hemet CA 92544 
Brenda Toni Wil~ 
41368 Stetson Ave. 
Hemet. CA 92544 
- This business is conducted by a 
Individual - Husband & Wife. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious busi-
ness name(s) lisled above on 
09/16/2002. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and conect. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information which he Of she knows 
to be false is 9u1lly of a crime.) 
s/. George E. Wilis I Brenda Toni 
Wilis 
The fiing of this statement does not 
of Isett authorize the use in this 
state of a fictlious business name in 
~ofatlon of the riglts of another 
lllde< f-.t, stale, or conmon law 
(sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code) 
State<nent filed with the Cot.nty of 
Riversida on 10/03/07. 
I he<eby ce<tify that this copy Is a 
r:ooect copy or tha original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement ex~res five years • 
from the data I was filed n the 
OffK:e of the Coonty Cle<k. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not its~ 
authorize the use in this state of a 
FiclJboos Business Name 1n roa-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state Of common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County C,ir1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-13764 
p. 10/18. 10/25, 11/1. 1118, 11/22, 
11119, 1216, 12113 
AMENDED 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
HARTY'S MOTEL 7 
953 W. 6th Street 
,Corona, CA 92882 
Babubhal Ram Bhakta 
953 W. 6th Street 
Corona, CA 92882 
Manjuben Babubhai Bhakta 
953 W. 6th Steel 
Corona. CA 92882 
This buSIOOSS ~ conducted by a 
lndiviwal • Husband & "'life. 
Reglslrant commenced to transact 
oo~ness under tha fictitious l>,Jsi-
ness name(s) ~sled abo1Je on 
1111979. 
The filing or th IS statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transad business under the ficti-
tious name(s) Isled above. 
I declare that all the infonmation n 
this statement is true and corred:. 
(A registrant who declares as true. 
informatioo which he or she knows 
to be false is guilty of a aime.) 
1 violation of the rights ' of another 
under federal, state, o, common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/14,1)7, 
does not of nseff aUthorize the use 
in this state of a fictitious busintss 
)"me In violation or the rights or 
another under federal, state, or 
comroon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed With the County of 
Riverside on 11115/07. 
I dedare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant v.llo dectares'as true. 
information which he or she knows 
to be false is guilly o1 a crime.) 
I/is statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true. 
information 'Which he a she knows 
to be false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Ahmad Mahmoud Mahmoud, 
Owner 
The filng of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in lh~ 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation or the rtghts of anothe< 
under federal, state, or commoo law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Slatement filed wih the County of• 
Riverskle on 11'20/07. 
s/. Babubhai R. Bhakta, Owner 
The filing of this statement does not 
ci itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fditious business name il 
· ~olalion of the rights of another 
lJ1der federal, stale, or common law 
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code! 
Statement filed -.th the Colllly or 
Rive<side on 10/09/07. · 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy or the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictllioos busiress 
name statement expires five years 
from the date it was tied in the 
Offioe of the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing or this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion d. the rights or another under 
federal, state Of common law (See • 
Section 14411, Et Seq., 8usiness 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Oel1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-14016 
p. 10/18, 10/25, 1111, 1118, 11122, · 
11/29, 1216, 12113 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business a~ 
PLATINUM PET MOBILE GROOM-
ING 
25859 Aveni<la Del Oro 
Temecula, CA 92590 
P.O. Bex 2384 
Temecula, CA 92593 
Sharon Sanders-Graneau 
25859 Avenida Del Oro 
Temecula, CA 92590 
This business is conducted by 
)ndividual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
l·dedare that all the infonnalion in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A regislranl w11o declares as true, 
information which he or she knows 
to be false is guilty or a crime.) 
s/. Sharon S. Grane3u 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
slate of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under fede<el, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. saq. b &p code) 
Statement filed \\ith the County d. 
Riverside on 10/29/07. 
I hereby oertify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state- . 
rrient on file in my office. 
NOTIC.E: This fictitious business 
name statement expires fi1Je years 
firom the date it was fied '! tl)e 
Office of the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictltious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itsett 
authorize the use in this s!Bte of a 
FICbtious Business Name in viola-
tion or the rights of ancther uooer 
federal, state or common law (Sea 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clel1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-14851 
p. 11122, 11129, 1216, 12113 
AMENDED 
The f~IOWJng person(s) is (are) 
do,ng bu~ness a,: 
COOKS CUDDLE CARE 
27470 Delphinium Avenue 
Moreno Valey, CA 92555 
Dorilha Leticia Cook 
274 70 Delphinium Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This b(J~ness $ conducted by a 
Individual. 
Reg•strant hes not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that au the infonmatkln In 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information which he or she knaws 
to be false Is guilty d. a crime.) 
s/. Dontha Cook 
The filing ol this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in thlS 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation ol the nghts or another 
under fede<el, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coonty of 
Riversde on 9/20/07, 
I he<eby certify that this copy ~ a 
correct COf71 of the origiial state-
ment oo file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictil>oos business 
name state<nent expires five years 
from the date 4 was filed in tha 
Offioe of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Narre Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
• lion of the rights of anothe< unde< 
fede<al, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
aoo Profesoons Code). • 
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-13176 
p. 10/18, 10/25, 1111, 1118, 11122, 
11129, 1216, 12113 
CITATION 
FREEDOM FROM PARENTAL 
CUSTODY AND CONTROL 
(ABANDONMENT) 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
co~ect copy of the ooginal stale-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name state,ment expi"es five years 
from the date ii was filed in the 
OffK:e of the County cier1<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be lied betore that time. The 
filing of this statement does not itseff 
authorize the use 11 this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another "1der 
federal, slate or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larr/W. Werd, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15495 
p. 11122, ,11/29, 12/6, 12113 . 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO 
SEU. ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
Date of Filing Application: 
November 21, 2007 
To ,Whom It May Concern: The 
Name(s) of the Applicant(s) is/are: 
GARFIELD BEACH CVS LLC 
The applicants listed above are 
applying to the Department of 
Alcoholc Beverage Contml to sell 
alcoholic beverages at: 
INDIAN TRUCK TRAIL & DEPAL• 
MA RD SEC 
CORONA, CA 92883 
Type or license(s) Applied for: 
21-0FF-SALE GENERAL 
p. 11119, 1216, 12113 
The following person(s) is (are) . 
doing business as: 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR 
MINORITY CHILDREN 
MINORITY CHILDREN'S 
PROGRESS 
27344 Ana St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Pean Btu~ (NMN) 
27344 Ana St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business ts conducted by 
Individual. 
Regislrant has mt yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the infomnalion in 
this statement is true and oorrect. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
infonnation which he or she knows 
to be false Is guilty of a cnme.) 
II. Peart BILitt 
The filing of this statement does oot 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a ~ciitious business name in 
violation or the rights or anothe< 
under federal, state, a common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement fifed with the County of 
Riverside on 1115/07. 
I heraby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my offioe. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date n was filed in the 
Office or the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that tine. The 
filing of this statement does not ltseff 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in ~ola-
tion of the rights d. anothe< under 
federal, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
al\d Professions Code). 
I.any W. Ward, Coolly Ctert< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15138 
' p. 11119, 1216 12113, 12/20 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR 
CHANGE Of NAME AND GEN• 
• • DER 
CASE NUMBER RIC '85926 
To all interested persons: Petiionec 
Lawrence Wayne Nivens hes filed a 
petition with this court for a decree 
changing petitioner's nameto: Lana 
Cc>leen Lawless. Petitlooor has also 
filed a petition for a decree changing 
petitioner's gender from male to 
female and for the issuance of a 
new birth certlficate rellecbng the 
gende< and name changes. The 
court orders that al persons inter-
ested in this matter shal appear 
beore this court at the hearing ~ 
cated below to show cause. ~ any, 
why the petition should not be grant-
ed. NotJce or Hearing Dale: Jan. oa. 
2008, rinne: B:30 a.m., Dept.: 3. The 
address of the COU/1 is Superior 
Court of Califom,a, County of 
Riverside, 4050 Main Street, 
Riverside, CA 92501, Riverside 
Court. A copy of this order to show 
cause shall be published at least 
once each week fof foor sucx::essive 
weeks prior to tha date set for hear-
ing on the petition in the follo\\ing 
newspaper of general cirtulatlon, 
pnnted m this county: Black Voice 
News, 4290 Brockton Ave., 
Riverside, CA 92501. Dale: Nov. 26, 
2007. Stephen D. Cunr11son, Judge 
of the Superior Court. 
p. 11119, 1216, 12113, 12/20 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
DREAM LEGACY 
1426 W. 6th St. Ste. 202-C 
Corona. CA 92882 
Got Beer. Inc. 
1426 W. 6th Street, Ste. 
202-C 
I hereby •oertrfy that this copy is a 
correct copy or the ongnal state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: Ttis fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date it was filed in the 
Offioe of the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed befora that lime. The 
fiing of this staterrent does not itseW 
authorize the use in ttlis state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clef1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15555 
p. 11129, 1216, 12113, 12120 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
BELAK PINNACLE 
1426 W. 6th St. Ste. 202-8 
COfona. CA 92882 
Silky Cigar, Inc. 
1426 W. 6th St. Ste. 202-8 
Corona, CA 92882 
CALIFORNIA 
This business ii conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact busiiess under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all tha information in 
this statement is true and correct 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information which he or she knows 
to be false is gt.illy d. a crime.I 
sl. Shane Mddlaton, Silky Cigar, 
Inc. • President 
The fiJ:ng d. this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal. stale. Of common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed With the County of , 
Riverside on 11115/07. 
I he<eby ce~fy that this copy is a 
correct copy or the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from tha date tt was filed in the 
Office of the County Clef1<. A new 
Fictitious Bu~ness Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
fiing of this statement does not itsett 
authorize the use in this slate of a 
Fictitious Business Nane n viola-
tion or the nghts of another under 
federal, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Ck!r1< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15556 
p. 11/29, 1216, 12113, 12120 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
PRIMERA PROPERTIES 
650 N. San Jacilto, Ste. #C 
Hemet, CA 92543 
Gerard Theodore Kalt 
359 Cheshire Ln. 
Hemet, CA 92544 
This business is cooducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transect business under the fiCIJ. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that al the lnfonmation in 
this stale<nenl is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as true, 
information which he or she knows 
to be false is guMty of a crime.) 
sl. Gerard T. Kelt 
The filing of I/is statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a flCtiti>tls busine,s name In 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &i, code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11/26/07. 
I hereby certify that this COf71 is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file ,n my office. 
NOTICE: This fiClitious business 
name statement expires five years 
from the date I was filed in tha 
Offioe of the Coonty Cler1<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name State<nent 
must be filed before the! time. The 
filing of this statement does not i1self 
authorize the use n this state or a 
Fictitious Busiless Name in ma-
lion of the rights of anothe( unrle< 
federal, state or conrnon law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Busiless 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward. County Cieri< 
FILE ND. R-2007-15819 
p. 11/29, 1216, 12113, 12/20 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
EVERGREEN TOOL WORKS 
11412 Arizona Ave. 
R~erside, CA 92503 
P.O. Box 70295 
Riversije, CA 92513 
John Patrick lieMeberry 
11412 Arizone~ve. 
Riverside, CA 92503 • 
Ttis bu~ness is conducted by 
Individual. 
s/. John Patrick Henneberry 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itsetf authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
State<nent 6ed -.th the County of 
Riverside oo 11114107. 
I hereby certify that this. copy is a 
correct copy of the onginal state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictili'l"s business 
name statement expires frve years 
from the date I was filed in the 
Office of tha County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statement does not rtself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fiditi~ BusioeSs Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another under 
federal. stale or common law (See 
Section 14411, El Seq., Bu~ness 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Cl,t< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15523 
p. 11119, 1216, 12113, 12120 
The f~lowing person(s) is (are) 
dollg business as: 
UP YOUR ALLEY 
41973 6th Street 
TemecuOI, CA 92590 
Cathe Lym Bjor1<1und 
39480 Avenida Bogota 
Temecula, CA 92592 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fiCll-
tious nanne(s) listed above. 
I declare that all ttre infomnetion in 
this statement is true and oorrect. 
(A registrant v.llo declares as true, 
infonmation which re Of she knows 
to be false~ guilty of a oime.) 
s/. Cathe Bjorklund 
The filing of th~ statement does not 
of Itself authorize the use in this 
state Q{ a fictitious business name in 
violation or the rights or anothe< 
under federal. stale. or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 11114/07. 
I hereby oertify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my cifice. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires fTVe years 
• from ttre date It was filed in tha 
Office of the County Cieri<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. The 
fili!Jjl of this statement does not itself 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fiditious Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights or another under 
federal, state or common law (See 
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professons Code). 
Larry w. Ward, Co"1ty Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2007:15519 
p. 11/29, 1216, 12113, 12120 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
RIVERSIDE AUTO DETAILING 
6651 Indiana Ave. #1 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Ahmed Mahmoud Mahmoud 
119 Sir Damas Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
lndr1idual. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
. business under the fictitious busi-
ness neme(s) Usted above on 
8115188. 
I declare that all the j,formalion in 
REQUEST FOR PRO· 
POSALS 
SENIOR LEGAL SER-
VICES 
RFP HS 07--08 
The County of San 
Bernardino Human 
Services (HS) Invites pro-
posals to provide Senior 
Legal Services. The pro-
posed services must be 
consistent with the require-
ments described in RFP 
HS 07-08. 
A copy of the RFP may be 
downloaded from the fol-
lowing San Bernardino 
County Internet site: 
http :// www.co.sa n-
bernardino.ca.us/rfplrfpllst. 
htm 
Although the Internet is the 
preferred media for distrib-
uting the RFP, copies can 
also be obtained at the HS 
Contracts Office located at 
150 S. Lena Road, San 
Bernardino, CA 92415. 
Proposals must be 
received a t this address 
prior to 4 :00 p .m. on 
February 19, 2008. 
For information, please 
contact Sandy DeMarco at 
(909) 388--0360. 
11129/07 
CNS-122857'l# 
I hl,reby certify that I/is copy is a 
correct oopy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious bu~ness 
name statement expires five years 
from the date I was filed in the 
Office of the County ae11<. A new 
Fictitious Business Name Statement 
roost be filed before that time. The 
filing of this statemenl does not itselt 
authorize the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business· Name in viola-
tion of the rights of another- under 
fede<al, stale or common law (See 
Section 14411, El Seq., Bu~ness 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward. Coonty Cieri< 
FILE NO. R-2007-15728 
p. 11129, 1216, 12113, 12120 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR 
CHANGE OF NAME 
CASE NUMBER RIC "85936 
To all ilterested persons: Petilione< 
Tony DeAndre Carter filed a petition 
With this court fOf a decree changing 
names as follows: Tony DeAndre 
Carter to Tony DeAndre Lawson. 
The court orders that an persons 
interested in this matter appear 
bef"" this court al the hearing indi-
cated below to show cause, if any, 
why the petition for change of name· 
should not be granted. Any person 
objecting to the name changes 
described above must file a Y.ritten 
objecti\>n that irdudes the reasons 
for the objection at least two court 
days before the matter is scheduled 
to be hean:I and must appear at the 
hearing to show cause why the peti· 
lion should not be granted. If no 
written objoclion is timely filed, tha 
court may grant the petition w~ut 
a hearing. Notice of Heanng, Date: 
1-4-2008 time: 8:30 am, Dept.: 3. 
The address of the court is Superior 
Court d. California, County of 
Riverside. 4050 Main St. Riverside. 
CA 92502-0431. A copy or this 
Order to Show Cause shell be pub-
lished at least once each week for 
four successive weeks prior to the 
date set for hearing on the petiboo 
in the following newspaper of gener-
al circulation, pnnted in this county: 
Black Voice News, 4290 Brockton 
Ave .• Riverside, CA. Date: Nov. 26. 
2007, Stephen D. Cunnison, Judge 
of the SuperiOf Court. 
p. 11129, 1216, 12113, 12/20 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
HEARING TO CONSIDER 
ADOPTION OF THE 
INTEGRATED REGION-
AL WATER MANAGE-
MENT PLAN FOR THE 
UPPER SANTA ANA 
RIVER 
Notice is hereby of the 
intent by the Board of 
Water Commissioners of 
the San Bernardino 
Municipal Water 
Department to adopt the 
Integrated Regional Water 
Management Plan (IRWM 
Plan) for the Upper Santa 
Ana River. The Board of 
Water Commissioners will 
hold a public hearing on 
December 18. 2007 at 
10:00 a.m. in the 
Boardroom on the 5th floor 
of City Hall, 300 North "D" 
Street, San Bernardino, 
California 9241 B to receive 
public comments as to 
whether or not to adopt the 
Plan. 
A copy of the IRWM Plan is 
available for public review 
at the Department's 
Customer Service office 
located on the 5th Floor of 
City Hall at 300 North "D1' 
Street, San Bernardino'. 
California 9241 B. The 
Customer Service office is 
open Monday through 
Thursday, 7:30 a .m. to 
5 :30 p.m. and Fridays 7:30 
a .m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Interested parties mai 
obtain a CD of the IRWM 
Plan by contacti"g Julie 
Abinto (909 384-7229). 
Written comments may be 
mailed to the attention of 
Mr. Matthew Lltchfield, P.E. 
at the San Bernardino 
Municipal Water 
Department P.O. Box 710, 
San Bernardino, California 
92402 or delivered to 300 
North "D' Street, 5th Floor, 
San Bernardino, California 
92418. 
11129/07 
CNS-1231794# 
CASE NUMBER RIA 0181(1 
To.Celida Tonres and to a'I pe<sons 
claiming to be the father or mothe< 
of: Robert Anthony Tonres. By order 
of tris Court you are hereby cited 
and (required to) (may) appear 
before the Judge Presiding in 
Department 01 of the above entitled 
court, located at 4050 Main Sreet, 
Riverside, CA 92501 on Dec. 12, 
2007 at 9:00 a.m. of that day, then 
and the<e to show cause.~ any you 
have, why said person sholjld not 
be declared free from the control of 
his/her/their parents aocording to 
Corona, CA 92882 
I CALIFORNIA l ABSOLUTE _  AUCTIO~IS(] 
• the petition on file herein. FOf failure 
lo attend, you may be deemed gully 
of a corlempt of court. You are 
requred lo have said m,nor cl;td 
present at this heanng (FC 
7880(b)). Yoo are hereby notified of 
the prcwisions or Family Code sec-
tion 7860 which p,o~de the judge 
shall advise the minor and the par-
ents, if present, of the right to have 
counsel present. The court may 
appoint r.ounsel to represent the 
minor whether or not the minor is 
able to afford counsel, and if they 
are unable to afford counsel, shall 
appoint counsel to represent the 
parents. The petition filed herein Is 
for ttre purpose of being the subject 
child for placement for adoption. 
Dated: 11/01/07 
By T Nati~ded, Deputy 
p. 11122, 11/29, 1216, 12113 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
THE INLAND EMPIRE BUFFALO 
SOLDIERS HERITAGE 
ASSOCIATION 
20564 Old Etsilore Rd. 
Pe<ns, CA 92570 
P.O. Box 366 
Rive<side, CA 92502 
Yolonda Jean Williams 
20584 Old Elsinore Rd, 
Pe<ns, CA 92570 
This business is conducted by Non-
Profit 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the k:ttious busi-
ness name(s) listed above on 
11/5/07. 
I declare that all the infomnetion in 
this slalement is true and comect. 
(A registrant v.llo declares as true, 
infonmalion which he Of she knows 
to be false~ guilty of a crime.) 
sl. Yolonda Williams 
This business is conducted 
by Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to uansact bUsiness undel' 
the fictitioos name(s) listed 
above. 
I declare that all the Informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant 
who declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
kna,vs to be false is guilly of 
a crime.) 
s/. Kathleen Luoma. Got 
Beer, Inc., President 
The Wing d. this statement 
LAST DOLLAR RAN CH 
[An authentic Old West treasure in historic Telluride Colorado] 
• 396:t picturesque acres at the foot of Mt. Sneffels • Horne and 
9 restored century- old log bui ldings • Site of Marlboro ads, 
Budweiser and Coors commercials• Teeming with wildlife 
@ [Thursday, October 11 at 11 : 00 AM (MT)] 
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Great Cashflow 
S81on for Sale 
Eight stations, three shampoo bowls, 
six dryers. Beautiful interior! Busy 
shopping center. 
MUST SALE ASAP 
Great potential in Inland Empire 
Call Jim Orth 
(866) 644-9516 
It 
The Black Voice News 
ldyllwild Arts · 
Academy To Award 
Scholarships F,or 
Student Contests 
The Black Voice News 
IDYLLWILD 
ldyllwild Arts Academy is looking to 
grant talented young students the oppor-
tunity to win scholarships to IAA's 
· Moving Pictures and Visual Art depart-
ments through the Hollywood Ending 
and Body Mapping-A Visual Art 
Competition contests. 
Contestants interested in the 
Hollywood Ending writing contest will 
create their own Hollywood ending to 
"Mantra for a Salesman", an original 
screenplay written by a current senior ih 
the Moving Pictures department. If cho-
sen as one of the finalists, you could be 
the recipient of a $25,000 scholarship for 
Grand Prize, $ J0,000 for Second Prize 
and a $5,000 scholarship for Third Prize. 
For Body Mapping -A Visual Art 
Competition and Exhibition the top three 
works will receive scholarship prizes of 
$25,000 scholarship for Grand Prize, 
$15,000 for Second Prize and a $!0,000 
scholarship for Third Prize. The guide-
lines are for a student to use the body as 
a map or template that refers metaphori-
cally to other ideas. The overall theme is 
"Body Mapping". The size and media 
are not to exceed S"x JO"x6". The work 
can be done in 2-D or 3-D and be of any 
media. . 
B'oth contests are sponsored by the 
Idyllwild Arts Academy and are open to 
students 13-18 years old in any country 
worldwide. This prestigious contest will 
give the winning students a scholarship 
to attend the only West Coast boarding 
high school for the arts and is intended 
for the 2008-2009 academic year. The· 
deadline for submission is January 15, 
2008 at 12:00 midnight P.S.T. 
Visit the Idyllwild Arts website at 
www.idyllwildarts.org and click the 
main Academy button then, click either 
lheHollywood Ending or Body Mapping 
buttons. E-mail your entry along · with 
your n~me, e-mail, address, phone, cur-
rent grade \eve! and school you are 
attending I) Hollywood Ending writing 
contest to: hollywoodending@idyll-
wildarts.org or 2) Body Mapping to: 
bodymapping@idyllwildarts.org 
Winners will be selected by faculty of 
the Idyllwild Arts Academy and will be 
posted on the website along with your 
original ending on February I, 2008. 
For more information on how you can 
help support young, gifted artists, please 
contact the ldyllwild Arts Foundation at 
951-659-2171 ext. 2330 or 
visitwww.idyllwildarts.org. 
Holiday . 
Beauty Tips 
The Black Voice News 
Holidays are the time of year to 
glam-up, says Clairol. Colormaster 
Veron Charles. She offers the follow-
ing recommendations to help you glide 
through the season stress-free: 
* Find out the dress code of the 
party you' re attending and dress 
accordingly. Glittery eye makeup is 
sizzling on the dance floor, but might 
be a no-no at the annual office party. 
* Let your hair be your glamour 
statement with a trendy new take on 
layering that's red hot for the holidays. 
Lighten several strands of hair that 
frame your face, then color with a no-
ammonia, no peroxide haircolor like 
Jazzing in a fiery shade like Ruby Red. 
* If you're wearing the basic little 
black dress, hotwirc it by wrapping 
yourself in one of the inexpensive satin 
trench coats that are all the rage this 
season. You'll make an eye-catching 
entrance. Then settle in to a more 
sophisticated mood. 
* If you're not sure how much is too 
much, limit your bling to accessories 
like a beaded bag, chandelier earrings 
or chunky, jewel-tone bracelets. 
* Don't wear stiletto heels if you're 
going to be standing during all or most 
of the party - no matter how sex.y they 
look! A pair of dressy patent flats or 
low heels will ensure you' re still smil-
ing and not wincing at the end of the 
night. 
* Be careful with makeup. While 
you can definitely pump up the color 
on lips, cheeks and eyes at night, be 
sure to blend carefully. If you have a 
makeup mirror, try out your finished 
look in different lights. 
"Holidays should be fun times," con-
cludes Veron. "Whether it's a trim the 
tree ·party or a family get together, let 
your clothes, your hair and your make-
up turn heads away from the flickering 
firelight toward the fiery blazes of you 
instead!" 
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SCE Donates $10,000 to ~cclesia Christian Fellowship in the IE 
The Black Voice News 
ROSEMEAD 
Southern California Edison 
(SCE) donated $10,000 to Ecclesia 
Christian Fellowship's Annual 
Youth Scholarship Program to pro-
vide financial assistance to gradu-
ating high school seniors and peo-
ple continuing their college educa-
tion. 
· "We are very proud to support 
Ecclesia's efforts to further the edu-
cation of our youth," said Afarah 
Board, manager of enterprise 
resource planning at SCE. "In the 
past, Ecclesia has offered scholar-
ships to their youth. With SCE's 
support, they more than doubled 
the nu111ber of scholarships to 16 
and provided more than $ 16,000 in 
cash awards." 
Ecclesia Christian Fellowship is 
a non-profit organization located in 
the Inland Empire that provides 
education programs, spiritual 
growth and training classes for the 
community. In addition to 
Ecclesia, SCE provides support to 
various organizations through its 
corporate giving efforts. For more 
information about SCE's corporate 
contribution requests, visit 
www.sce.com. For more informa-
tion about Ecclesia Christian 
Fellowship, contact the church 
office at (909) 881-5551. 
Mediation Class 
to be Offered 
Community Action Partnership 
of Riverside County's Dispute 
Resolution Center (DRC) will be 
holding a three-day class on Basic 
Mediation on Saturdayt January 19 
and 26 and February 2, 2008. 
Completion of the 25-hour class 
provides participants the necessary 
certification to mediate cases for 
the Dispute Resolution Center. 
New mediators· are needed as the 
case-load in the courts continues to 
grow. 
The DRC provides mediation 
services in small claims court for 
Riverside County Superior Courts 
in Banning, Moreno Valley, 
Temecula, Hemet and· Indio. Since 
1995, DRC has provided County 
residents with low-cost mediation 
and conciliation services. It relies 
on community volunteers to per-
form most mediation services. It 
gives back to community by less-
ening the load on the COijft system, 
and by giving disputants the 
opportunity to resolve their issues 
in an informal and Jes~ stressful 
environment. 
DRC also offers mediation serv-
ices to nine police departments in 
Riverside County. The police 
departments write "tickets" to dis-
putants to participate in mediation. 
The classes wi!J be held at the 
Rkiersiae County Department of 
Social Services 'Staff 
Development Training Center, 
22690 Cactus Avenue, Suite JOO 
in Moreno Valley. The cost for the 
class is $225.00. MCLE credit is 
available for attorneys and parale-
gals. To register or for more infor-
mation, contact Katrina Lankster, 
(951) 955-4900. 
Pictured left to right: Afarah Board, manager, enterprise resource planning, Southern California Edison; Joshua Beckley, senior pastor, Ecclesia 
Christian Fellowship•and Ed Robinson, manager, Equal Opportunity, Southern California Edison 
Joe Baca Foundation's Operation Gobble Distributes 
Thanksgiving Turkeys 
She said performing community 
service and helping others is some-
thing she is glad to do. 
"I get to help the more unfortunate 
people who can't do things - such as 
the elderiy," she said. 
For one month Operation Gobble 
accepted recipient sign-ups from 
individuals and non-profit organiza-
tions who needed turkeys. 
"It is my hope these donations can 
brighten up Thanksgiving for fami-
lies who may be going through diffi-
cult times," said Jo·e Baca Jr. , CEO 
of the Joe Baca Foundation. "The 
cost of a Thanksgiving dinner has 
risen sharply over the years. This is 
our way of giving them something 
to look forward to as a family." 
Fifty turkeys were delivered to St. 
Catherine's Catholic Church _in 
Rialto, and members of other organ-
izations such as the Oldtimers 
Foundation, Boys and Girls Club 
and I{jwanis picked up their turkeys 
to deliver. 
' The Black Voice News lend a hand delivering the birds to 
recipients. 
Patricia Herrejon, 16, a Naval 
Junior Reserve Officer from Miller, 
said the event was well organized 
and that each of the volunteers had a 
role in unloading, stacking and 
reloading the turkeys. 
People drove to the union hall 
bui !ding at their scheduled time to 
get their turkeys, and one woman 
who wasn't able to drive to the loca-
tion had one dropped off at her 
house in Colton by a staff member 
from Congressman Baca's office. 
I 
COLTON 
A truckload of 400 frozen turkeys 
were delivered to local families on 
November 20th as part of the Joe 
Baca Foundation's first annual 
Operation Gobble. 
The turkeys were donated to assist 
families who are in need of a little 
extra help this Thanksgiving, and 25 
community-based organizations 
teamed up with Operation Gobble to 
The Communication Workers 
Local 9588 Union Hall building in 
Colton became the morning work-
plaGe for three hours while it was 
filled with volunteers. 
Nearly 20 cadets from Fontana's 
A.B. Miller High School were some 
of those volunteers who worked 
alongside Congressman Joe Baca 
(D-43) and some of his family mem-
bers. 
"Two people carried a box of 
turkeys," she said, and added that 
five turkeys were in each box. 
For her role, Patricia said she and 
another cadet stood in the back of a 
truck and lined up the boxes of 
turkeys. 
R.O.T.C. Cadet Armando Minor, 
15, said he helped carry the turkeys 
to people's vehicles when they 
arrived at the building. 
"They were really joyful for us 
taking turkeys to their cars and for 
them getting the turkey," he said. 
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MPGs ·MEET MP3s. 
THE NEW 35 MPG 2008 FOCUS~ 
. . 
SYNC voice-activated technology allows you to effortlessly control your MP3 
player and Bluetooth®·enabled phone~ All in a car that gets 35 MPG** and has 
six airbags. So check one out. You'll find Focus fun to drive and nicely equipped 
for under $17,000.t Learn more at FORDVEHICLES.COM. 
Text "FOCUS10" to 43673 (4FORD) for more into;tt 
Powered by Aficl'osdl• 
' 
\ 
*Standard on Focus SES. Driving while' distracted can result in loss of vehicle control, Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so, and use 
extreme caution. The Bluetooth® word ma~k and logos are trademarks of the Bluetooth® SIG,' Inc. **EPA-estimated 24 city/35 hwy mpg, manual transmission. t2008 Focus.SES $16,995 MSRP. 
Taxes, title and license fees extra. 11Standard text messaging and data rates may apply. Mobile downloads are not compatible with Verizon. Mobile site URL is ford.enpocket.corn/focus. 
' I 
